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Abstract
Increasing levels of penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) have trans-
formed distribution networks from passive to active networks and introduced the
concept of microgrids. Dynamic characteristics of microgrids operating either in
grid connected or islanded modes can be different from the traditional distribution
networks due to the combination of different DERs. In order to make microgrid
operation attractive, the issues associated with microgrids need to be properly anal-
ysed. This thesis examines the modelling of microgrids and investigates different
aspects of their operation.
In the first phase of the work presented in this thesis, dynamic characteristics of
microgrids comprising different distributed generators are investigated. The impor-
tance of understanding the dynamic behaviour of microgrids is highlighted through
a comparative analysis carried out on a hybrid microgrid. A simulation model of a
hybrid microgrid comprising a PV system, a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)
based wind power plant, a mini hydro power plant, and loads is developed for the
analysis. This study revealed that the dynamic characteristics of the microgrid are
significantly influenced by the characteristics of individual DERs and their control
systems. It has been noted that during grid connected mode, features of the external
grid also have an impact on microgrid behaviour.
The second phase of this thesis is focused on aggregated modelling of grid con-
nected microgrids comprising both inverter interfaced and non-inverter interfaced
DERs. For stability analysis, the common practice is to separate the power sys-
tem into a study area of interest and external areas. In general, the study area is
represented in a detailed manner while external areas are represented by dynamic
equivalents. This thesis investigates the applicability of modal analysis as a tool for
dynamic model equivalencing of grid connected hybrid microgrids while introducing
a new index to identify the dominant modes of the system. The grid connected
microgrid is represented as a single dynamic device while retaining the important
iii
dynamics. Linearised models of different DERs with control systems and loads are
developed for this study. Several case studies are carried out to validate the re-
duced order dynamic model of the microgrid by testing under different operating
conditions. Furthermore, the model equivalencing is applied on microgrids in a
multi-microgrid environment to validate the methodology.
Similar to the large generators in conventional power systems, grid connected
microgrids have the potential to participate in energy markets to achieve technical,
financial and environmental benefits. In order to enable such operation, a systematic
approach in developing a capability tool for a grid connected microgrid is presented
in the next phase of this thesis. A grid connected microgrid can be viewed as a single
generator or a load depending on power import or export at the grid supply point.
However, unlike in a single generator with simple machine limitations, active and
reactive power transfer limits of a grid connected microgrid depend on many factors,
including different and multiple machine capability limits, local load demands, and
distribution line capacities. A mathematical model is developed to establish the
active and reactive power transfer capability at the point of common coupling, con-
sidering all aspects of grid connected microgrids. Capability diagrams for different
microgrid scenarios are derived using the mathematical model, and the applicability
of microgrid capability diagram as a tool in the energy market operation is also
presented.
The low voltage ride through (LVRT) capability of grid connected microgrids and
the potential to provide voltage support as an ancillary service for the main grid are
investigated in the final phase of the thesis. Two approaches are followed to inves-
tigate the LVRT capability of a microgrid as a single entity. In the first approach,
dynamic voltage support at the microgrid point of common coupling is improved by
using a distribution static synchronous compensator (DSTATCOM) connected to
the low voltage side of the distribution transformer of the microgrid. The collective
effect of the LVRT capabilities of the distributed generators in the microgrid is used
to provide voltage and reactive power support to the external grid in the second
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approach. Furthermore, operation of the DSTATCOM in multi-microgrid environ-
ment and islanded mode are also investigated under different operating conditions.
Impact of the DSTATCOM location in the microgrid is also analysed by installing it
at the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer, at distributed gen-
erator terminals and at the bus bar with lowest reactive power margin. Variations
of the microgrid system parameters during the fault and after fault clearance are
analysed to identify the most appropriate location for DSTATCOM operation. It
was identified that having the DSTATCOM at the low voltage side of the microgrid
distribution transformer is far more beneficial in situations of microgrid transition
from grid connected to islanded mode of operation, which would improve the mi-
crogrid voltage profile. DSTATCOM operation would reduce the reactive power
demand from the external grid which arises due to faults in microgrids containing
mains connected induction motor loads.
Based on the studies presented in this thesis, it can be identified that integration
of multiple microgrids into the utility grid will allow the microgrids to provide ancil-
lary services to the main grid during grid connected mode, and provide emergency
services to adjacent microgrids during a utility grid outage. The work presented in
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1.1 Statement of the Problem
Integration of distributed energy resources (DERs) into the electrical power distri-
bution network has gathered momentum in the recent years due to policy directives
on reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from electrical power generation. At the
same time, increasing penetration of DERs has improved reliability and energy effi-
ciency through localised generation, and has evaded the requirement for transmission
network expansion [1, 2].
Modern and future electricity distribution networks will comprise of increasing
penetration of distributed generators (DGs) (including wind turbines, photovoltaic
(PV) systems, fuel cells, small scale hydro generators, micro-turbines and other
cogeneration plants) and energy storage devices (batteries, super capacitors and fly-
wheels) [3]. These technologies combined with associated loads have transformed
distribution networks from passive to active networks with bidirectional power flows,
thereby introducing the concept of microgrids. Microgrids are capable of operating
in grid connected and islanded modes where decision making and control archi-
tecture are different from conventional interconnected distribution systems [3–7].
Considering the present status of knowledge and experience related to microgrids,
there are several areas in which new knowledge needs to be developed to ensure their
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successful integration and operation, which is the main focus of this thesis. These
areas will be briefly introduced in the subsequent paragraphs.
Dynamic characteristics of microgrids can be different from conventional grids,
which are typically based on centralised synchronous generators (SGs) [3]. With
the expanding number and size of microgrids, associated technical challenges such
as (a) dynamic stability issues, (b) protection coordination, and (c) power quality
and reliability issues will increase [2]. Out of these, dynamic stability issues arising
due to systems with simultaneously present inverter and non-inverter interfaced
DERs have received very little attention. Different inherent characteristics of DERs,
power dispatch levels, relative DER capacities, and external grid characteristics
are some of the important features of significant interest in relation to microgrid
dynamic behaviour. Furthermore, comprehensive transient and small-signal stability
assessment is considered as a significant technical challenge associated with future
microgrids.
Microgrids comprising multiple DERs are being increasingly considered for inte-
gration into electricity networks. Considering the potential multiplicity of DERs in
a single location and distributed nature of such entities, it is impractical to represent
them as detailed models in power system simulations. This has led to a need for
new and accurate, but simplified models of grid connected microgrids. Such simpli-
fied models of microgrids will be useful to electricity utilities in performing dynamic
studies by representing grid connected microgrids as simplified generators or load
units depending on their power export and import nature at the grid supply point.
Similar to conventional generators, grid connected microgrids have the potential
to be able to participate in the energy market in the future to achieve technical,
financial and environmental benefits. Effective participation in the energy mar-
kets requires a comprehensive understanding of the full capability of the microgrid.
Therefore, it is essential to develop a planning tool to establish individual and com-
bined microgrid capability. Active and reactive power exchange capability of a grid
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connected microgrid with the utility grid is one of the important features that needs
to be known by either the microgrid controller or the distribution network service
provider (DNSP) in order to successfully participate in the future energy market.
Hence, the development of an active and reactive power capability diagram of a
grid connected microgrid will further facilitate DNSPs and microgrid controllers in
market operation.
Integration of multiple microgrids into the utility grid will allow microgrids to
provide ancillary services to the utility during normal operation. Such microgrids
can also provide emergency services to adjacent microgrids during a utility grid
outage.
When DER penetration is large, disconnecting DERs during a low voltage event
is no longer acceptable as DERs are expected to support the grid for stabilising
the voltage. Keeping relevant DERs online will assist in avoiding sudden loss of
active power, which can lead to power system collapse. The capability of microgrids
to ride through low voltages due to disturbances in the utility grid has not been
thoroughly investigated. Thus, it is important to analyse the overall low voltage
ride through (LVRT) capability of a grid connected microgrid as a single entity.
LVRT capability enables the microgrid to provide network support to the external
grid during external faults by supplying reactive power and maintaining the voltage
at the microgrid point of common coupling (PCC).
1.2 Research Objectives and Methodology
This thesis examines the modelling of microgrids and investigates the ability of
microgrids to provide network support to the utility grid through various ancil-
lary services, which would make microgrids a more attractive solution to the issues
associated with the evolving power system comprising new distributed generation
technologies.
The first objective of this thesis is to investigate the dynamic characteristics
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of a hybrid microgrid with inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs. This is ac-
complished by developing a microgrid model comprising different DER models, and
the impact of different inherent characteristics of the DERs, power dispatch levels,
relative DER capacities. External grid characteristics on the microgrid dynamic
behaviour are studied in detail.
Distribution network dynamics will become imperative when investigating the
stability of power systems. Hence, systems can no longer be represented merely
by a static load at the PCC. In particular, the dynamics of microgrids during grid
connected mode must be taken into account in order to accurately characterise the
stability of the network. Unlike traditional SGs and their auxiliary components,
effects of grid connected microgrid dynamics on large power systems have yet to
be completely characterised. Thus, the second objective of this thesis is to develop
an aggregated model of a grid connected microgrid which would represent the ag-
gregated load and generation at the PCC while retaining the important dynamics.
For this purpose, the thesis takes an approach by investigating the applicability of
modal analysis as a tool for model equivalencing of grid connected microgrids with
inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs. Validity of the reduced order dynamic
equivalent is tested under different operating conditions with different load types
and fault conditions.
Similar to the large generators in traditional power systems, future microgrids
could participate in electricity markets as single entities to supply energy and other
ancillary services to the network. In order to enable such operation, it is essen-
tial to develop a systematic approach for deriving a capability diagram for a grid
connected microgrid representing the active and reactive power exchange capabil-
ity of the microgrid with the main grid, which is the third objective of this thesis.
This tool can be used to assist in understanding the microgrid active and reactive
power capability while allowing the optimum operation of DERs, and will provide
coordinated support to the network through ancillary services as required. Various
features such as different load modelling aspects, individual machine limitations,
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and effects of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and other reactive power
devices are considered in developing the capability diagram.
As the fourth objective, this thesis investigates the LVRT capability of grid con-
nected microgrids as an ancillary service provider to the utility grid. At present,
some national grid codes have enforced wind turbine generators to maintain LVRT
capability when connected to the transmission and distribution networks. In the
context of microgrids, maintaining the connection between the utility and the mi-
crogrid is highly desirable except when the fault is between the substation and the
microgrid. In such a situation, the separation is required as fast as possible lead-
ing to islanded operation of the microgrid. Faults outside the microgrid can create
voltage sags at the microgrid PCC which may also cause problems to the DERs and
sensitive loads inside the microgrid. In such situations, DERs within the microgrid
will operate according to their inbuilt LVRT capabilities. Hence, this thesis inves-
tigates the overall impact of the LVRT capabilities of DERs at the microgrid PCC,
and the capability of a grid connected microgrid to support the utility grid through
external faults.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
A brief summary of the contents of the remaining chapters of this thesis is given
below:
Chapter 2 is a literature review covering the background information required to
carry out the work presented in this thesis. This chapter presents an overview of the
past developments in research work related to microgrid dynamic studies, microgrid
model equivalencing and microgrid ancillary services.
Chapter 3 describes a case study on the dynamic behaviour of a hybrid microgrid
comprising inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs. The study examines the
influence of the variations in active power dispatch levels and generator sizing on
the dynamic characteristics of the microgrid. In addition, dynamic responses of
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microgrids in grid connected and islanded modes are analysed. Impact of external
grid characteristics on microgrid operation is also examined in this chapter.
Chapter 4 presents the detailed procedure for developing a small signal dynamic
model of a grid connected microgrid comprising both inverter and non-inverter in-
terfaced DERs.
The mathematical model developed in Chapter 4 is used as a tool in Chapter 5
for describing the microgrid model equivalencing approach using modal analysis.
Validity of the reduced order dynamic equivalents are examined under different
operating conditions. Furthermore, model equivalencing is applied on microgrids in
a multi-microgrid environment to validate the methodology.
Chapter 6 presents a systematic approach for developing a capability diagram for
a grid connected microgrid which represents the active and reactive power exchange
capability of the microgrid with the main grid. The impact of different modelling as-
pects and network conditions are analysed using several case studies. Furthermore,
operating points of the capability diagram are verified using time domain simula-
tions. Applicability of capability diagrams as a graphical tool in the energy market
operation is presented as a pathway and a solution to design microgrid participation
into future ancillary services.
Chapter 7 investigates the low voltage ride through capability of a grid con-
nected microgrid as a single entity. A distribution static synchronous compen-
sator (DSTATCOM) is installed at different locations of the microgrid, and the volt-
age and reactive power support to the external grid is analysed. A grid connected
microgrid is subjected to different operating conditions and the impact of DSTAT-
COM is investigated. Furthermore, DSTATCOM operation in a multi-microgrid
environment and in islanded mode of operation are also investigated in this chapter.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the major contributions of this thesis and provides





This chapter presents a summary of the reviewed literature related to microgrids
and their controls, past developments in research work related to microgrid dy-
namic studies, microgrid model equivalencing and low voltage ride through (LVRT)
capability of distributed energy resources. The major contributions made by other
researchers to the subject of microgrid studies are critically examined in order to
identify the research gaps for further research.
2.2 Microgrids and Their Controls
2.2.1 Distributed Energy Resources and Microgrids
According to the definition given in [8], distributed generation (DG) is an electric
energy source directly connected to the distribution network or on the customer side
of the meter. DG technologies typically include wind turbines, solar photovoltaic
(PV) systems, fuel cells, small hydro, microturbines and other cogeneration plants.
These DGs along with distributed storage systems such as batteries, super capacitors
and flywheels [4,5] have formed the concept of distributed energy resources (DERs)
which are usually connected to the medium voltage (MV) or low voltage (LV) grid
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within the distribution system. DERs are being increasingly integrated as a means
of power supply into the distribution system as opposed to reliance on bulk supply
points from traditional centralised power plants. Environmental factors such as
limiting the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and avoiding the investments of new
transmission networks and large generating plants have been the primary motives
behind the growth of DERs.
DERs have begun to feature active characteristics in the distribution networks
with bidirectional power flows, converting the passive networks into active distri-
bution networks. This has led to the concept of a microgrid, which may comprise
part of the MV/LV distribution system including local loads and single or mul-
tiple DERs [1, 3, 4, 6, 9–12]. A microgrid is connected to the utility grid through
the point of common coupling (PCC), and must be capable of operating in grid
connected mode and at least serve a portion of the local load after being discon-
nected (islanded) from the utility grid [3, 13, 14]. From the customer point of view,
microgrids provide both electricity and thermal needs, and have also increased relia-
bility and improved energy efficiency through localised generation and demand side
management [1,2,6,12]. Microgrids are capable of providing network support to the
utility grid by using local DERs. Some of the ancillary services that can be provided
by the microgrids include: frequency and voltage control, congestion management,
reduction of grid losses and distribution system service restoration.
The ownership of a microgrid heavily influences the ultimate configuration and
operation of the microgrid, resulting in different operational objectives. Microgrids
owned by private industrial and commercial organisations have primarily focused
on economical and reliable power supply. Microgrids based on government organi-
sations, such as military based microgrids, have a strong focus on energy reliability
and safety. These microgrids try to improve the economic aspect by operating in
parallel to the utility grid. Electric utility companies attempt to ensure service
quality across the distribution system and microgrids [6, 9, 15].
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2.2.2 Microgrid Controls
DERs can be divided into two groups in terms of their interfacing mechanism with
the microgrid. One group includes rotating machines that are directly coupled to the
microgrid, while others are coupled through power electronic interfaces. Therefore,
the control concepts and power management strategies used in a microgrid compris-
ing both inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs are significantly different from
those of a conventional power system. Different hierarchical control strategies are
adopted at different network levels in order to achieve better coordination among
the DERs and the local loads. The control strategies must allow the microgrids
to operate in islanded mode due to faults or any other large disturbances in the
external grid. In grid connected mode, microgrids may export/import active and
reactive power to/from the utility grid depending on their primary objective.
According to [6], microgrids can be operated in either centralised or decentralised
manner depending on the responsibilities assumed by the different control levels. In
centralised control, the microgrid central controller (MCC), which is the main inter-
face between the microgrid and the distribution network service provider (DNSP),
has the main responsibility to optimise the microgrid operation [3, 16]. In a de-
centralised control approach, DERs are controlled and optimised locally by the mi-
crosource controllers (MCs) that are responsible for individual DERs [17,18].
A hierarchical control of microgrids have been proposed recently to standardise
microgrid operation [11, 19]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 [11], at the bottom level, a
primary controller is responsible for protection functions, local voltage control and
power sharing management among multiple DERs to ensure system reliability. At
the next level, the secondary controller restores microgrid frequency and voltage
either by communicating with the MCC in a centralised manner or by using multi-
agent systems in a decentralised manner [18]. The tertiary controller at the top level
carries out the economic optimisation based on the energy prices and market opera-
tion. Furthermore, the tertiary controller can communicate with the DNSP in order
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to optimise microgrid operation with the utility grid. In order to carry out successful
operation of microgrids, it is vital to have a proper communication methodology.
Communication in microgrids is being carried out based on radio communication,
through telephone lines, power-line carrier or using a wireless medium (internet and
global system for mobile communication) [11].
Figure 2.1: Microgrid control levels [11]
2.2.3 Microgrid Test Systems
In this section, a review of the major microgrid test facilities available in North
America, Europe, and Asia are presented.
The Smart Grid R & D department of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has
carried out projects on dynamic optimisation of distribution grid operations through
integration of advanced sensing, communication, and control technologies [20]. The
two major R & D and demonstration programs currently active in the USA are:
(a) The SPIDERS (Smart Power Infrastructure Demonstration for Energy Reliabil-
ity and Security) demonstration program which is co-run by the DOE, Department
of Defense and Department of Homeland Security, and (b) the Renewable and Dis-
tributed Systems Integration (RDSI) microgrid grants program run by the DOE [6].
The goal of the SPIDERS program is to address energy security and reliability
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concerns while the RDSI program is primarily focused on increasing the use of dis-
tributed energy during peak demand periods to prove the value of microgrids for
utility load shedding.
In summary, the key developments in European microgrid projects are: devel-
opment of the MCC and other controllers to support frequency and voltage droops,
development of demand side management functions, and investigation of suitability
of power-line communication as an infrastructure component for microgrids [21].
The “More Microgrids” project has focused on standardisation of technical and
commercial protocols, development of alternative microgrid control strategies and
network topologies based on multiple microgrids [22]. Two large research projects led
by the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA), Greece have investigated
the technical feasibility of implementing large penetration of renewable generations
as microgrids, developed new control methodologies, and evaluated microgrids as
reliable and efficient means of electricity supply [4, 13].
The New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organisation (NEDO)
is the largest public R & D management organisation in Japan for promoting the
development of advanced industrial, environmental, new energy and energy conser-
vation technologies. One of the important objectives of projects under NEDO is to
solve problems that arise due to the connection of distributed renewable resources
with power grids [6].
Table 2.1 summarises some large scale microgrid facilities available in Europe,
North America, and Asia. However, apart from these projects, there are many
small scale pilot projects, field demonstrations and recently, many universities have
initiated developing microgrids based on their campuses [6, 12].
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Bronsbergen holiday Comprises of 108 roof top PV systems with a peak power of 315 kW each and has two battery
park, Netherlands banks [23].
Kythnos microgrid, A single phase network comprised of a 5 kW diesel generator, two PV systems (10 kW, 2 kW), and two
Netherlands battery banks [24,25].
CESI RICERCA DER A dc microgrid connected to a 23 kV network. Microgrid consists of PV systems, CHP systems,
microgrid, Italy wind turbines, battery banks, and fly wheels [24,25].
Am Steinweg estate, An LV network with a CHP plant of 28 kW, a 35 kW PV system and a lead acid battery bank.
Germany The system is operated using the power flow and power quality management system [24].
Wallstadt district of The LV system is a typical residential area with an inter-meshed ring grid structure. The site
Mannheim, Germany includes several privately owned small photovoltaic systems and one private cogeneration unit [6].
The project has tested seamless transition between grid connected and islanded mode, and has




Aomori microgrid, PV systems and small wind turbines (total capacity of 100 kW), three 170 kW gas engines and
Hachinohe 100 kW battery storage are connected to a sewage treatment plant, four schools, and three
city offices. Research activities have been conducted on power quality, reduction in GHG emission and
cost effectiveness [4, 26].
Aichi microgrid, Demonstration project with a power supply comprising of various fuel cell systems (total of 1395 kW),
Central Japan airport PV systems (330 kW), and battery storage [4, 26].
Kyoto microgrid, Virtual microgrid as each DER and corresponding demand site is connected through a control
Kyotango system. Gas engines with a total capacity of 400 kW, a 250 kW fuel cell system, a 60 kW PV system,
a 50 kW wind turbine, and a battery storage unit are included. Supply and demand management is
carried out using remote monitoring and control [4, 26].
Sendai microgrid Consists of gas generators (2 x 350 kW), a fuel cell system (250 kW), a PV system (50 kW), and
battery storage with various compensating devices. Project targets are to achieve multiple power
quality and reliability levels, and to compare the financial feasibility of those approaches with






CERTS microgrid, Three diesel generators of 60 kW and three storage devices, a static switch, three feeders with
Ohio loads. Provides plug-and-play operation for DERs, uses waste heat, and enhance robustness
and reliability of the electricity supply [7, 28].
Santa Rita Jail-CERTS The microgrid comprises of a 1 MW fuel cell, 1.2 MW PV system, two 1.2 MW
Microgrid Demonstration diesel generators, a 2 MW / 4 MWh storage system, a fast static switch, and a power factor
correcting capacitor bank [6, 29].
Borrego Springs The total installed capacity of 4 MW with two 1.8 MW diesel generators, a large
Microgrid, San Diego 500 kW/1500 kWh battery, three smaller 50 kWh batteries, six 4 kW/8 kWh home energy
storage units, about 700 kW of rooftop PV and 125 residential home area network systems [6].
University of Wisconsin, The CERTS microgrid concept has been implemented here including two sources, five sets of
Madison 3-phase loads and a static switch to allow connection to the grid [5].
The Fort Collins Technologies in the project include PV systems, CHP, microturbines, fuel cells, plug-in hybrid
Microgrid, Colorado electric vehicles, thermal storage, load shedding and demand-side management possibilities [6].
The main goals are to develop a coordinated system of mixed DERs for the city and reduce
peak loads by 20-30%.
Illinois Institute of On campus DERs include roof-top PV panels, wind generation units, large scale battery
Technology, Chicago systems, and charging station for electric vehicles. The peak load of the campus is around
10 MW and the full islanding capability had been tested [6].
Allegheny Power, The microgrid includes 160 kW of natural gas internal combustion engine generators, 40 kW of
West Virginia PV system and an energy storage capable of providing about 24 kW for a two-hour period while
loads include two commercial buildings with a demand around 200 kW [6].
UCSD Project, San Diego The microgrid consists of two 13.5 MW gas turbines, a 3 MW steam turbine and a 1.2 MW PV
system which provides 85% of campus electricity needs, 95% of its heating and 95% of its cooling [6].
Maxwell Air Force Base This is a military microgrid project which includes two 600 kW diesel backup generator sets and a






University of Nevada, This project includes rooftop PV systems in 185 houses and the goal is to reduce the peak
Las Vegas electricity demand by 65% [6].
Mad River, Waitsfield, Comprises of commercial, industrial and residential loads with PV systems and microturbines





The BC Hydro A 69/25 kV substation connected to three radial feeders and two 4.32 MW run-of-river type hydro
Boston Bar system units. This has contributed to the development of microgrid islanding, resynchronisation and black
start capability [4, 25].
Hydro-Quebec (HQ) Total load of 15 MW is connected to a 125 kV line and a 31 MW thermal power plant. This has
improved power supply reliability on rural feeders [4].
Ramea microgrid project Comprises of a diesel power plant (3 x 925 kW units) and a wind power plant (390 kW), with a
system peak load of 1.2 MW [4,25].
Fortis-Alberta microgrid Consists of a 3.8 MW wind generation and a hydro generation of 3 MW in a 25 kV distribution





Dongao Island, Comprises of a 1000 kW PV system, a 50 KW wind generation, a 1220 kW diesel generator and a
Zhuhai City 2000 kVAh battery bank. The microgrid has a control unit with a bidirectional inverter and a
monitoring unit equipped with GPRS wireless communication devices [6].
Nanji Island, Zhejiang The stand-alone microgrid consists of 10, 100 kW wind generators, 545 kW of PV, 30 kW of
marine power generation, 300 kW of storage batteries and a 1600 kW standby diesel generator.
The project will also replace all internal combustion engine vehicles on the island with electric
vehicles (EV) [6].
Dongfushan Island Zhejiang, The microgrid uses hybrid ac and dc bus bars, and comprises of seven 30 kW wind turbines, a
Eastern Fushan 100 kW PV system, a set of seawater desalination system, and batteries. The operating
strategy aims to maximise the use of renewable energy. At present, it is the largest off-grid
operating microgrid system in China [6].
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2.3 Dynamics of Microgrids
Unlike in traditional power systems with passive distribution networks, dynamics
associated with active distribution networks comprising microgrids can be signifi-
cantly different due to the combination of power electronic interfaced DERs and
directly coupled rotating machines. Furthermore, stability problems initiated in ev-
ery microgrid may be completely different to each other. The effectiveness of the
stability improvement methods vary depending on the application and the system
operating conditions [30].
Stability of microgrids during islanded mode is investigated in [31–38]. Impact
of different loading conditions and constant power load modelling on the stability of
islanded microgrids are addressed in [31] and [32]. In [33], an active damping control
with a virtual resistance is proposed to eliminate power instability, while in [34],
efficiency of frequency control with an internal oscillator and regulation of island
voltage with voltage feedback signal in voltage source converters is demonstrated
during islanded mode.
The importance of having properly controlled inverter interfaced DGs is illus-
trated by the system studies carried out in [35] based on one SG and an inverter
interfaced DG during and subsequent to islanding of a microgrid. Such controllers
can minimise the adverse impacts due to planned and un-planned islanding of a
microgrid. Through various simulation scenarios, it is identified that without fast
control actions of inverter interfaced DGs, network disturbances can result in fre-
quency and power oscillations in the microgrid.
In [36], dynamic performance of a microgrid during islanded and grid connected
modes is improved by using DFIGs with voltage and frequency regulation capabili-
ties. Dynamic studies are carried out considering a DFIG and a SG while operating
them in constant power factor mode (closer to unity). The study suggested that
post transient power and frequency oscillations in a microgrid could be damped by
implementing a primary frequency control strategy in the DFIG.
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Stability of an islanded microgrid comprising a directly coupled diesel generator
and inverter interfaced DERs, and their control interactions are analysed in [37].
An eigenvalue analysis and time domain analysis are performed on the islanded
microgrid model. According to the study, power-frequency droop of the inverter
interfaced DERs does not have a significant impact on the system stability compared
to the diesel generators.
A strategy to reduce oscillations during synchronisation is presented in [38] with
investigations on interactions between non-inverter interfaced (based on diesel gen-
erators) and inverter interfaced DGs in an islanded microgrid. According to the
results, frequency and active power oscillations are less for the inverter interfaced
DERs compared to non-inverter interfaced DERs. Voltage angle based droop control
strategy is proposed for inverter interfaced DERs to reduce the frequency oscillations
in the microgrid. The transient behaviour of DGs in the microgrid is investigated
during the DG synchronisation and load changes. Power sharing strategies based
on frequency and voltage droop are implemented in DGs to improve the smooth
synchronisation and dynamic power sharing, resulting in less transient oscillations
in the microgrid.
Small signal stability analysis on an islanded microgrid is carried out in [39–41].
A systematic approach for small signal modelling of inverter based islanded micro-
grid is presented in [39]. According to the study, grid connected microgrid dynamics
are determined mainly by the utility grid due to the relatively insignificant capacity
of the DERs. However, in islanded mode, local DERs mainly determine the dynamic
behaviour of the microgrid. During sudden load transients, DERs located near the
load respond quickly depending on the effective impedance seen by the PCC of the
load. Due to the significant resistance present in the distribution network, consider-
able reactive power exchange between the inverters for an active power variation has
been observed. This is compensated to some extent by increasing the droop in the
voltage controllers. In [40], small signal stability studies are undertaken using time
domain simulations on an islanded microgrid comprising wind turbine generators,
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a PV system, a diesel generator, fuel cells, a battery storage system and a flywheel
system. Simplified first order transfer models are used to represent the DERs while
power losses and controllers are ignored in the case studies.
Investigations on power management strategies (PMS) for an islanded microgrid
based on active and reactive power control methods are presented in [41]. Three
reactive power control strategies are proposed based on: (a) voltage droop charac-
teristics, (b) voltage regulation, and (c) load reactive power compensation. A real
power control strategy is developed based on droop characteristics, and a complimen-
tary frequency restoration method. A microgrid model with two inverter interfaced
DERs and a single SG in a MV distribution network is developed to investigate small
signal dynamics of a linearised microgrid model. Eigenvalue analysis is carried out
on two scenarios based on the PMSs. The study has identified that the small signal
stability margin increases when real power is mainly supplied by inverter interfaced
DERs. However, analysis of system oscillatory modes has revealed that mechani-
cal oscillatory modes of the conventional generator have a strong influence on the
dynamic behaviour of the microgrid. Furthermore, these oscillatory modes do not
depend on the PMS implemented in the microgrid. According to the study, voltage
regulation or reactive power compensation is more suitable as the reactive power
management strategy for DERs located closer to each other.
The studies indicate that microgrids can maintain the desired power quality, even
for the sensitive loads during pre-planned islanding transitions [35]. Successful mode
transfer requires islanding detection and subsequent change in control strategy of
DERs units of the microgrid. Dynamic behaviour of a microgrid due to unplanned
islanding mainly depends on the few factors: pre-planned operating conditions, type
and location of the fault, islanding detection time, combination of DERs within the
microgrid, and post fault switching actions of the system. Smooth islanding with
state feedback control and islanding stability characteristic are discussed in [42]. A
seamless transfer from grid connected mode to islanded mode is achieved by switch-
ing the control strategy of the DGs from state feedback to voltage control strategy.
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In [30], different stability improvement methods for microgrids such as reactive power
compensation with DSTATCOM, energy storage systems (flywheel), stabilisers with
inverter interfaced DERs, and load shedding schemes are summarised.
Most of the studies have emphasised on the importance of including proper
control strategies in DERs in order to achieve stable microgrid operation. Even
though many studies have focused on islanded operation of microgrids, it is also
important to investigate microgrid dynamic behaviour in grid connected mode with
different DERs, and the effects of external grid on microgrid stability.
2.4 Model Equivalencing Techniques
In traditional power system dynamic studies, the distribution network has been rep-
resented by an equivalent load model [43]. However, with the increasing penetration
of DERs, system dynamics introduced at both MV and LV levels have changed dis-
tribution networks from a passive form to an active form. Hence, such systems can
no longer be represented merely by simple static loads. In particular, the dynamics
of microgrids operating in grid connected mode must be taken into account in order
to accurately characterise the dynamic and steady state stability of the network. As
the microgrid paradigm is becoming popular, it is impractical to represent them as
detailed models in power system simulations. It will be attractive for electricity util-
ities to employ equivalent models of microgrids in dynamic studies by representing
grid connected microgrids as simplified units at the PCC.
It is necessary to assess the concepts behind the commonly used dynamic equiva-
lencing techniques in order to identify their applicability in microgrids. For stability
analysis, common practice is to separate the power system into a study area of in-
terest and external areas. In general, the study area is represented in a detailed
manner, while external areas are represented by dynamic equivalents [44–46]. These
equivalent models can approximate the effects of the external systems on the study
system. Three main approaches are reported in the literature on model equivalencing
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techniques applied to power systems: (a) modal methods based on linearised mod-
els of the external systems, (b) coherency methods based on identifying coherent
groups of generators, and (c) system identification methods based on measurement
and simulation responses. These techniques will be elaborated in the next three
subsections.
2.4.1 Modal Methods
For stability analysis, power systems can be modelled as a combination of differential
and algebraic equations as given in (2.1).
ẋ = f (x, u)
y = g(x, u)
(2.1)
where x, y and u are vectors of the state variables, outputs and inputs respectively.




Modal methods are based on linearised systems which can be described by (2.2).
Characteristics of the system stability are defined by the eigenvalues of the system
matrixA. In model truncation method, reduction of a linearised system is carried
out by removing the highly damped modes represented by eigenvalues far away from
the origin and retaining less damped modes [45–49]. The relatively less damped
modes will be present in the system response over a longer period which determines
the overall response. In modal analysis, different model reduction techniques have
been used to derive the equivalent external system.
In selective modal analysis (SMA), relevant dynamics of the model to be reduced
are chosen through an iterative procedure without conducting a full eigenvalue anal-
ysis of the system [50,51]. The iterative algorithm starts with an initial guess of an
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eigenvalue and the corresponding right eigenvector, without conducting full eigen
analysis of the system. SMA has been applied to systems with SGs where prior
knowledge of state variables is available. If convergent, the algorithm converges to
the retained eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system matrix A. Convergence of
the algorithm is verified using the participation matrix. This method has not been
applied to systems with inverter interfaced generators, where a prior knowledge of
the state variables giving rise to low frequency oscillations is not available. There
will be some difficulty in deciding on the significant state variables in such systems.
Synchronic model equivalencing (SME) for developing structure preserving dy-
namic equivalents is presented in [52, 53]. A study area and external areas to be
aggregated are identified using generalised slow coherency technique [54], which is
applicable only to SGs. Each external area is represented by a detailed reference
generator and less relevant generators are equivalenced similar to the SMA tech-
nique. The effect of each less relevant generator in the external area is represented
by a dependent current source driven by the motion of the relevant generators.
In [55, 56], model reduction is carried out on a distribution system with inte-
grated DERs, using Hankel-Norm approximation, focusing on the observability and
controllability properties of the system. This methodology tries to achieve a com-
promise between a small worst case error and small energy error. The particular
method cannot be applied to systems with very large dimensions and is not suitable
for steady state applications [57]. Singular value perturbation theory is applied to
a large wind park model in [58] to obtain a reduced order model. This technique
decomposes the system into fast and slow dynamics. The system is reduced by first
neglecting the fast dynamics and reinforcing their effects into the reduced model
through boundary layer corrections calculated in different time scales [57].
Modal methods can be used in microgrids comprising inverter and non-inverter
interfaced DERs in order to decouple the fast and slow dynamics. Due to the strong
mathematical base, it is interesting to investigate the applicability of basic modal
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analysis with further modifications or enhancements, as a tool for developing slow
dynamics equivalent models for grid connected microgrids. However, care must be
taken in applying modal methods for systems with inverter interfaced DERs, since
their state variables are not well known as in the case of conventional SGs.
2.4.2 Coherency Methods
Coherency based methods are used to aggregate and reduce synchronous generators
in an external system. The equivalencing process of coherency methods consists of
three major steps: (a) coherency identification, (b) aggregation of coherent gener-
ators, and (c) reduction of generator bus bars and loads [59]. According to [60],
a group of generating units is defined as a coherent group, if the particular group
of generators oscillates with the same angular speed, and with generator terminal
voltages in a constant complex ratio, for a given disturbance. Thus, generators in a
coherent group can be attached to a common bus bar, if required through an ideal,
complex ratio transformer. Reduced order models derived from coherency based
methods have physical correspondence with the components of the power system.
Coherency of generators is independent on the magnitude of the disturbance.
Most of the coherency identification techniques consider a linearised system
model in state space form:
ẋ = Ax (2.3)
In [61], the time domain response of (2.3) is solved for a specified fault in the
power system, and the rotor angles of generators are compared. The generators
with rotor angles swinging together are identified as coherent. In [62], coherency is
determined by analysing the coupling of generators in the state matrixA. A group
of generators is identified as coherent, if the coupling coefficients among them are
high. A method based on the concept of slow oscillations originated by two groups
of strongly coherent generators interconnected through weak ties is presented in [63]
(Fig. 2.2). The work illustrates how two groups of oscillating generators are identified
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Figure 2.2: Coherency grouping of generators
In [64], a method which involves the calculation of distant measures to draw
boundaries, and pattern recognition technique to identify coherent generators is
suggested. Inertial and slow coherency based generator identification is presented
in [54]. Many other coherency identification methods have been proposed using
artificial neural networks [65], fuzzy sets [66], and Taylor series expansion [67]. Co-
herency identification techniques incorporating voltage dynamics as well as rotor
dynamics in order to improve the accuracy of dynamic equivalents are proposed
in [59].
Generators identified to be in a coherent group are aggregated in order to derive
an equivalent generator model. In classical aggregation, the coherent generators are
represented by an equivalent classical generator model. The equivalent inertia is
taken as the sum of the inertia of all generators in the group, and the equivalent
transient reactance is obtained by paralleling the transient reactances of all gen-
erators in the group [68]. A detailed aggregation is carried out if some or all the
generators in a coherent group have similar control systems. The parameters of
the equivalent models are obtained using two approaches: a least square fit of the
frequency responses to determine the linear characteristics, and an evaluation of the
time-domain constraints to set the nonlinear characteristics [68]. In [60], linear and
non-linear parameters are considered separately for the aggregation. The parame-
ters of the equivalent transfer function are tuned to match the aggregated transfer
functions with a minimal error. Aggregation methods based on the preservation
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of the structure of the coefficient matrices in the time domain representations are
presented in [69–71]. The stability equivalents are developed based on the power
invariance condition at the tie bus bars and at the generator internal bus bars of the
coherent generators in [72], whereas, both modal analysis and coherency method are
used in [73] for deriving dynamic equivalents of power systems.
Equivalencing of generators need to be followed by network reduction, which
can be carried out by either eliminating or aggregating the remaining nodes and
the transmission lines of the external system [74, 75]. In load elimination, loads
are modelled as constant admittances and are eliminated using a Ward equivalent.
Node elimination is carried out by making the injected currents at the boundary
nodes equal to the currents on tie lines according to the equivalent Norton model.
In coherency recognition of synchronous generators, the electromechanical be-
haviour is analysed based on the generator rotor angle and speed, which makes
these methods inapplicable to microgrids, as most of the DERs are electronically
interfaced to the grid and are not characterised by rotor angle and speed (e.g. wind,
PV systems, fuel cells, and battery banks).
2.4.3 System Identification and Simulation Based Methods
System identification techniques for model equivalencing are based on observations
and measurements of the system to be modelled. The system identification process
consists of four main steps: (a) generation of data, (b) selection of the model struc-
ture, (c) selection of identification method, and (d) model validation. However, the
non-linear system identification based techniques are application dependent. Af-
ter selecting a suitable model structure, the recorded data from especially designed
system experiment is used to fit model parameters of the system with acceptable
accuracy. The model parameters are adjusted with proper training algorithms. De-
pending on the prior knowledge of the system to be reduced, three different ap-
proaches are available: (a) black-box model [76–78], (b) white-box model, and (c)
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grey-box model [79–82]. In a black-box model, the structure of the model is not
known prior, and the input data is mapped to the output data so as to obtain the
exact output from the equivalenced model. In white-box modelling, model parame-
ters are identified from a known structure, and mathematical model of each physical
component of the system is determined [80]. For systems with known structure but
with unknown parameters, the grey-box model is used where the parameters are
estimated in a similar way to those in the black-box model. Grey-box modelling
is a combination of black-box modelling and white-box modelling. However, if the
available prior knowledge is insufficient to build a model structure with well defined
physical properties, standard models have to be used to fit in the available data.
Care must be taken when the collected data set is divided between the training and
validation data sets.
A black-box dynamic model of a MV microgrid is developed in [78] based on
prony analysis and non-linear least-square optimisation. The proposed model is
suitable only for a microgrid subjected to internal disturbances. The black-box
approach is used in [76, 77], in deriving the dynamic equivalent of the distribution
network, where the model is developed in the form of state space auto-regressive
model with exogenous input. The equivalent model is highly dependent on the type
and location of the disturbance. In [79,82], equivalent model of an active distribution
network cell (ADNC) comprising an inverter interfaced generator and a composite
load model connected in parallel is derived using a grey-box model. A grey-box
technique is combined with an evolutionary particle swarm optimisation algorithm
for parameter estimation of a microgrid in [80]. The microgrid model used in this
study has focused on representing the microgrid slow dynamics, similar to the active
power control found in diesel generators.
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are also used as a technique for deriving dy-
namic equivalents of distribution networks [83]. Parameters of the neural network
dynamic equivalent model are selected using an appropriate training process. The
complex voltages, power transfer, and injected currents during fault simulation are
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used to prepare suitable patterns for ANN training. This work only considered
fuel cells and microturbines as distributed generators in the network. In [84, 85],
ANN has been used to develop measurement based dynamic equivalents for power
systems.
Genetic algorithms which minimise the error index between measured output and
the calculated output are used to estimate the parameters of the dynamic equivalent
model in [86–88]. A dynamic equivalent model of a distribution network cell is
developed based on prony analysis and non-linear least square optimisation in [89].
In [90], an equivalent model of the external system is estimated where the estimation
algorithm uses an error function which is repeated until all equivalent parameters
are identified.
Recently, studies have been conducted on aggregating wind farms into equivalent
wind turbine generators (WTG) for dynamic studies [91, 92]. In the aggregation
process, it has been assumed that all WTGs have the same wind incident or the
average wind incident on an individual WTG. In another approach, wind turbines
with similar wind speeds are aggregated separately and represented by an equivalent
WTG [93,94].
In system identification and simulation based model equivalencing methods, the
model parameters need to be adjusted with proper training algorithms with a large
amount of data sets, which is time consuming. Furthermore, these methods lack
strong mathematical background compared to modal methods, and the estimated
parameters do not properly interpret the physical relevance to the dynamic equiva-
lent of power systems.
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2.5 Capability Diagrams of Microgrids
2.5.1 Markt Operation of Microgrids
The microgrid paradigm has gained much interest in the electricity industry due to
the increased penetration of DERs. A grid connected microgrid can be viewed as a
single generator or a load depending on power export and import at the PCC. Many
studies have been conducted focusing on optimising the power availability, optimis-
ing the generator utilisation and minimising operation costs within the distribution
network while minimising power flow through the PCC [18,95–101].
Currently, Demand Response (DR) is widely being used in distribution systems,
which is considered as a demand management strategy to encourage end-user cus-
tomers to use their appliances in response to changes in the price of electricity over
time, or to give incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at times
of high market prices or when grid reliability is threatened. This will allow cus-
tomers to manage their power usage preferences in a way that will benefit not only
themselves, but also the power grid [102–105].
Generally, it is challenging for a microgrid to match supply and demand due to
several reasons. First, the power demand depends on external factors and varies
dramatically, second, each energy user can have its own utility preference of energy
usage at different time slots; third, due to the various types of power generation
technologies the power generation cost will also vary as a function of time and
weather factors, as an example, for a solar energy center, the power generation
cost will be much cheaper in the day time than during the night time. Under a
certain resource constraint, it is necessary to decide the amount of energy generation
and consumption at each time so that the social welfare of the microgrid can be
maximised.
An inter-connected network enables the surplus generation from one microgrid
to be used to meet the local demand of its neighbourhood. According to traditional
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power system economics, energy trade is always beneficial to both sides and thus
should be encouraged. By trading with each other, each microgrid can make use of
its comparative advantage and achieve an increase of social welfare [102–105].
A DR srategy can be deployed for several retail electricity meters, and some of
the connected loads can be controlled for purposes of providing services to a bulk
power system service. It is desirable to require fast, continuous monitoring of each
large generator that is providing a large amount of an ancillary service so that its
response is immediately visible to the system operator [106–109].
Demand Side Management requires utilities and customers to work cooperatively
to reduce peak load, improve utilisation at off-peak hours, and hence it will improve
system efficiency and reduce generation costs. From the utilities perspective, elec-
tricity market and system operation have to deal with the variability and uncertainty
of large-scale wind and solar power generation in their generation scheduling. DR
aims to reduce peak demand to reduce the risk of potential disturbances, avoiding
additional capital investment for additional plants as well as avoiding the use of
more expensive and less efficient generating plants. Another less common use of DR
is to increase demand during periods of high supply and/or low demand to maintain
the grid stability [110].
Although ancillary services have always been part of the electric industry, their
relevance has been recognised after the introduction of competition in the electric
industry, and have been considered as services that can be traded on a market. Au-
thors in [111] provide a comparative analysis of different ancillary services markets,
revising their technical and economic aspects, in order to offer a guide for their
implementation.
In [112], the problems of market monitoring and control of ancillary services of
future energy systems are presented. It is highlighted that the grid operators need
to acquire ancillary services through competitive markets for control of the system
operation. With the implementation of emerging smart metering technology, the
spot price of energy can be send to the customer. For the provision of voltage
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control, generators, synchronous condensers, capacitors and inductors, static VAR
compensators and distributed generators can be utilised. An overview of markets
for ancillary services, which are regulated and traded differently within and across
borders in the Nordic countries is presented in [113]. However, distribution level
was not considered in this study.
According to [114], in a deregulated electricity market, two types of services are
provided; energy service and ancillary service. Energy service purchase electricity
from generators while ancillary services have two types of payments: reserve and
energy payments. In this study, an economic analysis is presented on the profitability
of the battery storage operator taking part in both energy and ancillary markets.
The sustainability and reliability of microgrids in a regional power market in
terms of multiple indices for the regional grid considering the North-western Euro-
pean electricity market is discussed in [115]. A model-based approach for estimating
commercial building frequency regulation capability is presented in [116]. A model
predictive control framework is proposed to determine optimal operating strategies
in consideration of energy use, energy expense, peak demand, economic demand
response revenue, and frequency regulation revenue. The methodology is demon-
strated through simulation for medium office and large office building applications,
highlighting its ability to merge revenue generating opportunities with traditional
demand and cost reducing objectives.
In [117], two optimisation models are described to allocate three ancillary ser-
vices among microgrid agents, namely, reactive power/voltage control, active power
balancing and demand interruption. These models assume that microgrid agents
participate in the day-ahead market sending their bids to the MCC that acts as an
interface with the market operator. Once the market operator returns the economic
dispatch of the microgrid agents, the MCC checks its technical feasibility and acti-
vates an adjustment market to change the initial schedule and to allocate these three
ancillary services. In this method, the MCC will run an ac power flow to check for
the technical feasibility once the economic generation dispatch schedule is received
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from the market operator.
In [118], a proposal for an ancillary services market framework addressing volt-
age control in a multi-microgrid systems is presented. A reactive power market for
MV distribution system is proposed involving DGs. In this methodology, each par-
ticipant is given the opportunity to submit its bid to the reactive power market and
the market settlement is performed using an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) solution in
order to minimise the price of reactive power purchased by the Distribution System
Operator (DSO). The proposed market is based on reactive power and runs daily
after the scheduling of the generation units for a period of operation of one day.
Both [119] and [120] discuss about participation of DERs in ancillary markets
such as reserve service and voltage control, and the regulatory issues such as elec-
tricity trading between a microgrid and the utility. Due to increased penetration of
DERs, the bidirectional interaction between wholesale markets/transmission oper-
ation and retail markets/distribution operations has become a new paradigm. The
expected generation surplus due to demand response strategy and DERs installed
at distribution level has direct implications on the operation of the transmission
system and the wholesale energy markets.
In [18], optimal resource allocation for minimising the operational costs within
the microgrid is carried out by a MCC, and it is assumed that there is no limit
to the power exchanged with the utility grid. Participation of microgrids in the
open market is considered in [95], which enables microgrids to trade power with the
utility grid. Along with demand side bidding, two market policies are considered
for the participation of the microgrid in the energy market. In the first market
policy, MCC aims to cater to the local load demand by harnessing the maximum
power from local DERs while minimising the power export to the external grid.
This allows the local consumers to gain benefits of the reduced operational costs.
However, in the second market policy, the microgrid is allowed to exchange power
with the external grid to maximise the revenue either by exporting excess power
from DERs or by importing power from external sources. Furthermore, in demand
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side bidding, consumers are given two options to bid for load shifting and load
shedding. The total expenses include the compensations paid to the consumers for
load shedding and for DERs for power curtailment. However, network security issues
such as voltage limitations, thermal limitations and overloading of the connection
with the external grid have not been considered in these studies. Furthermore, the
DNSP or the distribution management system is unable to obtain the overall active
and reactive power capabilities of the microgrid within the technical constraints for
the considered time interval.
In [96], load demand of interconnected microgrids is managed by minimising
the overall grid operational costs. In this concept, an MCC is responsible for the
internal microgrid operational commands, while a global controller is introduced to
coordinate multiple MCCs and the distribution network. This study is performed
assuming that the demand of each microgrid is met by the internal DERs, and
if required by the external resources including other microgrids and the main grid.
From numerical analysis, it is suggested that the grid connected mode yields financial
benefits compared to the islanded mode of operation in systems with interconnected
microgrids.
2.5.2 Capability Diagrams of Microgrids
Allowing grid connected microgrids to participate in the energy and ancillary ser-
vice markets while fulfilling the local energy demand will provide opportunities for
additional revenue. However, considerable planning and understanding of the tech-
nical capabilities of a microgrid as an energy resource is required. In order to enable
this operation and to make decisions in the market, MCCs and DNSPs must not
only find the optimum operating conditions, but they must also be aware of the full
active and reactive power exchange capability of the microgrid at the PCC. Further-
more, in a multi-microgrid environment where microgrids trade between themselves,
capability diagrams of individual microgrids can be used as a tool for deciding the
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maximum or optimal amount of power exchange.
Capability diagrams are considered essential system planning tools, and are
widely used in power system operation. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3, the concept of a
capability diagram is traditionally related to synchronous machines, and represents
the area of permissible operation in terms of active and reactive power availability at
the machine terminal [121,122]. Recent research has been carried out on developing
capability diagrams for DFIG based wind turbines [123, 124], grid connected PV
units [125], generator-transformer units [126], combined cycle power plants [127],
and for HVDC links [128]. A graphical method to determine the network limits of a
wind farm is presented in [129]. The maximum allowable wind capacity which can
be connected to a particular node without violating any network constraints is de-
termined from the capability charts, where each operating constraint is represented
as a loci in the complex power plane. For a multiple node system, the capability
diagram is obtained by reducing the network into a two node system, and using
Thevenin’s equivalent for the system at the particular node of interest. However,
practicability of this method reduces with the increasing size of the network.
(pu)
(pu)
Figure 2.3: Active and reactive power capability diagram of a synchronous generator
The total load supply capability of a power system is modelled and represented
as a capability diagram in [130] using an optimisation approach subjected to tech-
nical and operating constraints. The optimisation model is solved point by point
for different total load angles in order to obtain the boundary of the capability di-
agram. However, in contrast to [130], for grid connected microgrids, it is necessary
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to derive the capability diagram at the PCC. In [131], reactive power support from
networks comprising only voltage controlling wind generators is analysed, where a
P-Q capability diagram is derived without taking the local loads into account.
Deriving a diagram for the maximum power transfer capability of a grid con-
nected microgrid is significantly different from individual DERs or wind farms, due
to the complexity of the microgrid that arises as a result of the network configura-
tion, network constraints and the combination of different DERs and loads.
2.6 Low Voltage Ride Through Capability of Microgrids
According to [132], voltage sags are short duration reductions in rms voltage, caused
by network faults, sudden overloads and starting of large motors. The magnitude of
voltage sag is determined mainly by factors such as: the distance to the fault, the
cross section of the lines and cables, connection type of transformers between the
location of fault and the recording point, type of the network (radial or meshed),
and short-circuit impedance of the network.
When the penetration level of DERs in the system is high, and if DERs are set
to be disconnected during relatively small voltage sags, disturbances or faults on
the system could lead to a considerable generation deficit. However, such a scenario
could be avoided if the DERs are kept online and allowed to ride through such events.
Faults outside a microgrid can lead to voltage sags at the microgrid PCC which may
cause problems to the DERs and sensitive loads inside the microgrid [133, 134]. In
such situations, DERs within the microgrid will operate according to their inbuilt
low voltage ride through (LVRT) capabilities [135–137] while providing active and
reactive power support to the rest of the microgrid. The collective effect of LVRT
capability of DERs will allow a microgrid to ride through low voltage events which
arise due to disturbances at the utility grid as a single entity.
With the changing nature of generation mix at the distribution and sub trans-
mission levels, many countries have adapted existing grid codes to ensure security of
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power supply, reliability and power quality [138]. Fig. 2.4 illustrates a comparison of
the LVRT requirements enforced by different national grid codes [139]. Fig. 2.5 (a)
and Fig. 2.5 (b) illustrate the LVRT requirement enforced by the German grid code
on synchronous and asynchronous type generating units respectively. Generators
shall remain connected to the system (i.e. without tripping) when the system volt-
age measured at the high voltage (HV) terminal of the network transformer remains
above the corresponding curve.
Figure 2.4: Low voltage ride through capability of WTGs in different national grid
codes [120]
Initially, the LVRT capability was mainly aimed at wind turbines connected to
high voltage network [140–143], and a considerable amount of research has been
carried out on developing different control strategies for LVRT of wind farms [140–
147]. According to some of the grid codes (e.g. German, Spanish, Great Britain
and Irish grid codes), wind farms should provide reactive power to the network
during and after faults in order to recover the network voltage in a similar way
to the conventional synchronous generators [148]. Fig. 2.6 illustrates the voltage
support required from the DERs during a grid fault [139]. However, due to the large
penetration of WTGs at the distribution levels, grid codes are being modified so as
to enforce LVRT capability from DERs connected to the medium and low voltage
networks [144,149–151].










































Figure 2.5: Voltage ride through requirement in Germany for (a) a synchronous
generating plant and (b) an asynchronous generating plant during a fault occurrence
in the grid [120]
port during systems faults and thus had to be disconnected from the grid. However,
new grid codes (e.g. German and Spanish grid codes) are starting to enforce active
network support regulations on large grid connected PV systems. Furthermore, re-
cent research has also focused on LVRT capability of grid connected large scale PV
systems [152–154]. With the increasing connection of small scale PV systems into
the medium and low voltage systems, it is important that the PV systems adhere
to the grid codes to improve system stability and power supply quality, similar to
WTGs. Research work has been carried out in different parts of the world on various
modelling and controlling strategies of grid connected PV systems capable of riding
through low voltage levels [153–156]. Reactive power from the PV system should
be injected depending on the voltage sag depth and the inverter current rating. At
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Figure 2.6: Voltage support in an event of grid fault [120]
the same time, the PV panels should switch to non-maximum power point track-
ing (MPPT) operation mode and be regulated according to the fault severity level
in order to avoid tripping the inverter over-current protection.
Apart from WTGs and PV systems, research has been conducted on investigat-
ing the LVRT capability with regard to fuel cell generating systems (FCGS) while
adhering to the new grid code requirements [151, 157, 158]. Backup energy storage
devices such as battery banks, flywheels and capacitor banks can be installed in
microgrids to provide ride through capabilities during system disturbances [10].
It is interesting to analyse the LVRT capability of a grid connected microgrid
as a single entity. This will enable the microgrid to provide network support dur-
ing external faults by providing reactive power and to maintain the voltage at the
microgrid PCC. However, conflicts can be seen between the feeder protection and
utility requirements for LVRT which are included in the grid codes of many coun-
tries with a large penetration levels of DERs [138]. The under-voltage protection
is generally not coordinated with the LVRT requirement, resulting in tripping the
under-voltage trip before the LVRT requirement is fulfilled. Table 2.2 presents typi-
cal voltage protection settings used at the distribution level in many countries [138].
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Fig. 2.7 (a) and Fig. 2.7 (b) illustrate the overlapping of the under-voltage (dotted
line) and LVRT characteristics in Finland and Germany respectively [138].
Table 2.2: Typical voltage protection settings used in many countries at distribution
level (Un is the nominal voltage) [119]





























Figure 2.7: Under-voltage and LVRT coordination in (a) Finland and (b) Germany
[119]
Furthermore, the capability to ride through faults must not affect the sensitivity
of the microgrid islanding detection. Thus, there should be a coordination between
the under-voltage protection relays, LVRT capability and other microgrid islanding
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detection methods, such that these protection schemes are not activated before the
LVRT requirement [159–161]. Hence, it is necessary to have a compromise between
microgrid islanding and LVRT capability at the microgrid PCC.
2.7 Summary
This chapter summarised the existing knowledge in relation to microgrids and their
controls, microgrid dynamic studies, microgrid model equivalencing and low voltage
ride through capability of microgrids.
Main features of microgrid control strategies and the major microgrids test facil-
ities operating around the world were summarised. In centralised control, the MCC
has the main responsibility to optimise the microgrid operation which is the main in-
terface between the microgrid and the distribution DNSP. In a decentralised control
approach, DERs are controlled and optimised locally by the microsource controllers
that are responsible for individual DERs. Most of the studies have emphasised on
the importance of including proper control strategies in DERs in order to achieve
stable microgrid operation. Even though many studies have focused on islanded
operation of microgrids, it is also important to investigate microgrid dynamic be-
haviour in grid connected mode with different DERs, and to analyse the effects of
external grid on microgrid stability.
Main model equivalencing techniques applied to power systems were outlined
and their applicability to grid connected microgrids were discussed highlighting the
merits and demerits of the different techniques. In coherency recognition of SGs,
the electromechanical behaviour is analysed based on the generator rotor angle and
speed, which make these methods infeasible for deriving dynamic equivalents to
microgrids, as most of the DERs are electronically interfaced to the grid, and are
not characterised by rotor angle and speed. System identification techniques for
model equivalencing are based on observations and measurements of the system
to be modelled. In system identification and simulation based model equivalencing
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methods, the model parameters need to be adjusted with proper training algorithms
with a large amount of data sets, which is time consuming. Furthermore, these
methods lack strong mathematical background compared to modal methods, and
the estimated parameters do not properly interpret the physical relevance to the
dynamic equivalent of power systems.
The basic modal method has not been applied to grid connected hybrid micro-
grids as a means for deriving dynamic equivalent models. Thus, it is important to
further develop an approach for investigating the applicability of modal analysis as
a tool for dynamic model equivalencing of grid connected microgrids with inverter
and non-inverter interfaced DERs.
The concept of capability diagram for grid connected microgrids was introduced
while discussing the capability diagrams of individual DERs and other available
approaches to determine the load supply capability of power systems. Similar to
the large generators in traditional power systems, the future microgrids will be
able to participate in electricity markets as single entities to supply energy and
other ancillary services to the network. In order to enable such operation, it is
essential to develop a systematic approach for deriving a capability diagram for
a grid connected microgrid representing the active and reactive power exchange
capability of the microgrid with the main grid. This tool can be used to assist in
understanding the microgrid active and reactive power capability while allowing the
optimum operation of DERs, and will provide coordinated support to the network
through ancillary services as required.
A brief introduction to LVRT capability of different DERs was provided in this
chapter. The LVRT requirements of different grid codes were discussed and the
importance of the LVRT capability of grid connected microgrids was highlighted.
As an ancillary service provider to the utility grid, it is important to analyse the
overall capability of grid connected microgrid to support voltage and provide reactive




Dynamic Characteristics of a
Hybrid Microgrid using Time
Domain Simulations
3.1 Introduction
Comprehensive transient stability assessment is vital in understanding the behaviour
of microgrids during grid disturbances. As emphasised in Chapter 2, a range of
aspects such as different inherent characteristics of DERs, different power dispatch
levels, generator capacities, and external grid characteristics will play prominent
roles in successful design and operation of microgrids.
In this chapter, the importance of understanding the dynamic behaviour of
microgrids is highlighted through a comparative analysis carried out on a hybrid
microgrid containing a photovoltaic (PV) system, a doubly-fed induction genera-
tor (DFIG), and a synchronous generator (SG) based mini-hydro power plant (MHPP)
developed in DIgSILENT PowerFactory.
On many occasions, generalised models of inverter interfaced DERs have been
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used in dynamic stability studies [35, 37, 39, 41]. However, due to unique dynamic
characteristics associated with DERs, it is important to represent DERs using de-
tailed models for dynamic simulation. With the increasing penetration of different
generation technologies in electricity networks as stated in Chapter 2, it is essential
to consider different combinations of DERs in dynamic studies. In the literature,
much interest has been given to islanded microgrids. Thus, this chapter mainly
focuses on the importance of investigating microgrid dynamic behaviour in grid
connected mode with different DERs, and analyses the influence of the external grid
characteristics on microgrid stability. Understanding the dynamic characteristics
of grid connected microgrids will be beneficial in developing aggregated models for
microgrids. Furthermore, these studies will assist in understanding the capability of
grid connected microgrids to provide ancillary services to the utility in the future.
Section 3.2 of the chapter presents the microgrid test model and the DER models
developed in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. Analysis of microgrid dynamics due to dif-
ferent disturbances in the microgrid is presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents
the influence of external grid characteristics on the grid connected microgrid followed
by a summary in Section 3.5.
3.2 Modelling of Microgrid Test System
In order to characterise the dynamics of grid connected microgrids with different
types of DERs, time domain simulations were carried out using a microgrid model
developed in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. This section presents the modelling de-
scription of the microgrid test system and the DERs used for the study. The DERs
were modelled using the DIgSILENT simulation language (DSL).
3.2.1 The Microgrid Test System
The IEEE-13 node test feeder [162] was used to analyse the dynamic behaviour
of a microgrid with inverter and non-inverter based DERs. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the
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single line diagram of the 4.16 kV microgrid model implemented in DIgSILENT
PowerFactory for this dynamic study. Necessary modifications were made to the
IEEE-13 node test feeder in order to establish a electrically balanced microgrid
system. The total active and reactive power demands of the microgrid were 3.8 MW
and 2.6 MVAr respectively. Two switched shunt capacitor banks were installed at
Bus bar 611 and Bus bar 675 to provide the reactive power support to the microgrid.
The microgrid voltage was maintained between 0.95 pu-1.05 pu at steady state, and
the microgrid was connected to the external grid through a 115 kV/4.16 kV, 10 MVA
transformer. Basic parameters of the microgrid are given in Table 3.1. Line lengths
of the microgrid system are given in Appendix A. Three types of DERs namely:













































Figure 3.1: Single line diagram of the microgrid test system
Table 3.1: Microgrid parameters (50 Hz)
O/H Line parameters (0.3+j0.3) Ω/km
Transformer 1 (T/F 1) 1 MVA, 4.16 kV/0.48 kV
Transformer 2 (T/F 2) 10 MVA, 115 kV/4.16 kV
Capacitor bank C 611 0.9 MVAr
Capacitor bank C 675 0.6 MVAr
External grid short circuit capacity 1000 MVA
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Figure 3.3: (a) Hydro turbine governor model and (b) AVR system
The plant model of the SG represents an MHPP as illuatrated in Fig. 3.2. The
hydro turbine governor model [163] illustrated in Fig. 3.3 (a) was implemented, and
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motor, and hydro turbine. The IEEE type-AC1A excitation system [164] imple-
mented in the MHPP is illustrated in Fig. 3.3 (b).





































Figure 3.4: Simulation model of the DFIG
Fig. 3.4 illustrates the functional block diagram of DFIG simulation model de-
veloped in DIgSILENT PowerFactory [165]. The DFIG drive-train was represented
as a two-mass model (i.e. turbine and generator inertia), and power dispatch of
the DFIG was controlled by a P-Q (active and reactive) controller and a fast cur-
rent controller. The current controller was comprised of a damping controller which
could quickly dampen the power oscillations. The crowbar protection was employed
to protect the rotor-side converter from large rotor current transients during faults.
Wind speed was assumed to be constant during the time frame considered in the
dynamic studies.
PV system
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the PV model developed in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. The PV
system was operated at the constant power factor control mode, while the irradiance

























Figure 3.5: Simulation model of the PV system
in the dynamic studies. Current output from the PV module and from the dc link
are fed into the current controller, which in turn generates the reference currents to
the inverter module.
3.3 Microgrid Dynamics due to Disturbances
3.3.1 Microgrid Dynamics During Unplanned Islanding
Simulation scenarios were formulated to investigate the dynamics associated with
unplanned islanding, and the influence of DER power rating, SG inertia constant
(H) and combination of DERs on the transients of the microgrid. During grid con-
nected mode, the microgrid generated 4 MW of active power while the two capacitor
banks, the MHPP and the external grid provided the required reactive power sup-
port in order to cater for the load demand, and to maintain an acceptable voltage
profile of the microgrid.
Different active power combinations between inverter interfaced (DFIG and PV)
and non-inverter based (MHPP) DERs were analysed by adopting different appar-
ent power ratings for the individual types. Generators were operated at their rated
active power output levels, and the total active power generation of the microgrid
was maintained at 4 MW to cater for the local power demand. Following four sce-
narios (1-4) were analysed while altering the active power contribution from each
generator. In the first two scenarios, inertia constant of the SG was kept constant
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for different generator ratings according to (3.1), where the stored kinetic energy
varied with the SG rating. In the last two scenarios, the SG inertia constant was
varied with the machine capacity in order to maintain the same stored kinetic energy





where, S is the generator rated apparent power, J is the machine inertia, and ω is
the machine speed.
Both the DFIG and PV system were operated in unity power factor mode. Dur-
ing grid connected mode, frequency reference was taken from the external grid, while
in islanded mode, the microgrid frequency was controlled by the MHPP. The MHPP
operated in voltage control mode and 100% SG corresponds to the scenario where
the MHPP operated at rated power output (4 MW). The DFIG and PV system were
operated at unity power factor.
Scenario 1:






















Figure 3.6: Power frequency variations of the microgrid due to unplanned islanding
with different combinations of DFIG and MHPP
In this scenario, a MHPP and a DFIG were connected to Bus bars 646 and 680
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respectively to supply the active power demand of the microgrid. Inertia constant
of the SGs were kept constant and the microgrid system was isolated from the bulk
supply point at t = 5 s to simulate a sudden unplanned islanding.
Scenario 2:
In order to observe the impact of DER type, the DFIG connected to the microgrid
in Scenario 1 was replaced with a PV system having the same power rating. The
microgrid system was isolated from the bulk supply point at t = 5 s to simulate a
sudden unplanned islanding.























Figure 3.7: Power frequency variations of the microgrid due to unplanned islanding
with different combinations of PV and MHPP
Scenario 3:
In this scenario, a MHPP (with varying inertia constant) and a DFIG were connected
to Bus bars 646 and 680 respectively to supply the active power demand of the
microgrid. Ratings of the DERs were changed such that the total stored energy of
the SG was maintained at a constant level. The microgrid system was isolated from
the bulk supply point at t = 5 s to simulate a sudden unplanned islanding.
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Figure 3.8: Power frequency variations of the microgrid due to unplanned islanding
with different combinations of DFIG and MHPP (for different H values)
Scenario 4:
In order to observe the impact of DER type, the DFIG connected to the microgrid
in Scenario 3 was replaced with a PV system having the same power rating. The
microgrid system was isolated from the bulk supply point at t = 5 s to simulate a
sudden unplanned islanding.





















Figure 3.9: Power frequency variations of the microgrid due to unplanned islanding
with different combinations of PV and MHPP (for different H values)
Both Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7 related to Scenario 1 and 2 exhibit similar responses to
unplanned islanding of the microgrid, irrespective of the combination of the DERs.
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It can be observed that the magnitude of the maximum deviation of microgrid
frequency increases as the non-inverter interfaced DER (MHPP) capacity is reduced.
This occurs as the stored kinetic energy is increased in the SG with the reduction
of machine rating for the same inertia constant.
In Scenario 3 and 4, the SG inertia was varied according to the machine capacity
in order to maintain a constant stored energy. Both Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 exhibit
similar responses in relation to unplanned islanding of the microgrid, irrespective of
the combinations of the DERs. Before islanding, the surplus active power generated
in the microgrid was exported to the external grid. After islanding, active power
generation from the MHPP was reduced by the turbine governor controller in order
to maintain the microgrid frequency at 50 Hz. In this scenario, it can be observed
that the higher contribution of active power from the inverter interfaced DERs leads
to reduced oscillations in the power frequency of the islanded microgrid. According
to (3.1), this is due to the inertia constant of the SG which was increased with the
reduction of machine rating, as both DFIG and PV were operated in constant power
factor mode and did not contribute to the total inertia of the system. In all four
scenarios, the power frequency oscillations due to the unplanned islanding of the
microgrid were mainly determined by the inertial characteristics of the SG of the
MHPP.
The maximum rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) of the microgrid for all
four scenarios are summarised in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. Due to lack of available
inertial response from DFIG and PV systems, inertial response was provided only by
the MHPP in the microgrid. Hence, effective angular acceleration of the SG would
increase, resulting in an increase in the maximum ROCOF. This can be clearly
observed from Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, where the maximum ROCOF occurred with
25% active power contribution from the MHPP in the microgrid. Therefore, design
of islanding protection schemes for microgrids consisting of both inverter and non-
inverter based DERs need to be carried out giving special attention to the proportion
of each type of DER.
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Table 3.2: Maximum ROCOF for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2
Active power contribution Maximum ROCOF (Hz/s)





Table 3.3: Maximum ROCOF for Scenario 3 and Scenario 4
Active power contribution Maximum ROCOF (Hz/s)





Table 3.4 presents the minimum voltage at the grid connection point as a per-
centage of steady state voltage during unplanned islanding of the microgrid corre-
sponding to Scenario 3. It can be observed that with the increased penetration of
MHPP, voltage sag level has improved due to the reactive power support provided
by the SG.
Table 3.4: Minimum voltage magnitude as a percentage of the steady state voltage
during islanding for Scenario 3






3.3.2 Dynamic Characteristics in Grid Connected and Islanded Modes
due to Large Disturbances
In this section, four different scenarios were analysed in order to investigate dy-
namic characteristics due to large disturbances of a microgrid in grid connected and
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islanded modes. In the first scenario, impact of the type of DER on fault recovery of
a grid connected microgrid was analysed. In the second scenario, a comparison was
carried out on post fault behaviour in grid connected and islanded modes. Effects
of the type of the DER control mode on the fault recovery was analysed in the third
scenario. In the fourth scenario, the microgrid was subjected to a sudden increase
in load and the post disturbance behaviour was analysed for grid connected and
islanded modes.
Scenario 1:
In this scenario, the post fault behaviour of individual DERs in a grid connected
microgrid and the dynamic response of the external grid were analysed. During
the steady state, the total active power demand of the microgrid was met by an
individual DER. The MHPP was operated at the terminal voltage control mode
and 100% MHPP corresponds to the scenario where the MHPP generated the entire
4 MW of active power. Both DFIG and the PV system were operated at unity power
factor. A three-phase short-circuit fault was applied to Bus bar 634 at t = 120 s and
cleared after 150 ms.































Figure 3.10: Active power output from the DERs in grid connected mode
It can be observed from Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 that only the MHPP contributes to
the post fault oscillations of the microgrid system that arises as a result of its inertia,
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Figure 3.11: Active power supply from the external grid in grid connected mode
whereas both DFIG and the PV system respond to the fault fast and stabilises the
DER output through fast PQ controllers.
Scenario 2:
In order to analyse the post fault behaviour of the microgrid, the same three-phase
short-circuit fault was applied to Bus bar 634 at t = 120 s and cleared after 150 ms
during grid connected and islanded modes. In this scenario, the total active power
for the microgrid was supplied by an MHPP and a PV system. The MHPP was
operated at the terminal voltage control mode and 100% SG corresponds to the
scenario where the MHPP operated at rated power output (i.e. 4 MW), while the
PV system was operated at unity power factor.
Compared to the islanded mode, post fault frequency of the microgrid in grid
connected mode recovers quickly resulting from the support from the external grid
(refer Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13). According to Fig. 3.12, less power contribution from
the MHPP of the microgrid in grid connected mode is favourable for damping the
post fault oscillations. As expected, Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 demonstrate that an
increase in the power contribution from the PV system negatively affects damping
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Figure 3.12: Microgrid frequency variations due to a three-phase short-circuit fault
in grid connected mode






















Figure 3.13: Microgrid frequency variations due to a three-phase short-circuit fault
in islanded mode
Scenario 3:
Similar to the previous scenario, a three-phase short-circuit fault was applied to Bus
bar 634 at t = 120 s and cleared after 150 ms during grid connected mode. In this
scenario, the total active power for the microgrid was supplied by the combination of
the MHPP with both DFIG and PV systems separately. The MHPP was operated
at the terminal voltage control mode and 100% MHPP corresponds to the scenario
where the MHPP generated the entire 4 MW of active power. Both DFIG and the
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Figure 3.14: Voltage variations at Bus bar 652 due to the three-phase short-circuit
fault in islanded mode





























Figure 3.15: Reactive power supply from the external grid for DERs operating at
different power factors
PV systems were operated at different power factors.
Fig. 3.15 illustrates the reactive power variations of the external grid while Fig.
3.16 illustrates the corresponding voltage variations at the microgrid PCC. A positive
value indicates the reactive power flow from external grid to the microgrid (power
import) and vice versa. A microgrid comprising only a DFIG which is operating at
unity power factor has the highest reactive power demand during the fault due to the
activation of crowbar protection. Least reactive power demand is from the MHPP,
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Figure 3.16: Voltages at the microgrid PCC for DERs operating at different power
factors
which provides dynamic reactive power support during the fault. However, when the
DFIG and the PV system operate below unity power factor, the microgrid is able
to export reactive power to the external grid during the steady state. Furthermore,
post fault oscillations can only be seen when the microgrid comprises of a MHPP
which has a SG directly coupled to the network. In the absence of inertial response,
the DFIG and the PV system do not contribute to the post fault oscillations.
Scenario 4:
In this scenario, the microgrid was subjected to a 30% increase in both active
and reactive power demand by the load at Bus bar 652 during grid connected
and islanded modes. The total active power for the microgrid was supplied by
an MHPP (2.5 MVA) and DFIG system (2.5 MVA). The MHPP was operated in the
terminal voltage control mode and the DFIG system was operated in constant power
factor mode with a 0.89 lagging power factor.
During the grid connected mode, increase in load demand was catered by the
external grid. However, in the islanded mode, additional active and reactive power
demand from the load was provided by the MHPP as the DFIG was operating
in power factor control mode, dispatching predefined power levels as illustrated
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MHPP (grid tied mode)
DFIG (grid tied mode)
MHPP (islanded mode)
DFIG (islanded mode)
Figure 3.17: Active power output of the MHPP and the DFIG due to a load increase
in grid connected and islanded modes

























MHPP (grid tied mode) DFIG (both modes) MHPP (islanded mode)
Figure 3.18: Reactive power output of the MHPP and the DFIG due to a load
increase in grid connected and islanded modes
in Fig. 3.17 and Fig. 3.18. As expected, Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.20 illustrate that the
particular load increase has a negligible impact on the microgrid frequency and
voltage during grid connected mode.
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Figure 3.19: Variations of the microgrid frequency due to a load increase in grid
connected and islanded modes






















Figure 3.20: Variations of the microgrid PCC voltage due to a load increase in grid
connected and islanded modes
3.4 Influence of External Grid Characteristics on the Grid
Connected Microgrid
3.4.1 Effect of External Grid Short-Circuit Capacity on Microgrid
Voltage
Impact of the short circuit capacity (SCC) of the external grid on the microgrid
was analysed by applying a three-phase short circuit fault to Bus bar 634 at t = 1s
for 150 ms. Active power demand of the microgrid was catered for by an MHPP
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connected at Bus bar 646 and a DFIG at Bus bar 680 each having a capacity
of 2.5 MVA. Similarly, DFIG was replaced with a PV system, and the same fault
was applied to the microgrid. The magnitude of the maximum voltage sag at the
microgrid PCC for different SCC levels of the external grid are illustrated in Fig. 3.21.



































Figure 3.21: Variation of the maximum voltage dip at the PCC with the external
grid SCC
As expected, the external grid with higher SCC levels provides better voltage
support to the grid connected microgrid. The microgrid with DFIG and MHPP
demonstrates a slightly larger voltage dip compared to the combination of PV and
MHPP as illustrated in Fig. 3.21. During the fault, voltage drop in the DFIG stator
windings produces sudden changes in the machine stator flux resulting a rapid in-
crease in the stator current. Due to the magnetic coupling between the stator and
the rotor, a high current will flow in the rotor and the converter. In order to protect
from high currents, crowbar resistors are used to bypass the converters. Activation
of these crowbar resistors converts the DFIG into a squirrel cage induction gener-
ator which consumes increased reactive power during voltage dips. Consequently,
high reactive power absorption results in larger voltage drop within the microgrid.
However, PV systems do not have such reactive power requirement: hence provide
better performance during voltage dips.
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3.4.2 Effect of External Grid Inertia on Microgrid
Similar to the previous scenario, the same fault was applied in the microgrid and the
maximum ROCOF was observed for different external grid inertia levels. According
to Table 3.5, external grid inertia does not have a significant impact on the maximum
ROCOF for a particular combination of DERs. However, the microgrid with DFIG
and MHPP has indicated higher ROCOF values compared to microgrids with PV
and MHPP. As per Section 3.4.1, this is due to the larger power variation in the
DFIG compared to PV system during the fault.
Table 3.5: Maximum ROCOF for different external grid inertia constants
External grid inertia constant (s) Maximum ROCOF (Hz/s)







In this chapter, preliminary investigations of the dynamic characteristics of mi-
crogrids under different operating conditions were carried out using time domain
simulations. Simulations were undertaken using DIgSILENT PowerFactory by de-
veloping a microgrid network comprising a PV system, a DFIG and an MHPP as
DERs and local loads. Dynamic impact of a range of aspects such as different
inherent characteristics of DERs, different power dispatch levels, generator capaci-
ties, and external grid characteristics on microgrid operation were analysed under
different scenarios.
It was clearly evident that the DERs with a directly coupled rotor to the network
have a significant influence on the post fault oscillations in the microgrid as the
inertial response of inverter interfaced DER is either unavailable (e.g. PV system) or
decoupled from the network (e.g. DFIG). Microgrids with smaller system rotational
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inertia have a larger frequency deviation for a given mismatch between load and
the power generation. However, depending on the speed, accuracy and artificial
damping provided by the controllers, the inverter interfaced DERs would also have
a substantial impact on the microgrid stability. The fast controllers will allow the
inverter interfaced DERs to respond to disturbances quickly and reach the steady
state after a fault clearance.
When different DER types are operating simultaneously in a microgrid, special
care must be taken in designing the protection schemes such as microgrid islanding
detection. Special attention is also required when a microgrid is transferring from
grid connected mode to islanded mode, as the operation of mixed DER types exhibit
different responses with and without the external grid. In addition, dynamic reactive
power compensation and emulated frequency response schemes must be implemented
in microgrids to preserve voltage and frequency stability when operating in islanded
mode.
Microgrids operating in parallel with the external grid have a higher power supply
reliability. It was highlighted that the external grid SCC plays an important role in
maintaining an acceptable microgrid voltage profile. The study has shown that the
dynamic characteristics of the microgrid are significantly influenced by the individual
characteristics of DERs and their control systems. Furthermore, studies have also
shown that different power dispatch levels, generator MVA capacities, and external
grid characteristics also influence the dynamic behaviour of the microgrid, thus these
factors should be considered when planning microgrids, and in particular designing
protection systems for the microgrid.
In the future, when microgrids become more commonplace with higher pene-
tration of DERs, the stability and security of the utility grid will be influenced
significantly. Thus, microgrids need to be designed properly to take care of their
dynamic impact on the utility grid such that overall stability and reliability of the
whole system is significantly improved.
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Chapter 4




In many engineering applications, complex mathematical models can be derived to
represent the dynamic behaviour of individual components and systems. Although
a complicated higher order mathematical model will generally more accurately rep-
resent system dynamics, sometimes it is often desirable to have a simplified reduced
order model which will retain the important features of the system, but limit re-
quirements of computational and data storage capabilities.
In traditional power system analysis, dynamics of distribution networks were
not required to be considered in stability studies as networks were generally passive.
However, with the increasing penetration of DERs and grid connected microgrids,
distribution networks have begun to feature active characteristics with bidirectional
power flows. Hence, such systems can no longer be represented merely by using
static load models. It is impractical for utilities to represent individual and com-
bined DERs as detailed models in power system simulations, and this has led to
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a need for new and accurate simplified models of grid connected microgrids. Such
simplified models of microgrids will be useful to electric utilities in performing dy-
namic studies by representing grid connected microgrids as simplified generators or
loads depending on the power export and import status at the microgrid PCC.
This chapter is focused on a model equivalencing methodology applicable to grid
connected microgrids comprising both inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs.
The objective is to present a novel application of modal analysis for representing grid
connected hybrid microgrids as reduced order single entities suitable for power sys-
tem studies by preserving the important dynamics. The model reduction approach
is presented in this chapter outlining the dynamic models of individual dynamic
components. Validation of the model equivalencing approach is carried out using
various case studies in Chapter 5.
A discussion on the selection of a suitable dynamic model equivalencing method-
ology for grid connected microgrids is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 covers the
theory behind the model equivalencing methodology selected for the work presented
in this thesis. Section 4.4 presents modelling details of an inverter interfaced DER,
a conventional DER, loads and the network of a grid connected microgrid suitable
to be used in model equivalencing methodology, followed by the chapter summary
in Section 4.5.
4.2 Selection of the Dynamic Model Equivalencing Method-
ology for Grid Connected Microgrids
As explained in Section 4.1, model equivalencing or reduction is to replace a given
complex mathematical model of a system with a less complex model which would
still capture all the important dynamics associated with the original system. Model
equivalencing involves a trade off between model order and the degree to which the
characteristics of the original system are reflected in the reduced model.
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For stability analysis, the common practice is to separate the power system into
a study area of interest and external areas. In general, the study area is represented
in a detailed manner while external areas are represented by dynamic equivalents
[45,46]. These equivalent models will approximate the effects of the external systems
on the study system, as parts of the system electrically far away from a disturbance
will have little effect on the study system dynamics, hence, it is unnecessary to
model them with greater accuracy.
As empahsised in Chapter 2, coherency based methods which identify coherent
groups of generators governed by generator rotor behaviour following a disturbance,
cannot be applied to modern inverter interfaced DERs due to decoupling of rotor
dynamics from the network (e.g. DFIGs and microturbines) or due to the absence of
such rotor dynamics (e.g. PV and battery storage systems). Out of the three main
methods stated in Chapter 2, only system identification methods use measured data
to select model parameters of the dynamic equivalent model. The model parame-
ters need to be adjusted with proper training algorithms using a large amount of
data sets, which is time consuming. Furthermore, these methods lack strong math-
ematical background compared to modal methods, and the estimated parameters
do not properly interpret the physical relevance to the dynamic equivalent of power
systems.
Generally, in modal methods, reduction of the linearised system is carried out by
removing the eigenvalues located furthest from the origin, and retaining the eigen-
values with small negative real parts and the less damped eigenvalues. The relevant
variables with respect to that principle are kept and the remaining variables are
expressed in terms of the dominant variables. Thus, overall dynamic characteris-
tics of the reduced system will be similar to the original system. Unlike system
identification methods which depend on parameter estimation, traditional model
equivalencing methodologies are firmly based on mathematical concepts and have
significant physical relevance to the system dynamics. However, care must be taken
in applying modal methods for systems with inverter interfaced DERs, as their state
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variables are not well known as in the case of conventional SGs.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the basic modal method has not been applied to grid
connected hybrid microgrids as a means for deriving dynamic equivalent models.
Thus, this chapter takes an approach in investigating the applicability of modal
analysis as a tool for dynamic model equivalencing of grid connected microgrids
containing inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs.
4.3 Dynamic Model Equivalencing Methodology
The dynamic model reduction process covered in this section is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
As explained in Chapter 2, while appropriate for conventional systems based on SGs,
selective modal analysis [50, 51] was considered not suitable for hybrid microgrids.
This is due to the difficulty in determining the significant states of inverter-interfaced
DERs at the initial stages of the method without carrying out a full eigenvalue
analysis. From various modal methods available in the literature, the matrix trans-
formation technique in [46] was selected and adapted for this work, as it allowed
full eigenvalue analysis of the hybrid microgrid model. In this approach, an addi-
tional step is introduced to identify and group the dominant system modes which
are to be retained in the dynamic equivalent microgrid model. Furthermore, the
grid connected microgrid is represented in a similar way to any other grid connected
dynamic device suitable for power system stability studies. The steps (Blocks A, B,
C and D in Fig. 4.1) associated with the enhanced model equivalencing process are
described in the following subsections.
4.3.1 Linearised Microgrid Model
For the purpose of stability analysis of large power systems, microgrids connected
outside the study area of interest can be represented as linear systems [45, 46].
Influence of the control systems and inherent dynamic characteristics of DERs and
loads are captured by modelling these elements using ordinary differential equations,
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Figure 4.1: Model reduction approach applied to grid connected microgrids based
on the enhanced modal method
which in turn used to develop the state space model of the microgrid. From the
study system point of view, a microgrid can be seen as a single generator or load in
a linearised state-space form as follows:
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∆ẋ = AMG∆x+BMG∆vpcc (4.1)





where, AMG (n × n), BMG (n × 1), CMG (m × n), and DMG (m × 1) are coefficient
matrices of the system.
Vector ∆x contains states of the dynamic devices in the microgrid while vec-
tor ∆vpcc represents the voltage at the microgrid PCC as an input to the system.
Current through the microgrid PCC, ∆ipcc , and speed deviation of the microgrid
reference d-q frame ∆ωref are taken as the microgrid outputs in the vector ∆ypcc.
Derivation of (4.1) and (4.2) are explained in detail using a microgrid model in Sec-
tion 4.4. A block diagram of a grid connected microgrid expressed by (4.1) and (4.2)
is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Time domain solutions to the state space equation given in
(4.1) and (4.2) are obtained from the following equations:









4.3.2 Initialisation of the State-Space Model
Once the linearised microgrid model is constructed, the network, DERs and control













Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the linearised state-space model of a grid connected
microgrid system comprising two DERs
4.3.3 Identification of Dominant Modes
Let the state space model of the system to be reduced be,
∆ẋ = AMG∆x+BMG∆vpcc (4.5)
As the first step in identifying the dominant modes, a coordinate transformation
is carried out where it is possible to find a matrixP such thatAMG is transformed
into a diagonal form as follows:
∆x = P∆z (4.6)
MatrixP contains the eigen vectors of matrixAMG as the columns.
P =

ϕ11 ϕ12 · · · ϕ1n
















P = [p1, p2, · · · · · · · · · pn] (4.9)
where, ϕi is the i
th right eigenvector ofAMG corresponding to the i
th eigenvalueλi.
Considering (4.5) - (4.9) [166],
∆ż(t) = P−1AMGP∆z(t) + P
−1BMG∆vpcc












0 · · · · · · λn

(4.11)
where, P−1AMGP = Λ, and Λ is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of ma-
trixAMG. Hence, the original state-space model of the grid connected microgrid
represented in (4.5) is transformed into (4.10).
Modes corresponding to the eigenvalues with large negative real numbers are
considered as non-dominant modes which are assumed to reach the steady state
instantaneously following a step disturbance, compared to other modes. Hence,
non-dominant modes that have less impact on the study system when observed from
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the microgrid PCC can be eliminated from the transformed system model (4.10).
It is important to retain the poorly damped oscillatory modes in the reduced order
equivalent model.
In this section, a new index is defined for identifying the dominant modes which
need to be retained in the reduced order equivalent microgrid model. The real part
of the eigenvalues (σi) normalised as a percentage of the real part of the eigenvalue
located furthest away from the origin (σmax) is used as an index for the selection of




× 100 % (4.12)
4.3.4 Rearrangement of Matrices and Model Reduction
After identifying the dominant modes, let Λ be rearranged as in (4.13) such that γr and
γnr represent the modes to be retained in the reduced model and the modes to be
eliminated from the original model respectively. The relevant state variables corre-
sponding to the dominant modes are retained, and the remaining state variables are
expressed in terms of retained state variables. Rows of matrixB
′
in (4.10) also need















Reduced order system equation of (4.10) is given by,
∆żr = γr∆zr +B
′
r∆vpcc (4.14)
where, zr- transformed states to be retained in the reduced model, znr- transformed
states assumed to reach the steady state instantly.
Contributions of state variables on the system modes are calculated using the
participation factors [163]. Participating factors indicate the relative participation
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of the respective states in the corresponding modes. Participation factor of an lth
state variable on the mth mode is given by
plm = ϕlmφml (4.15)
where, ϕlm- l
th element of the right eigenvector ϕm and φml- l
th element of the left
eigenvector φm.
Next, (4.2) can be rearranged such that,
∆ypcc = Co/p∆xo/p +DMG∆vpcc (4.16)
where,xo/p- sub vector of ∆x comprising the original states contributing to the sys-
tem output, and Co/p is the sub matrix ofCMG comprising the columns correspond-
ing toxo/p.
In order to obtain the reduced order system output equation corresponding to










where,xno/p- sub vector of ∆x comprising the original states with no contribution to
the system output. The r rows corresponding to the states xo/p are placed in the
first r rows of matrix P while the first r columns are rearranged corresponding to
the retained r eigenvalues.
For a step input żnr = 0, hence, using (4.13),
∆znr = −γ−1nr B
′
nr∆vpcc (4.18)
Using (4.17) and (4.18) in (4.16),
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=DMG − Co/pαnrγ−1nr B
′
nr. Hence, the reduced order dy-
namic equivalent of the microgrid model corresponding to (4.1) and (4.2) is given
by (4.14) and (4.19).
This section described in detail all steps involved in modal reduction approach se-
lected to be applied to grid connected microgrids based on enhanced modal method.
This method is applied to a microgrid modelled as explained in the following section.
4.4 Modelling of the Microgrid for Model Equivalencing
This section presents the detailed modelling of an inverter interfaced DER, a non-
inverter interfaced DER, loads and the network of a grid connected microgrid suit-
able for implementation of the selected model equivalencing methodology. All dy-
namic devices in the microgrid are represented by state-space models.












Figure 4.3: Global and local reference frames of the microgrid
In any microgrid system, it is necessary to define a global reference frame which
would allow all dynamic devices and other network components rotating on local
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reference frames to be represented in a common reference frame. Transformation
from the local reference frames (di − qi) to the global reference frame (D − Q) is
carried out using (4.20).
[fQD] =
 cos δi sin δi
− sin δi cos δi
 [fqd]
[fQD] = [Ti][fqd] (4.20)
where, [fQD] - state variables in the global reference frame, [fqd] - state variables in
the local reference frame, and δi - angle between the d-axis of the global reference
frame and the d-axis of the local reference frame corresponding to the ith dynamic
device.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, when modelling the dynamic devices in a microgrid,
current injected to the microgrid from each device is taken as the output signal of
the device, and the respective terminal voltage of the device and the global reference
frame frequency deviation are taken as the input signals. As the model equivalencing
method is applied to linearised systems, (4.20) is linearised around an operating
point.
In order to connect a dynamic device into the microgrid, output signals (currents)
need to be expressed in the global reference frame as in (4.21) (it is assumed that







 −Iqo sin δio + Ido cos δio
−Iqo cos δio − Ido sin δio
∆δ (4.21)
Similarly, the input voltage needs to be transformed from the global reference








 −Vqo sin δio − Vdo cos δio
Vqo cos δio + Vdo sin δio
∆δ (4.22)
where, “◦” represents the steady state operating point around which the equations
are linearised.
4.4.2 Inverter Interfaced DER Model
For an inverter interfaced DER, it is be assumed that the output power of the dc
voltage source connected to the inverter is constant during the time frame of the
analysis. This will allow the dc side dynamics to be neglected in the converter model
and to represent inverter interfaced DER based on any power source. Thus, a generic
model is used to represent inverter interfaced DER units consisting of a constant
dc voltage source, a converter power circuit and converter controls. As illustrated
in Fig. 4.4, ac side of the converter is connected to the microgrid through a lumped
impedance having a reactance ofX and a resistance ofR. The ordinary differential
equations (ODE) describing the ac side of the converter can be expressed as follows:




Equation (4.23) is transformed into the local d-q reference frame defined at the
DER terminal, where d-axis is always coincident with the instantaneous voltage
vector, and the q-axis is in quadrature with it.























Figure 4.4: Inverter interfaced DER
frame and d-axis of the local reference frame of the corresponding inverter interfaced
DER. In order to decouple the Id and Iq components, a new variable is introduced
as follows [167]:
Vqnew = Eq − ωinvLId (4.25)
Vdnew = Ed − Vd + ωinvLIq
Equations (4.24) and (4.25) are linearised around an operating point and com-
bined to obtain the state-space format of the inverter as follows:




where, ∆Xinv = [∆Iq2,∆Id2] and ∆Vqdnew = [∆Vqnew,∆Vdnew].
The mathematical model of the linearised phase locked loop (PLL) circuit illus-
trated in Fig. 4.5 is expressed by (4.27) [168].
ωinv = Kpll(Kp +
Ki
s
)(δref − δinv) (4.27)
∆ω̇inv = −KpllKpω∆ωinv −KpllKi∆δinv
where, Kpll is the gain of the input signal to the main PLL block, Kp and Ki are
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Figure 4.5: Linearised PLL circuit
the proportional and integral gains of the PI controller respectively.
In this chapter, the inverter interfaced DER is considered to be operated in
the constant power factor mode. The d-axis current component accounts for the
instantaneous active power, and the reference current for the d-axis current controller
loop is provided by the active power control loop as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Linearised



















Instantaneous power output of the DER is calculated using filtered instantaneous























where, Ti and Tv are the time constants of the low pass filters of current and voltage
signals.






























Figure 4.6: Active power controller and the d-axis current controller
∆i̇di = ∆Pref −∆Pout (4.30)
∆ėdi = ∆Idref −∆I
′
d (4.31)
∆Idref = Kid∆idi +Kpd(∆Pref −∆Pout) (4.32)
∆Vdnew = Kiid∆edi +Kpid(∆Idref −∆I
′
d) (4.33)
where, Kpd, Kpid and Kid, Kiid are the proportional and integral gains of the PI
controllers respectively.
Similarly, the reference for the q-axis current controller is generated using the
reactive power control loop as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. Corresponding linearised equa-
tions for the reactive power output of the DER, reactive power controller and the














































Figure 4.7: Reactive power controller and the q-axis controller
∆i̇qi = ∆Qref −∆Qout (4.35)
∆ėqi = ∆Iqref −∆I
′
q (4.36)
∆Iqref = Kiq∆Iqi +Kpq(∆Qref −∆Qout) (4.37)
∆Vqnew = Kiiq∆eqi +Kpiq(∆Iqref −∆I
′
q) (4.38)
where, Kpq, Kpiq and Kiq,Kiiq are the proportional and integral gains of the PI
controllers respectively.










∆Uinv = [∆Qref ,∆Pref ] respectively. Then, (4.33) and (4.38) can be written in
terms of ∆Xcon and ∆Uinv.
∆Vqdnew = E1∆Xcon + E2∆Uinv (4.39)
Hence, state-space model of the converter (4.26) can be expressed in terms of
controller state variables as in (4.40).
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∆Ẋinv = Ainv∆Xinv +
1
L
(E1∆Xcon + E2∆Uinv) (4.40)
Combining (4.27), (4.29)-(4.31), (4.35) and (4.36) will give the linearised state-
space model of the active and reactive power controllers of the inverter interfaced
DER.
∆Ẋcon = Acon∆Xcon +Bcon1∆Xinv +Bcon2∆Vqd +Bcon3∆Uinv (4.41)
∆yinv = Cinv∆Xinv +Dinv∆Vqd


















Prior to connecting the inverter interfaced DER to the network, output sig-
nals (currents) are transferred to the global reference frame, and input signals (terminal
voltages) are transferred to the local reference frame. Substitution of (4.21) and
(4.22) in (4.42) describes the total inverter interfaced DER system as follows:
∆ẊIIDER = AIIDER∆XIIDER +BIIDER∆VQD−IIDER (4.43)
+ βIIDER∆UIIDER
∆IIIDER = CIIDER∆XIIDER +DIIDER∆VQD−IIDER
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4.4.3 Non-Inverter Interfaced DER Model
In this section, a directly coupled SG is considered with a mini-hydro power plant
(MHPP) as the plant model comprising an exciter and a hydro turbine-governor
systems. The linearised ODEs of a salient-pole SG with damper windings on both
d-q axes and field winding on the d-axis together with the mechanical system are





q = ∆Efd −∆E
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d + (Xq −X
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where, Vq and Vd are the axial components of the DER terminal voltage.






























































Fig. 4.9 illustrates a linear approximation of the turbine governor model [163]






























Equations (4.44) to (4.48) are combined to obtained the complete linearised



























1 1X 2X 3X 4X
Figure 4.9: Linearised hydro turbine-governor model
∆ẊMHPP = A1∆XMHPP +B1∆Vqd + β1∆UMHPP (4.49)
∆yMHPP = C1∆XMHPP +D1∆Vqd







∆Tm,∆X2,∆X3] and ∆UMHPP = [∆Vref ].
Prior to connecting the MHPP to the network, output signals (currents) are
transferred to the global reference frame and input signals (terminal voltages) are
transferred to the local reference frame by substituting (4.21) and (4.22) in (4.49),
and the complete MHPP model is given as follows:
∆ẊMHPP = AMHPP∆XMHPP +BSG∆VQD−MHPP + βMHPP∆UMHPP (4.50)
∆IQD−MHPP = CMHPP∆XMHPP +DSG∆VQD−MHPP
4.4.4 Network and Load Models
In this section, network transients are neglected as they are typically in the high
frequency range with high damping ratios [169]. The static load is represented by a
constant impedance while a 3rd order induction motor (IM) model [163] is considered










































where, s is the slip of the IM.
∆ẊIM = AIM∆XIM +BIM∆VQD−IM + βIM∆UIM (4.52)
∆IQD−IM = CIM∆XIM +DIM∆VQD−IM




d,∆ωr] and ∆UIM = [∆Tm].
The relationship between network voltages and currents referred to the global
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4.4.5 Overall Grid Connected Microgrid Model
















where, Idyn- current injected into the network by the dynamic devices, Istat- current
injected to the network by the nodes without dynamic devices, and Ipcc- current
injected into the network through the microgrid PCC.
As the currents injected into the microgrid by the nodes without dynamic loads










An expression for the current injected into the network by all the dynamic de-













CDER1 0 · · · 0 0 · · ·
0 CDER2 · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · CIM1 0 · · ·
0 0 · · · 0 CIM2 · · ·












DDER1 0 · · · 0 0 · · ·
0 DDER2 · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · DIM1 0 · · ·
0 0 · · · 0 DIM2 · · ·










∆Idyn = Cdyn∆Xdyn +Ddyn∆Vdyn (4.56)
An expression for the generator terminal voltages is obtained from (4.55) and
(4.56) as follows:
Y11∆Vdyn + Y12∆Vpcc = Cdyn∆Xdyn +Ddyn∆Vdyn
∆Vdyn = (Y11 −Ddyn)−1Cdyn∆Xdyn − (Y11 −Ddyn)−1Y21∆Vpcc
(4.57)
Similar to (4.56), state-space forms of individual dynamic devices are combined












ADER1 0 · · · 0 0 · · ·
0 ADER2 · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · AIM1 0 · · ·
0 0 · · · 0 AIM2 · · ·












BDER1 0 · · · 0 0 · · ·
0 BDER2 · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · BIM1 0 · · ·
0 0 · · · 0 BIM2 · · ·












βDER1 0 · · · 0 0 · · ·
0 βDER2 · · · 0 0 · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 · · · βIM1 0 · · ·
0 0 · · · 0 βIM2 · · ·










∆Ẋdyn = Adyn∆Xdyn +Bdyn∆Vdyn + βdyn∆Udyn (4.58)
Substituting (4.57) into (4.58) yields:
∆Ẋdyn = Adyn∆Xdyn +Bdyn(Y11 −Ddyn)−1Cdyn∆Xdyn−
Bdyn(Y11 −Ddyn)−1Y21∆Vpcc + βdyn∆Udyn
∆Ẋdyn = M1∆Xdyn +M2∆Vpcc + βdyn∆Udyn (4.59)
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where, M1 = [Adyn +Bdyn(Y11 −Ddyn)−1Cdyn] and M2 = [−Bdyn(Y11 −Ddyn)−1Y21].
From (4.55) an expression for the current through the microgrid PCC can be
obtained as follows:
∆Ipcc = Y21∆Vdyn + Y22∆Vpcc
∆Ipcc = Y21(Y11 −Ddyn)−1Cdyn∆Xdyn − Y21(Y11 −Ddyn)−1Y21∆Vpcc + Y22∆Vpcc
∆Ipcc = N1∆Xdyn +N2∆Vpcc (4.60)
∆ωref = R∆Xdyn (4.61)
where, N1 = [Y21(Y11−Ddyn)−1Cdyn] and N2 = [−Y21(Y11−Ddyn)−1Y21 +Y22]. ∆ωref
corresponding to the global reference frame in the microgrid is taken as an output
from the microgrid model.
Equations (4.59) and (4.60) describe the microgrid in the form of (4.1) and (4.2).
Thus, the node matrix is rearranged and combined with the equations of the dynamic
devices in the microgrid such that the grid connected microgrid could be represented
in a form analogous to the standard model of a dynamic device connected to the
external grid.
4.5 Summary
The main objective of this chapter was to present a novel approach in representing
grid connected microgrids as reduced order dynamic equivalents suitable for power
system studies.
It was identified that the basic modal method had not been previously applied
to grid connected microgrids comprising both inverter and non-inverter interfaced
DERs as a model equivalencing methodology. This chapter presented the formu-
lation behind the model equivalencing methodology based on modal method while
introducing a new index to identify the dominant modes of the system. Representa-
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tion of a microgrid as a single dynamic device connected to the external system was
also introduced in this chapter, which can be employed to derive the dynamic equiv-
alent of a grid connected microgrid. Furthermore, detailed modelling of an inverter
interfaced DER with power controllers, non-inverter interfaced DER with governor
and excitation controllers, induction motor load and network were presented as a
base for the studies covered in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic Equivalent of a Grid
Connected Microgrid - Model
Validation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is focused on the application of the dynamic equivalent methodology
explained in Chapter 4.
Mathematical models are developed in this chapter for different grid connected
microgrids following the modelling procedures presented in Chapter 4. Validity of
the dynamic model equivalencing approach is examined under different microgrid
operating conditions. Furthermore, the dynamic model equivalencing is applied on
microgrids in a multi-microgrid environment in order to show the feasibility of the
methodology.
Section 5.2 presents several case studies carried out on a five-bus microgrid sys-
tem comprising two DERs and two types of loads under different system operating
conditions. Scalability of the proposed microgrid model equivalencing approach
is demonstrated in Section 5.3 with a larger microgrid model based on the IEEE-
13 node test feeder [162]. In Section 5.4, the dynamic equivalencing approach is
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applied to a multi-microgrid system. Section 5.5 presents a discussion on the imple-
mentation of the proposed methodology in simulation platforms, performance of the
proposed approach, and other practical aspects. A chapter summary is presented in
Section 5.6.
5.2 Case Study 1 - Five Bus System
External grid
DER 1 DER 2Load 1 Load 2













Figure 5.1: Single line diagram of the Microgrid System - 1
In this section, the dynamic equivalent model was derived for a five-bus microgrid
model comprising two DERs and two loads. Different operating conditions such as
power export mode, power import mode, and load variations were considered in
order to validate the equivalent model. Steady state operating conditions of the
microgrid system were obtained from a load flow analysis conducted on a non-linear
microgrid model developed in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. As explained in Chapter 4,
linearised model of the microgrid system was developed and a full eigenvalue analysis
was carried out in MATLAB. In the microgrid system, the local reference frame of
DER 1 was locked to the rotor of DER 1, and the global d-q reference frame was
defined at the terminal of DER 1 (Bus 1). At the DER 2, local d-axis was assumed
to be in the direction of the voltage vector at Bus 4.
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5.2.1 Power Import from the External Grid
The single line diagram of the Microgrid System - 1 consisting of a 13.8 kV radial
distribution feeder connected to the external grid (fault level = 1200 MVA, X/R=10)
through a 69 kV/13.8 kV, 10 MVA transformer is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The study
system comprises a 5 MVA MHPP (DER 1) operating at terminal voltage control
mode (Bus 1), a 1.5 MW, unity p.f. inverter interfaced DER (DER 2) operating at
constant power factor control mode (Bus 4), a static load of 4.2 MW/1.2 MVAr at
Bus 2, and an induction motor load of 1.42 MW, 0.85 p.f. connected through a
13.8 kV/4.16 kV, 2 MVA transformer (Bus 3). Details of the parameters of the SG,
IM and the network are presented in the Appendix A, while the steady state op-
erating conditions are presented in Table 5.1. It can be observed that the external
grid was supplying active and reactive power to cater for the local demand of the
microgrid.
Table 5.1: Steady state operating conditions of the microgrid components in power
import mode
Microgrid component Steady state operating condition
DER 1 4.00 MW/1.23 MVAr
DER 2 1.50 MW/0.00 MVAr
Load 1 4.20 MW/1.20 MVAr
Load 2 1.40 MW/0.84 MVAr
External grid 0.13 MW/0.88 MVAr
In order to validate the linearised MATLAB model, the microgrid was modelled
in DIgSILENT PowerFactory, and the same small disturbance was applied to both
models. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the responses of the current and voltage of DER 2 of the
microgrid system obtained from the linearisd DIgSILENT PowerFactory model and
MATLAB model for a 2 % step decrease in the real power output of DER 2 (Pout) at
t = 5 s respectively. Comparison of the results in Fig. 5.2 (a) and Fig. 5.2 (b) from
the DIgSILENT and MATLAB models indicates similar behaviour of the observed
signals. The slight differences between the results from DIgSILENT PowerFactory
model and the MATLAB model are due to the differences in the method of im-
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plementation and the time delays associated with the measurement and calculation
blocks.
As described in Section 4.4.3 of Chapter 4, the dominant modes to be retained
in the equivalent model were calculated using the new indexσi−normalised. Fig. 5.3
illustrates the indices corresponding to all eigenvalues. For this particular case
study, modes corresponding to eigenvalues with normalised real parts less than
10.0 %, including two low frequency oscillatory modes were selected as the dominant
modes. Eigenvalues and the dominant states corresponding to the modes retained







in (4.14) and (4.19) were calculated in MATLAB according to
the description given in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4, which reduced the 29th order model
to an 18th order equivalent model.
Responses of the full order model and reduced order model of the microgrid
system for a 2 % step decrease in active power output Pout of DER 2 at t = 5 s are
shown in Fig. 5.4. It can be observed from the figures that responses obtained from
the full order model and reduced order equivalent model are in good agreement.
Table 5.2: Dominant modes for the power import mode
Mode Eigenvalue Dominant states
5 -110 Exciter of the SG (∆V1)
6 -74.4 Exciter of the SG (∆Efd)
7 -37.3 Turbine-governor control of the SG (∆X1)
8,9 -2.05±12.95i Rotor angle and speed deviation of the SG (∆ω,∆δrpu)
10 -3.08 Turbine-governor control of the SG (∆X2)
11 -0.61 Exciter of the SG (∆V3)
12 -1.09 Turbine-governor control of the SG (∆Tm)
19 -149.0 Inverter state on DER 2 (∆Iq2)
20 -148.8 Inverter state on DER 2 (∆Id2)
21,22 -10.98±11.41i Induction motor load (∆E ′q,∆ωIM)
23 -4.87 d-axis current controller of DER 2 (∆edi)
24 -4.85 q-axis current controller of DER 2 (∆eqi)
25 -21.9 Induction motor load (∆E
′
d)
26 -26.0 Active power controller of DER 2 (∆idi)
27 -25.0 Reactive power controller of DER 2 (∆iqi)
30 -129 Exciter of the SG (∆Va)
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Figure 5.2: System responses from (a) DIgSILENT model and (b) the MATLAB
model due to a 2 % step decrease in Pout of DER 2
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Figure 5.3: Normalised real parts of the eigenvalues for power import and export
modes of the Microgrid System - 1
































Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.4: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to a 2 % step decrease in Pout of DER 2 in power import mode
5.2.2 Power Export to the External Grid
In this scenario, total load of the microgrid and the DER 1 (MHPP) rating were
unchanged relative to the previous scenario (power import mode) in Section 5.2.1,
while the rating of DER 2 was altered to 5 MVA operating at unity p.f. The cor-
responding steady state operating conditions are presented in Table 5.3, where the
negative values indicate power import into the microgrid. It can be observed that
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the additional active power generated in the microgrid was fed to the external grid
while reactive power was supplied by the external grid to cater the local demand of
the microgrid. Similar to the previous scenario, modes corresponding to eigenvalues
with normalised real parts less than 10.0 %, including two low frequency oscillatory
modes were selected as the dominant modes as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Eigenvalues
and the dominant states corresponding to the retained modes are given in Table 5.4,
reducing the 29th order model to a 18th order model. It is to be noted that the
eigenvalues have changed due to the change in the operating mode of the microgrid.
Table 5.3: Steady state operating conditions of the microgrid components in power
export mode
Microgrid component Steady state operating condition
DER 1 4.00 MW/1.11 MVAr
DER 2 5.00 MW/0.00 MVAr
Load 1 4.20 MW/1.20 MVAr
Load 2 1.40 MW/0.84 MVAr
External grid -3.30 MW/1.15 MVAr
Table 5.4: Dominant modes for power export modes
Power export mode
Mode Eigenvalue Dominant states
5 -111 Exciter of the SG (∆V1)
6 -72.9 Exciter of the SG (∆Efd)
7 -37.3 Turbine-governor control of the SG (∆X1)
8,9 -2.26±12.63i Rotor angle and speed deviation of the SG (∆ω,∆δrpu)
10 -2.97 Turbine-governor control of the SG (∆X2)
11 -0.61 Exciter of the SG (∆V3)
12 -1.09 Turbine-governor control of the SG (∆Tm)
19 -149.0 Inverter state on DER 2 (∆Iq2)
20 -148.8 Inverter state on DER 2 (∆Id2)
21,22 -3.38±5.95i Induction motor load (∆E ′q,∆ωIM)
23 -25.1 Active power controller of DER 2 (∆idi)
24 -25.0 Reactive power controller of DER 2 (∆iqi)
25 -6.76 Induction motor load (∆E
′
d)
26 -4.93 d-axis current controller (∆edi)
27 -4.90 q-axis current controller (∆eqi)
30 -129 Exciter of the SG (∆Va)
Responses of the full order model and reduced order equivalent model of the
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Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.5: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to a 2 % step decrease in Pout of DER 2 in power export mode
microgrid system for a 2 % step decrease in active power output Pout of DER 2 at
t = 5 s are shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be observed from the figures that the disturbance
responses of the retained states and microgrid currents obtained from the equivalent
model are in good agreement with those of the full model.
5.2.3 Variation of Loading Conditions
In order to study the system mode variation under different loading conditions, two
different loading conditions were considered: (i) light load conditions with 50 % of
nominal load, and (ii) heavy loading conditions with 110 % of nominal load. Fig. 5.6
illustrates the effects of the loading conditions on eigenvalues corresponding to the
dominant modes of the microgrid system for both power import and export modes.
It is to be noted that the dynamic equivalent of the microgrid system changes with
system loading conditions. In Fig. 5.6, it can be observed that for the particular
study system, load variation has an insignificant effect on non-oscillatory modes.
As expected, with over loading conditions, oscillatory modes tend to move towards
the unstable region. However, for this particular system, oscillatory modes varied
within a very small region. Therefore, as the control strategies and controller param-
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eters of DER units remained unchanged during grid connected operation, operating
conditions with nominal load were considered for obtaining the equivalent model.
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the mi-
crogrid PCC due to a 50 % load decrease in power import mode, obtained from the
full model and the equivalent model of the Microgrid System - 1. It is to be noted
that the dynamic equivalent of the microgrid system changes with system loading
conditions.








































100 % load 50 % load 110 % load
Figure 5.6: Dominant modes under different loading conditions for (a) power import,
and (b) power export modes in Microgrid System - 1





























Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.7: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to a 50 % load decrease in power import mode
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5.2.4 Response to Short-Circuit Faults


























Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.8: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to a distant fault in power import mode


























Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.9: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to a distant fault in power export mode
In this section, the impact of a reflection of a distant three-phase short-circuit
fault in the external grid on the microgrid PCC was analysed. A fault was created
in the external grid at t = 5 s and cleared after 0.5 s. It can be observed from









sufficiently captured the dynamic characteristics of the full order model during both
power import and export modes.
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Figure 5.10: Single line diagram of the microgrid system based on the IEEE-13 node
distribution test feeder
In order to demonstrate the scalability of the proposed microgrid model equiv-
alencing approach, a large microgrid system was developed based on the IEEE-13
node distribution test feeder [162]. As illustrated in Fig. 5.10, necessary modifica-
tions were made to the IEEE-13 node distribution test feeder in order to obtain
a three-phase balanced microgrid system. The microgrid system was connected to
the external grid through a 115 kV/4.16 kV, 10 MVA transformer. Two inverter
interfaced DERs (each rated at 0.5 MVA) operating at power factor mode were con-
nected to Bus bar 646 and Bus bar 634. Two SG based DERs of 1.5 MVA and 5 MVA
with exciter and governor controls were connected to Bus bar 680 and Bus bar 675
respectively. In addition to a static load, an induction motor load of 1.42 MW, 0.85
p.f. was connected to Bus bar 692. Load and network data of the 13 node micro-
grid system are presented in Appendix A. The grid connected microgrid exported
active power to the external grid and imported reactive power to cater for the local
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demand.
In the microgrid system, the local reference frames of DER 3 and DER 4 were
locked to the rotors, and the global d-q reference frame was defined at the terminal
of DER 4. In DER 1 and DER 2, local d-axes were assumed to be in the direction of
the voltage vectors at Bus bar 646 and Bus bar 634 respectively.



















Figure 5.11: Eigenvalues of the 13 node microgrid system
Fig. 5.11 illustrates the eigenvalues of the microgrid system. From the eigen-
value analysis, three oscillatory modes were identified and selected to be retained
in the reduced order equivalent model. The remainder of the dominant modes were
identified using the normalised real part of eigenvalues as described in Section 4.3.3.
For this particular microgrid system, modes corresponding to the eigenvalues with
normalised real parts less than 5.0 % were selected as the non-oscillatory dominant
modes. Using the model equivalencing approach described in Section 4.3, the 54th
full order model was reduced to a 35th order equivalent model, and the retained
modes are presented in Table 5.5.
The reduced order microgrid model was subjected to several disturbances in
order to find the suitability of the proposed approach. Fig. 5.12 illustrates the sys-
tem responses of the microgrid due to a 0.1 pu step decrease in the output active
power (Pout) of DER 1 and DER 2 at t = 5 s and t = 10 s respectively. Furthermore,
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Table 5.5: Dominant modes of the 13 node microgrid system
Mode Eigenvalue σi−normalised% Mode Eigenvalue σi−normalised%
5 -92.35 1.85 37 -49.46 0.98
6 -94.04 1.88 38,39 -1.98±17.13i 0.04
7 -27.82 0.56 40 -16.11 0.32
8 -27.23 0.55 41,42 -1.91±10.27i 0.04
9 -3.83 0.07 43,44 -1.96±7.20i 0.04
10 -2.89 0.05 45 -6.08 0.12
19 -6.73 0.13 46 -3.75 0.07
20 -4.83 0.09 47 -2.78 0.05
21 -31.19 0.62 48 -2.01 0.04
22 -31.09 0.62 49 -0.64 0.01
34 -202.4 4.04 50 -1.12 0.02
35 -105.5 2.11 51 -0.83 0.01
36 -79.47 1.58 54 -129.4 2.58





























Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.12: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to a decrease in Pout of DER 1 and DER 2
deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC, and the
responses of the rotor speed of DER 3 and DER 4 due to a 50 % increase in the load
at Bus bar 646 at t = 5 s are illustrated in Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 respectively.
In addition, a three-phase short-circuit fault was created within the external
grid at t = 5 s and cleared after 0.5 s. The corresponding deviations of the currents
through the microgrid PCC are presented in Fig. 5.15.
It can be observed from Fig. 5.12 to Fig. 5.15, that responses obtained from
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Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.13: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to an increase in load at Bus bar 646





























Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.14: Deviations of rotor speed of the DER 3 and DER 4 due to an increase
in load at Bus bar 646
the full model and reduced order equivalent model are in close agreement. The
selected modes have retained the important dynamics of the microgrid model, which
confirms the suitability of the proposed dynamic model equivalencing approach in
representing grid connected large microgrids for power system studies.
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Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.15: Deviations of the d-axis and q-axis currents through the microgrid PCC
due to a fault in the external grid
5.4 Case Study 3 - Multi-Microgrid System
In order to validate the model equivalencing approach on grid connected microgrids,
a multi-microgrid system illustrated in Fig. 5.16 is considered in this section. The
system comprises of three separate microgrids and a 5 MVA, 0.8 p.f. SG connected
to the 69 kV network through three 10 MVA, 69 kV/13.8 kV transformers and a
7.5 MVA, 69 kV/13.8 kV transformer respectively. The 69 kV network is connected to
the external grid through a 50 MVA, 115 kV/69 kV transformer. Network parameters
and load flow data of the multi-microgrid system are presented in Table 5.6 and
Table 5.7 respectively. The mode of operation of the five bus system described in
Section 5.2.1 were included in MG 1 and MG 2, whereas MG 3 is in the mode of
operation of the five bus system considered in Section 5.2.2.
Table 5.6: Network parameters of the multi-microgrid system
R (Ω/km) 0.1
X (Ω/km) 0.3
Bus 3-Bus 1 (km) 2
Bus 1-Bus 5 (km) 2
Bus 2-Bus 5 (km) 2
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Figure 5.16: Single line diagram of the multi-microgrid system
Table 5.7: Calculated load flow data of the multi-microgrid system
P (MW) Q (MVAr)
MG 1 -0.13 -0.49
MG 2 -0.13 -0.49
MG 3 3.31 -0.66
SG 4.00 0.06
External grid -7.02 1.81
In this case study, the dynamic equivalent model of each microgrid system was
derived separately and connected to the 69 kV network along with a reduced order
SG model. Use of dynamic equivalent models for microgrid systems resulted in
a reduction of total system states from 103 to 59. Fig. 5.17 illustrates the selected
eigenvalues of the full order system and the eigenvalues from the system with reduced
order models. It can be observed that the system including the equivalent microgrid
modes have preserved the dominant eigenvalues of the full order multi-microgrid
system.
Fig. 5.18 to Fig. 5.21 illustrate the responses of currents through the PCC of the
three microgrids and SG rotor speed deviation caused by a three-phase short-circuit
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Reduced model Full model
Figure 5.17: Dominant modes of the full order model and the dynamic equivalent
model of the multi-microgrid system
fault within the external grid at t = 5 s. The fault was cleared after 0.5 s, and it can
be observed from the figures that reduced order microgrid models have captured the
dominant dynamics of the detailed microgrid models.

































Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.18: Deviations of (a) d-axis current, and (b) q-axis current through PCC
of MG 1 caused by a system fault in the external grid
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Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.19: Deviations of (a) d-axis current, and (b) q-axis current through PCC
of MG 2 caused by a system fault in the external grid


































Full model Reduced model
Figure 5.20: Deviations of (a) d-axis current, and (b) q-axis current through PCC
of MG 3 caused by a system fault in the external grid
5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Implementation in Simulation Packages
The dynamic model equivalencing approach for grid connected microgrids presented
in this work requires a full eigenvalue analysis of the system. In this approach,
insignificant dynamic characteristics when observed from the microgrid PCC are
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Figure 5.21: Rotor speed deviations of the SGs in (a) MG 1, and (b) MG 2 due to
a system fault in the external grid
eliminated from the detailed model. It is difficult to define a common range of
system modes to be retained in the equivalent microgrid models due to different
types of controllers and dynamic characteristics of DERs and loads. However, once
all eigenvalues of the microgrid are available, selection of the dominant modes can
be automated by categorising the modes according to their negative real parts.
Furthermore, limitations can be incorporated into the algorithm for frequency and
damping ratio in selecting the oscillatory modes. After identifying the dominant
modes, relevant matrices can be calculated to obtain the equivalent microgrid model
as explained in Section 4.3.
As an example, modal analysis can be carried out in DIgSILENT PowerFactory
environment, and the eigenvalues, corresponding eigen-vectors and the participation
matrix can be exported to MATLAB by interfacing through DIgSILENT engine-
mode using Python scripts. After the calculation of the relevant reduced order
system matrices in MATLAB, the data can be exported back to the DIgSILENT
platform. Alternatively, power system software developers can deploy the method-
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ology outlined in this study to develop a separate model reduction module. The
equivalent microgrid model can be replaced with a current source having the nom-
inal output current with nominal voltage at the microgrid PCC. According to the
deviation of the voltage at the microgrid PCC, deviation of the current flow through
the microgrid PCC is calculated using the reduced system matrices. Thus, current
output will be a combination of the nominal current and the current perturbation.
Graphical representation of such a current source model of a grid connected micro-
grid is given in Fig. 5.22, where VPCC and IPCC are the steady state voltage and
current at the microgrid PCC, and ∆VPCC is the voltage deviation at the microgrid
PCC. ∆IPCC is the current deviation through the microgrid PCC which is a func-
tion of the dominant state variables and terminal voltages of the dynamic devices
within the microgrid. Depending on the capabilities and requirements of differ-
ent simulation packages, dynamic equivalents of microgrids can be implemented as
controlled current sources with nominal output current from the microgrid, where
current flow through the microgrid PCC and frequency of the common reference
frame are taken as outputs, while voltage at the microgrid PCC is taken as the
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Figure 5.22: Current source model of the grid connected microgrid
5.5.2 Performance of the Proposed Approach and Practical Aspects
Model equivalencing involves a trade off between the model order and the degree to
which the characteristics of the original system are reflected in the reduced order
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model. In modal methods, if the full order models are to be used in the distribution
network dynamic studies, the system matrix (4.1) will be a large square matrix with
all system states. However, by using the proposed dynamic model equivalencing
approach, the size of the system matrix can be reduced significantly in comparison
to a full order model. As demonstrated in the case studies in Section 5.2.1 and
Section 5.2.2, 29th order models were reduced to 18th order models. Furthermore, in
Section 5.3 and Section 5.4, 54th and 103rd order models were reduced to 28th and
59th order models respectively.
One of the key advantages is the reduction of space/memory required to be al-
located for the system matrix in the simulation algorithm. Consequently, execution
time of the algorithm will also be reduced. In order to justify the efficiency gained by
the model reduction approach, execution times (corresponding to a 10 s simulation
time period) required by the MATLAB code to calculate the system output cur-
rents using the full and reduced order equivalent models are presented in Table 5.8
for comparison. The proposed model equivalencing approach for grid connected mi-
crogrids is perceived to become important in the near future as penetration levels
of distributed generation, and subsequently generation markets, propagate further
into the distribution system. Full order models of grid connected microgrids can
be replaced by the dynamic equivalents for stability studies of large power systems
comprising multiple grid connected microgrids. This will simplify the analysis of
network performance and operation.
Similar to other model reduction methodologies presented in Section 2.4, the
proposed approach also has some drawbacks. If a major change in the microgrid
system occurs such as an outage in a distribution line or a generator, the equivalent
model is required to be modified by calculating the new system eigenvalues and






. Similar to other model reduction
methods, a generalised reduced order equivalent model cannot be developed in the
proposed approach. There is an inherent limitation of the modal method due to
linearisation of the system. Thus, this dynamic equivalencing method can be used
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Table 5.8: Comparison of the execution times required for the full model and equiv-
alent models
Microgrid system
Order of system matrix Execution time (s)
Full Reduced Full Reduced
5-Bus system-Power import 29th 18th 0.2437 0.0625
5-Bus system-Power export 29th 18th 0.2392 0.0632
13-Bus system 54th 28th 0.5308 0.1516
Multi-microgrid system 103rd 59th 1.2808 0.6408
for system studies when grid connected microgrids are not directly subjected to
large internal disturbances or when the investigated disturbances are not placed
too close to the microgrid equivalent model. This microgrid model equivalencing
methodology is beneficial for large power systems, where microgrids are not part of
the study area of interest. If one or more elements within the microgrids are removed,
the equivalent models need to be re-derived. This model eqivalencing approach is
not applicable for understanding dynamics during islanded mode of operation of
microgrids, as the study area of interest is limited to the microgrid itself. Any type
of model equivalencing approach is not suitable for identifying how an individual
microgrid component or its control system is affected due to a disturbance within
the microgrid or external to the microgrid. However, one advantage of this method
over the other model training methods is that, once a dynamic equivalent has been
obtained for a grid connected microgrid, numerous faults can be analysed in the
study system using the same equivalent, as long as faults are not placed too close
to the boundary with the equivalent.
It is difficult to define a common range of system modes to be retained in the
equivalent microgrid models due to different types of controllers and dynamic char-
acteristics of DERs and loads. As a solution to this issue, selection of dominant
modes can be automated by categorising the modes according to their negative real
parts. Cut-off value for the proposed index σi−normalised cannot be generalised and
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it will vary depending on the microgrid system. For a given microgrid system, the
cut-off value for σi−normalised can be decided by weighting the normalised values.
5.6 Summary
The basic modal method has not been previously applied to grid connected hybrid
microgrids as a means of deriving dynamic equivalent models. Thus, Chapter 4
proposed an approach in investigating the applicability of modal analysis as a tool
for dynamic model equivalencing of grid connected microgrids with inverter and
non-inverter interfaced DERs. In this chapter, the proposed approach was validated
considering various practical scenarios.
The main objective of this chapter was to demonstrate the application of the
dynamic equivalent methodology explained in Chapter 4. In this chapter, model
equivalencing methodology was applied to a five-bus microgrid system comprising
two DERs and two types of loads. Several case studies were carried out under
different operating conditions of the microgrid system. Furthermore, scalability of
the proposed microgrid model equivalencing approach was demonstrated using a
larger microgrid model based on the IEEE-13 node distribution test feeder and a
multi-microgrid system. It could be observed from the responses of the microgrid
system states and the microgrid current outputs obtained from the full order model
and reduced order equivalent model were in good agreement. Thus, the proposed
dynamic model equivalencing on grid connected microgrids based on basic modal
method have captured the important dynamics of the full order microgrid systems.
The process of deriving the dynamic equivalent models of grid connected mi-
crogrids can be automated in power system simulation software packages and can
be replaced with a current source having the nominal output current with nominal
voltage at the microgrid PCC. However, there is an inherent limitation of the modal
method due to linearisation of the microgrid system. Thus, this dynamic equiva-
lencing method can be used for system studies when grid connected microgrids are
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not directly subjected to large internal disturbances or when the investigated distur-
bances are not placed too close to the boundary with the microgrid equivalent model.
However, one advantage of this method over the other model training methods is
that, once a dynamic equivalent has been obtained for a grid connected microgrid,
numerous faults can be analysed in the study system using the same equivalent, as
long as faults are not placed too close to the boundary with the equivalent. Further-
more, this method has a rigorous mathematical basis and provides a good insight
into the various modes of oscillations present in the system. As the relative impor-
tance of various system characteristics is highly dependent upon the application, a
universal model reduction algorithm cannot be proposed.
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Chapter 6
Development of a Capability
Diagram for a Grid Connected
Microgrid
6.1 Introduction
A grid connected microgrid can be viewed as a single generating entity or a load
depending on its power import or export at the grid supply point. Similar to con-
ventional generators, grid connected microgrids have the potential to be able to
participate in the energy market in the future in order to achieve technical, financial
and environmental benefits. Effective participation in the energy markets requires
numerous planning tools and comprehensive understanding of the full capability of
such microgrids. Active and reactive power exchange capability of a grid connected
microgrid is one of the important features that needs to be known by the distri-
bution network service provider (DNSP) or any other party in order to successfully
participate in the future energy market. Hence, the development of an active and re-
active power capability diagram of a grid connected microgrid will further facilitate
in market operations.
Unlike in a single generator unit with its own machine limitations, active and
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reactive power transfer limits of a grid connected microgrid depend on many factors
including different and multiple machine capability limits, local load demands, and
distribution line capacities. As stated in Chapter 2, no research knowledge exists
related to identifying power transfer capability limits of grid connected microgrids
with the external grid. Absence of such knowledge is the primary drive for the
work presented in this chapter, which presents a systematic approach for deriving
a capability diagram for a grid connected microgrid. The diagram represents the
active and reactive power exchange capability of the microgrid with the external
grid.
The capability diagram can be used as a tool to assist in understanding the
full active and reactive power capability of the microgrid, to allow optimum use of
distributed energy resources, and to provide coordinated support to the network
through ancillary services such as voltage support as required. As stated previously,
this graphical tool can be utilised for efficient and effective operation in the markets.
The methodology for developing a capability diagram of a grid connected mi-
crogrid is presented in this chapter, and it is not relevant for islanded operation
of microgrids, since the market participation of the microgrid is solely focused on
supplying power to the external grid.
In order to derive the capability diagram, an optimisation model is developed
in Section 6.2 and subsequently, simplified capability diagrams are obtained for two
grid connected microgrids.
Deriviation of a detailed and realistic capability diagram considering different
load modelling aspects, individual machine limitations is presented in Section 6.3.
Impact of different voltage regulation systems and individual distributed generator
outages on microgrid power exchange capability is also analysed in this section.
Section 6.4 analyses the effects of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and
reactive power devices on the microgrid capability diagram.
Section 6.5 presents the applicability of capability diagrams as a graphical tool
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in the energy market operation. A discussion on the implementation of microgrid
capability diagram is given in Section 6.6 followed by the conclusions in Section 6.7.
6.2 Development of the Microgrid Capability Diagram
6.2.1 Non-linear Optimisation Model
The main objective of this section is to derive a capability diagram for a grid con-
nected microgrid which would represent its active and reactive power transfer ca-
pability with the external grid. For this purpose, an optimisation technique was
identified to be the most suitable technique, as it would enable the microgrid model
to incorporate the boundary conditions. Due to the bidirectional power flow capa-
bility at the microgrid grid supply point (GSP), two scenarios were considered in
obtaining the four quadrant capability diagram of the grid connected microgrid to
represent both power import and export.
One scenario was taken so as to maximise the active power export from the mi-
crogrid through the GSP while minimising the active power losses in the microgrid.
Reactive power import/export through the GSP was increased iteratively with the
optimisation solver invoked at each load flow, and the maximum active power export
from the microgrid was recorded at each reactive power value. A similar procedure
was implemented in obtaining the maximum active power import at different reac-
tive power levels. Reactive power level was increased until the load flow could not
converge. The objective function to maximise the active power export from the mi-
crogrid through the GSP while minimising the active power losses in the microgrid
is defined as follows:
Max(PGSP − ΣPloss) (6.1)
where, PGSP is the active power through the grid supply point and ΣPloss is the
total active power loss in the microgrid.
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The objective function given in (6.1) was subjected to the general load flow equal-
ities expressed in (6.2) and (6.3).
Pgi − Pli − Pi = 0 (6.2)
Qgi −Qli −Qi = 0 (6.3)
where, Pgi,Qgi are the active and reactive power outputs from the generator at
node i,Pli,Qli are the active and reactive power demands of the load at node i, and









VkYiksin(δi − δk − θik) (6.5)
where, θik is the phase angle of the line admittance between node i and node k, δi
is the phase angle of the voltage at node i with respect to the reference node, Vi is
the magnitude of the voltage at node i, and Yik is the (i, k)
thelement in the network
admittance matrix.
The capability diagram was derived while maintaining all network voltages and
line currents within the acceptable levels. Inequalities which would account for the
limits of magnitude and phase angle of nodal voltages are given by (6.6) and (6.7).
V mini ≤ Vi ≤ V maxi (6.6)
−π ≤ δi ≤ π (6.7)
Distribution line capacity limit is given by:
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Iik ≤ Imax (6.8)




V 2i + V
2
k − 2ViVkcos(δi − δk)
Zik
(6.9)
where, Zik is the magnitude of the line impedance between node i and node k.
Power flow between the microgrid and the external grid was limited by the rating
of the coupling transformer at the GSP. Thus, the transformer apparent power limit





where, Str is the rated apparent power of the transformer.
Furthermore, the maximum and minimum generator power capability limits were
incorporated in to the optimisation model by:
Qmingi ≤Qgi≤Qmaxgi (6.11)
Pmingi ≤Pgi≤Pmaxgi (6.12)
Reactive power through the GSP was increased iteratively using Qgi in (6.3), and
the optimisation model was solved at each step to obtain the maximum active power
flow through the GSP. This procedure was carried out for both power import and
export modes in order to develop the complete capability diagram while the objective
function was subjected to typical ac power flow constraints expressed in (6.2) -
(6.12). Numerical solutions for the non-linear optimisation problem were obtained
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Figure 6.1: Inputs and output of the optimisation model for deriving the microgrid
capability diagram
Fig 6.1 presents the graphical representation of the inputs and outputs used for
deriving the microgrid capability diagram. DG machine limits, load demands, line
thermal ratings, transformer limits, and load flow constraints are taken as the in-
puts to the optimisation model. At the same time, any outages of the DGs and
other network components need to be taken into account in developing the micro-
grid capability diagram. The input constraints are continuously checked when the
objective function is solved iteratively to obtain the maximum active power level for
different reactive power levels exchanged through the microgrid GSP.
6.2.2 A Simplified Capability Diagram for Microgrid System - 1
A microgrid system comprising of a 5 MVA synchronous generator (SG) based hydro
power plant and a 1.5 MVA DFIG based wind power plant is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
The microgrid is connected to the utility through a 10 MVA, 69 kV/13.8 kV trans-
former. Load 1 and Load 2 were considered as an industrial customer (4.8 MW peak,
0.85 p.f. lagging) and a commercial customer (1.5 MW peak, 0.85 p.f. lagging) re-
spectively. During this study, the tap positions of the coupling transformers were
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Figure 6.2: Single line diagram of the Microgrid System - 1
assumed to be fixed.
Daily generation and demand profiles on a typical weekday in summer, as il-
lustrated in Fig.6.3 (a) and Fig.6.3 (b) [171] were considered for the derivation of
the microgrid capability diagram. Active power demand was normalised based on
their rated values. Due to the intermittent nature of wind and time varying load
demand patterns, the capability diagram of the microgrid also varies with time.
For the purpose of analysis, in this section, the capability diagram was derived for
the period when the microgrid has minimum load (1.56 MW) and maximum genera-
tion (5.4 MW) (from 2.00 a.m. to 4.00 a.m.). Voltage at the GSP was maintained at
1∠0◦ pu and bus bar voltage was regulated within ±5% of 1.0 pu. Loads were mod-
elled as constant power loads. These constraint parameters would generally need to
be adjusted to suit the particular network requirements. Values for the line capac-
ities, transformer ratings and generator ratings as expressed in (6.8) - (6.12) were
also incorporated into the optimisation model which are given in the Appendix B.
Reactive power through the GSP was increased iteratively using Qgi in (6.3), and
the optimisation model was executed at each step to obtain the maximum active
power flow through the GSP. This procedure was carried out for both power import
and export modes in order to develop the complete capability diagram.
Fig. 6.4 illustrates the simplified capability diagram corresponding to the Micro-
grid System - 1, where the positive values in the capability diagram indicate the
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Figure 6.3: (a) Daily generation profiles of the SG and the DFIG, and (b) Daily
load demand profiles for Load 1 and Load 2 during a typical weekday in summer
Similarly, negative values indicate the capability of the microgrid to import power
from the external grid in order to satisfy the local load demand. Hence, at any point
of the capability diagram, the local load demand was catered for either by the local
DGs or by the external grid. It can be observed that during the particular time
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Figure 6.4: Simplified capability diagram for the Microgrid System - 1 from 2.00
a.m. to 4.00 a.m. (minimum load and maximum generation)
interval, the microgrid is capable of exporting a maximum active power of 3.8 MW
and reactive power of 3.0 MVAr while supplying the local load demand from the
two DGs. Furthermore, the microgrid demonstrates the capability of operating in
all four modes of power import/export combinations. The operating points of the
capability diagram were verified using load flow solutions of the microgrid model
developed in DIgSILENT PowerFactory. Table 6.1 presents the load flow results
corresponding to two points A and B on the capability diagram which were ob-
tained employing DIgSILENT PowerFactory. Thus, it is evident that any of the
operating points on the capability diagram can be obtained by adjusting the DGs
and other network constraints according to the values in the optimisation model.
6.2.3 A Simplified Capability Diagram for Microgrid System - 2
In this section, a more complex and realistic microgrid system is developed based
on the IEEE-13 node distribution test feeder [162] comprising of two DFIGs (each
1.5 MW) and a SG (5 MVA). The Microgrid System - 2 illustrated in Fig. 6.5 is con-
nected to the external grid through a 10 MVA, 115 kV/4.16 kV transformer. Gener-
ation profiles used in Section 6.2.2 were employed in this study as well, and details
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Table 6.1: Load flow results from DIgSILENT PowerFactory
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Figure 6.5: Single line diagram of the Microgrid System - 2
of the load models are presented in Table 6.2 [163]. In order to support the network
voltage, a fixed capacitor bank rated at 0.5 MVAr was connected to Bus bar 634.
Daily load profiles of an industrial load feeder, a commercial load feeder and a res-
idential load feeder are illustrated in Fig. 6.3 (b). Loads were modelled as constant
power loads, and for the time interval of interest, the demands were taken from
the load profiles and incorporated into the optimisation model. Parameters of the
microgrid model are given in Appendix B.
Fig. 6.6 illustrates the simplified capability diagram for the Microgrid System - 2.
Similar to the Microgrid System - 1, this microgrid also demonstrated the capabil-
ity of operating in all four modes of power import/export combinations. However,
the capability to export both active and reactive power to the external grid by Mi-
crogrid System - 2 is less in comparison to Microgrid System - 1, as illustrated in
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Table 6.2: Details of loads in Microgrid System - 2 (α and β are the load model
exponents)
Load bus bar Load class P◦(MW ) p.f. α β
611 Residential 0.3 0.90 1.2 2.9
634 Residential 0.6 0.90 1.2 2.9
645 Commercial 0.5 0.85 0.99 3.5
646 Industrial 0.5 0.85 0.18 6.0
652 Industrial 0.2 0.85 0.18 6.0
680 Commercial 0.5 0.85 0.99 3.5
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Figure 6.6: Simplified capability diagram for the Microgrid System - 2 at
1.00 pm (day peak)
Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.4. It is evident that the shape and size of the microgrid capa-
bility diagram varies with microgrid generation and loading conditions, as different
constraints/limits will be reached in the optimisation model under each load flow
condition.
6.3 Detailed Capability Diagram and Case Studies
The methodology developed in Section 6.2 is further improved in this section by
incorporating individual capability limits of the DGs and voltage dependency of
loads. Furthermore, case studies were carried out to analyse the impact of DG
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outages, voltage regulation, and variation in local loading conditions on microgrid
power exchange capability.
6.3.1 Impact of Individual DG Capability Limits
This section presents the impact of neglecting the individual generator limitations
on the microgrid capability diagram.
Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG)
As illustrated in Fig. 6.7, active and reactive power capability of a DFIG is mainly
determined by the rotor current limit, stator current limit and the wind turbine
rating [123,124]. The rotor current limitation of a DFIG is defined by a circle in the
P-Q plane with the center and radius expressed by (6.13) and (6.14) respectively.






rir =| Ir || Vs |
∣∣∣∣ ZmZs + Zm
∣∣∣∣ (6.14)
where, Zm - magnetising impedance, Zs - stator impedance (Rs + jXs), Vs - stator
voltage, and Ir - rotor current.
In order to include the rotor current limits in the optimisation model, total





+ [Qtot − Im(Cir)]2 = [rir]2 (6.15)
where, Ptot - total active power output from the DFIG, Qtot- total reactive power
output from the DFIG, and s - slip.
The stator current limitation is defined by the allowable stator winding heating
expressed in terms of the maximum stator current. This limit corresponds to a circle
centered at the origin of the P-Q plane with a radius as follows:
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Cis = 0 (6.16)
ris =| Is || Vs | (6.17)
where, Is - stator current. Similar to (6.15), an expression is obtained for the








Mechanical limit of the wind turbine is represented by a straight line as follows:
Pmax = Pturb (6.19)
For different values of slip, limits of the corresponding capability diagram are
obtained using (6.15), (6.18) and (6.19), and expressed as equality and inequality








Figure 6.7: Capability diagram of a DFIG
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Synchronous Generator (SG)
Synchronous generators driven by small hydro and thermal turbines can be found
in distribution networks. The capability diagram defines the generator permissible
operating region for a given terminal voltage. As illustrated in Fig. 6.8, the power
output capability of a SG based hydro power plant is limited by the stator current
limit, rotor current limit, load angle and the hydro-turbine rating [163].
The armature current limitation of the SG is given by a circle in the P-Q plane













and radius equal to Xad
Xs
Etifd, where Et - generator terminal voltage, Xs - generator
stator reactance, Xad - generator stator leakage reactance, ifd - field current.
The corresponding equation for the apparent power with field excitation limit in














Mechanical limit of the hydro-turbine is taken as a straight line as follows:
Pmax = Pturb (6.22)
The load angle limitation is expressed by a line with the gradient of the tangent
of the maximum load angle δmax as follows:







Thus, the capability limits of a SG are expressed by (6.20) - (6.23), and expressed



















Figure 6.8: Capability diagram of a SG
Ideal Capability Limits for a DG
Disregarding the actual machine capability limits and expressing the active and
reactive power capability limits as in (6.11) and (6.12) would result in a simplified
rectangular DG capability diagram.
In order to analyse the impact of actual machine capability limits on the micro-
grid capability diagram, (6.11) and (6.12) in the optimisation model were replaced
with (6.15),(6.18) and (6.19) for a DFIG, and by (6.20) - (6.23) for a SG. The rest
of the constraints expressed in (6.2) - (6.10) were kept unchanged and the optimi-
sation model was solved iteratively for different loading conditions as explained in
Section 6.2.
Fig. 6.9 illustrates the capability diagrams derived for the two microgrid systems
described in Section 6.2. In both Fig. 6.9 (a) and Fig. 6.9 (b), it can be observed
that considering simplified DG machine capability limitations would yield inaccurate
microgrid power exchange capability with the external grid. Hence, incorporation
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Figure 6.9: Impact of simplistic and actual DG capability limits on the capability
diagram of the (a) Microgrid System - 1 and (b) Microgrid System - 2
6.3.2 Impact of Voltage Dependency of Loads
In previous sections, loads were modelled as constant power loads in the optimisation
model. As the active and reactive power demands of loads vary with the load bus
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bar voltage, it is important to analyse the impact of voltage dependency of loads on
microgrid capability diagram. Hence, voltage dependent load models as expressed













where, Poi, Qoi are active and reactive power at voltage Voi respectively. Rest of the
equations in the optimisation model remained the same as described in Section 6.2.1,
with generator limits incorporated as explained in Section 6.3.1. The corresponding
factors α and β for the loads in the microgrid models are given in Table 6.2.
Capability diagrams derived for the two microgrid systems are illustrated in
Fig. 6.10. For the Microgrid System - 1, it can be observed that the reactive power
export capability of the microgrid has been affected to a certain extent by the voltage
dependency of loads. Exponent representing reactive power of the load models
considered in this scenario are relatively larger than those corresponding to active
power exponent, and affects the reactive power limits of the capability diagram in
comparison to the active power limits. Compared to the Microgrid System - 1, for
the time period considered, power exchange capability of the Microgrid System - 2
has been slightly affected by the voltage dependency of loads.
6.3.3 Variations of the Capability Diagram with Different Load De-
mands
Due to the intermittent nature of renewable energy generation and different cus-
tomer behaviour, the power generation and local load demand patterns in a mi-
crogrid varies with time. In order to analyse the variation of the microgrid power
exchange capability with time, capability diagrams were derived at different periods
of the day such that the variation of generation and load demands were captured.
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Figure 6.10: Impact of voltage dependent load modelling on the capability diagram
of the (a) Microgrid System - 1 and (b) Microgrid System - 2
generator limits incorporated as explained in Section 6.3.1, and loads modelled as
in Section 6.3.2. Capability diagrams derived for the Microgrid System - 1 at 3.00
a.m. (minimum load and maximum generation), at 11.00 a.m. and at 8.00 p.m. are
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Figure 6.11: Variations of capability diagram with different loading conditions in
(a) Microgrid System - 1 and (b) Microgrid System - 2
power to the upstream network when the difference between the local load demand
and the local power generation is high. As an example, at 3.00 a.m., the microgrid
has an increased capability to export active and reactive power into the external grid
compared to 11.00 a.m. and 8.00 p.m. Furthermore, at 11.00 a.m., the capability
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Figure 6.12: Variation of the capability diagram for Microgrid System - 2 over a 24
hour period
diagram is on the left half plane, indicating that the microgrid cannot export any
active power to the external grid during that time and requires active power to be
imported in order to cater the local load demand.
Fig. 6.11 (b) illustrates the capability diagrams derived for the Microgrid System
- 2 at 3.00 a.m. (minimum load and maximum generation), at 1.00 p.m. (maximum
load and maximum generation) and at 8.00 p.m. Having the same power generation
in the microgrid, capability diagram at 3.00 a.m. (with minimum load) has shifted
more into the right half plane compared to the capability diagram at 1.00 p.m. (with
maximum loading condition). Fig. 6.12 illustrates the variation of the capability
diagram for the Microgrid System - 2 over a 24 hour period.
Comparing the capability diagrams derived for the two microgrid systems in
Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, it is evident that the shape and size of the capability
diagram vary with microgrid generation and loading conditions, as different con-
straints/limits need to be met in the optimisation model at each load flow.
6.3.4 Impact of DG Outages on the Capability Diagram
This section analyses the variation of microgrid capability diagram due to DG out-






































With all DGs DG1 outage DG2 outage DG3 outage
(b)
Figure 6.13: Impact of individual DG outages on the capability diagram of the
(a) Microgrid System - 1 and (b) Microgrid System - 2
Microgrid System - 1 and Microgrid System - 2 are illustrated in Fig. 6.13 (a) and
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microgrid and capability diagrams were obtained while maintaining the same local
load demand. A particular DG outage was represented in the optimisation model
by removing the equations corresponding to that generator limits and the generator
transformer.
It can be observed from Fig. 6.13 (a) that the outage of the DFIG (DG2) in the
Microgrid System - 1 has affected the microgrid reactive power export capability.
Having the capability diagram in the bottom half plane in Fig. 6.13 (a) indicates
that the reactive power is required to be imported from the external grid for stable
operation.
From Fig. 6.13 (b), it can be observed that irrespective of the location, outages of
DG1 and DG2 (identical DGs) have similar impacts on the power export capability
of Microgrid System - 2. Furthermore, an outage of the largest DG (DG3) will
require the particular microgrid to import active power from the external grid as
the two DFIGs are insufficient to cater the local load demand. Thus, this type of a
graphical tool will be useful for the microgrid controllers to establish an overall idea
on the microgrid capability, and to optimally operate the remaining DGs during a
major generator outage.
6.3.5 Impact of Voltage Regulation on Microgrid Capability Limits
This section presents the impact of different voltage regulation levels of the microgrid
bus bars and the GSP on microgrid power exchange capability limits. For different
voltage regulation levels, limits in (6.6) were changed accordingly and the optimi-
sation model was executed as described in Section 6.2.1. As expected, it can be
observed from Fig. 6.14 that an increase in the range of acceptable voltage variation
at the bus bars within the microgrid is favourable for power export from the micro-
grid (comparing the capability diagrams Fig. 6.14(a) and Fig. 6.14(b)). Furthermore,
it can be observed that for the same microgrid loading conditions, power import and
export capability of the microgrid can be increased by allowing the voltage at the
GSP to be varied within an acceptable limit, rather than controlling the voltage
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at a set point (comparing the capability diagrams Fig. 6.14(a) and Fig. 6.14(c)). In
energy market operation, the Microgrid Central Controller (MCC) or the DNSP can
refer to the microgrid capability diagram and increase the microgrid capability by




















Figure 6.14: Impact of voltage regulation on the capability diagram of Microgrid
System - 2 with (a)VGSP = 1pu and microgrid V R ± 5% , (b)VGSP = 1pu and
microgrid V R ± 2%, and (c)VGSP = ±2% and microgridV R ± 5%
Fig. 6.15 illustrates the active power loss corresponding to the capability limits
of the Microgrid System - 2 at 8.00 p.m.
6.4 Impacts of PHEVs and Capacitor Banks on the Capa-
bility Diagram
PHEVs are becoming popular due to their low emission and efficient mode of trans-
portation compared to fossil fuel based vehicles [172]. PHEVs are connected to the
distribution network with other loads for charging and discharging purposes. In























Figure 6.15: Active power losses corresponding to the capability limit of the micro-
grid system - 2 at 8.00 p.m.
microgrid capability diagram is analysed. For this study, it was assumed that the
residential feeders at Bus bar 634 and Bus bar 611 in the Microgrid System - 2 have
load profiles as illustrated in Fig. 6.16. The load profiles include the aggregated ef-
fect of PHEV charging, where charging occurs mainly during the off-peak hours due
to dual tariff [172]. Corresponding capability diagrams were obtained as described




















Without PHEV With PHEV
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u)
Figure 6.16: Daily load profiles for a residential feeder with and without PHEV
during a typical weekday in summer
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Fig. 6.17 compares the capability diagrams at 3.00 a.m. with and without PHEV
charging at the residential feeders. During the charging process, PHEV could either
consume power from the local resources available within the microgrid or import
power from the external grid. Charging of PHEV would reduce the power export
capability of the microgrid. Apart from residential charging, electric vehicle charging


















Without PHEV loads With PHEV loads at Bus-634 and Bus-611
Figure 6.17: Capability diagrams of the Microgrid System - 2 at 3.00 a.m. with and
without PHEV charging at residential loads
In the next scenario, it was assumed that PHEV charging stations were located
in a commercial feeder (Bus bar 645) and two industrial feeders (Bus bar 652 and Bus
bar 692) with a morning peak of 0.1 MW at each station occurring at 9.00 a.m., when
PHEV owners charge their vehicles after coming to work or to the city. Fig. 6.18
presents the capability diagrams with fleets of PHEV charging at different stations.
It can be observed that the aggregated effect of small scale fleets of charging PHEVs
can be represented as simple loads in the microgrid capability diagram.



















Without PHEV loads PHEV loads at Buses 692, 652 and 645
Figure 6.18: Capability diagrams for the Microgrid System - 2 at 9.00 a.m. with
PHEV charging stations
fleets of PHEVs discharge in order to supply active power back to the grid for
peak shaving [174]. Fleets of PHEVs were assumed to supply 0.1 MW of power for
approximately one hour from stations located at Bus bar 645 during the day-peak
hour. It can be observed from Fig. 6.19, that V2G can be used to cater the local
demand which increases the microgrid power export capability. Storage devices
within the microgrid can be utilised to reduce the power import from the external
grid. In general, storage devices are utilised to mitigate power mismatch, to smooth
out variability in renewable energy generation, to reduce network losses, and to
obtain financial benefits in energy markets. When deriving the power import/export
capability diagram for a grid connected microgrid, storage devices can be modelled
as loads or generators depending on the operation. Energy stored in an individual
PHEV is negligible relative to that of the grid. However, fleets of vehicles with
a considerable number of PHEVs can be aggregated in order to be considered as
a feasible storage option. The aggregator, who is responsible for controlling the
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power exchange between the PHEVs and the grid will receive requests for different
ancillary services from the microgrid operator and will issue commands to fleets of


















Without V2G With V2G at Bus 645
Figure 6.19: Capability diagrams for the Microgrid System - 2 during day-peak with
V2G application
Typically, capacitor banks and synchronous condensers are used to support the
local voltage by injecting reactive power. In the energy market paradigm, syn-
chronous condensers can contribute to export reactive power from the microgrid to
the external grid. However, such operations require careful analysis of financial and
technical aspects prior to being incorporated in to the microgrid capability diagram.
6.5 Market Operation and Capability Diagram
Grid connected microgrids can be operated as single entities in the energy market
operation. In order to facilitate this, microgrid controllers must have access to tools
simplifying the microgrid participation in market operation. Most of the recent re-
search work has concentrated on optimising the internal operation of grid connected
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microgrids either by minimising system losses or by minimising the power exchange
with the external grid [97, 99, 176–178]. However, as explained in Chapter 2, no re-
search work has suggested the use of a graphical tool for market operation of grid
connected microgrids. From various market operation strategies presented in Chap-
ter 2, this section presents two different case studies explaining the use of microgrid
capability diagram in market operation as a guideline for future work.
6.5.1 Active Power Exchange with the External Grid
The Microgrid System - 2 described in Section 6.3.2 is considered in these studies, to-
gether with the optimisation model developed as described in Section 6.3 considering
the limitations of the DGs, local loads, transformers and other network parameters.
For the particular microgrid, it is assumed that the microgrid is owned and con-
trolled by the MCC hence, DGs would not bid separately in the energy market.
The MCC would send relevant command signals to the DGs and no demand side
bidding is considered.
The microgrid operating cost includes the cost of main grid energy transac-
tions (both purchasing and selling), cost of microgrid energy supply, revenue from
local consumers, and any curtailment costs. The corresponding active and reactive
power capability diagram at 8.00 p.m. is illustrated in Fig. 6.20. Table 6.3 presents
the costs associated with the each DG operation and active power buying and selling
prices of the external grid.
Table 6.3: Costs associated with the microgrid operation
Cost ($/kWh)
Average cost of DFIG (DG1, DG2) [179,180] 0.063
Average cost of small hydro (DG3) [181] 0.055
Active power buying and selling price of the external grid [182] 0.20
The microgrid would sell excess active power from the DGs to the external
grid when operating in the positive active power region of the capability diagram.
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Figure 6.20: Capability diagram for the Microgrid System - 2 at 8.00 p.m.
from the external grid to fulfill the local load demand. For this scenario, it is assumed
that no cost is involved with the reactive power exchange between the microgrid and
the external grid. Thus, depending on the operation mode, the cost of electricity of
the microgrid is calculated using (6.25) and (6.26).
Active power export mode:





Active power import mode:










DGcost is the total cost of DG operation per hour,
∑
PDG is the total
active power supplied from the DGs, and Pext.grid is the active power imported from
the external grid.
Analysing Fig. 6.20 and Fig. 6.21, it is clear that the electricity cost of the mi-
crogrid is around $ 0.06 /kWh during active power export mode. Furthermore, min-
imum cost of electricity occurs when there is no active power exchange between the
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microgrid and the external grid (at PGSP = 0MW ). Cost of electricity reaches the
maximum of $ 0.20 /kWh when the total active power requirement of the microgrid
is met by the external grid. Fig. 6.22 illustrates the electricity cost variation of the
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Microgrid electricity cost ($/kWh)
Figure 6.21: Electricity cost of the microgrid corresponding to the operating points




































Figure 6.22: Electricity cost variation of the Microgrid System - 2 at 8.00 p.m.
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6.5.2 Reactive Power Purchase from the External Grid
The microgrid system described in Section 6.5.1 is considered for this scenario. Apart
from the active power market, the MCC would be required to pay the external grid
for the reactive power imported into the microgrid. No cost is associated with
the reactive power export into the external grid. It is assumed that the MCC
purchase reactive power at a rate of $ 0.50 /kVArh. Fig. 6.23 illustrates the variation
of reactive power cost of the microgrid for reactive power import mode. As expected,
it can be observed that the cost of reactive power of the microgrid increases with


























Figure 6.23: Variation of reactive power cost of the microgrid for reactive power
import mode
In Section 6.5.1 and Section 6.5.2, only basic aspects of active and reactive power
markets were considered. However, depending on the ownership of the microgrid,
the market policy in operation can be varied. This would require many other aspects
to be considered when assigning cost values for different microgrid operating points.
A detailed discussion on this is presented in the following section.
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6.6 Discussion
Due to time varying load and generation patterns, the capability diagram of a mi-
crogrid will vary with time and it is not practical for the MCC to derive capability
diagrams for an entire day. However, MCC can derive the capability diagrams for
pre-defined time periods or by using the forecasted generation and demand patterns
at critical operation times of the microgrid (i.e. day-peak, night-peak, minimum
load, and maximum generation). Furthermore, the capability diagram can be de-
rived online, provided proper communication media exists between the generators,
load centres and the MCC.
The proposed methodology and the mathematical model have the flexibility to
incorporate any optimisation algorithm and any constraint related to the micro-
grid for developing capability diagrams. DNSPs and MCCs can run optimisation
algorithms to optimise different objective functions subjected to different financial
and technical constraints. Regardless of the objective function, if all the technical
constraints are kept unchanged, those optimum operating points are located within
the microgrid capability diagram.
Through a capability diagram, the maximum possible power can be harnessed
from a grid connected microgrid. Furthermore, in a multi-microgrid environment
where microgrids trade between themselves, capability diagrams of individual mi-
crogrids can be used as a tool to decide the maximum amount of power exchange.
In this chapter, it was assumed that the microgrid was owned by an independent
power producer. Hence, the microgrid has the sole responsibility to cater the local
load demand either by generating power from local DGs or by importing power from
the utility (external grid). In such a situation, the microgrid owner has to bear the
expenses related to the electricity generation from DGs and energy purchase from
the external grid if any. The main revenue of the microgrid would be income derived
from selling energy into the external grid and to the local loads, with latter typically
providing larger return on investment.
However, if the local DGs have different owners, the MCC could allow the DGs
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to bid in the energy market. In this scenario, apart from the aforementioned costs
associated with the energy generation, the MCC would have to bear the expenses
related to Lost Opportunity Costs. As an example, a decision to increase reactive
power export to the external grid would result in a reduction of active power pro-
duction from the local DGs. In this situation, MCC would be required to pay lost
opportunity cost to the relevant DGs, and buy active power if required from the
external grid. The market conditions and the cost of productions determine the
value of opportunity cost [183,184].
LOC - Lost Opportunity Cost
LS - Load Shedding
MG - Microgrid
MCC - Microgrid Central Controller
DG - Distributed Generator
P, Q
$




























Figure 6.24: Different components associated with the market operation of grid
connected microgrids
The price of reactive power is strongly dependent on the location of production.
The cost of producing reactive power is much lower than that of active power,
because it does not involve fuel costs [185]. However, the capital cost of a reactive
compensator, especially generator and synchronous condensers, is remarkably high.
Accordingly, the pricing mechanism should include the capital cost associated with
these components.
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Operation of the microgrid in energy market can be more complex when demand
side bidding is considered. The MCC has to optimise the operation of the microgrid
by considering the bids from both DGs and the loads. If consumers are willing to
shed loads, the MCC will be required to pay a curtailment fee which will contribute
to the microgrid operating costs.
Thus, main operating objective of the microgrid will depend on the ownership,
network complexity, time of operation, and other market aspects. However, tech-
nical feasibility limits a microgrid can be derived regardless of the complexity of
the microgrid structure by expanding the methodology presented in this chapter.
Furthermore, electricity costs can be assigned to every operating point of the micro-
grid capability diagram and can be utilised as a tool in market operation with the
external grid and when trading between multiple microgrids. Fig. 6.24 illustrates
the diagram corresponding to different components associated with the market op-
eration of grid connected microgrids.
6.7 Summary
This chapter presented a new systematic approach for developing an active and
reactive power capability diagram corresponding to the GSP of a microgrid, while
considering microgrid generation capabilities, local load demands and network con-
straints. An optimisation model was developed under various network constraints
and the solutions were plotted on a P-Q power plane to derive the capability limits
for two different microgrid systems. Various features such as different load mod-
elling aspects, individual generator limitations, and effects of plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles and reactive power devices were considered in developing the capability
diagram.
The optimisation model for the capability diagrams were derived in MATLAB
for two different microgrid models, which were validated using DIgSILENT Power-
Factory. This graphical representation of the active and reactive power capability
at the GSP can be utilised as a new tool to represent the technical feasibility of grid
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connected microgrids when trading with the utility and other microgrids. The MCC
would be able to use the DERs optimally and to provide ancillary services support
to the external network as required.
This chapter introduced the use of microgrid capability diagram as a tool for the
market operation of grid connected microgrids. Two case studies were presented in
active and reactive power markets where electricity prices were assigned to every
operating point of the capability diagram. Such diagrams can be referred to by the
MCC in decision making processes.
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Chapter 7





Faults occurring outside a grid connected microgrid can lead to voltage sags at
the microgrid point of common coupling (PCC) which would propagate to affect
the operation of the distributed energy resources (DERs) and the loads within the
microgrid. If the DERs are set to disconnect at relatively shallow voltage sag depth
levels, a situation with considerable generation deficit can arise. However, such a
scenario can be avoided if the microgrid can regulate the voltage at the PCC and
provide dynamic reactive power support to the network during voltage sag events.
Depending on the low voltage ride through (LVRT) behaviour of individual DERs
within the microgrid, those DERs can also provide dynamic voltage and reactive
power support to the rest of the microgrid. As described in Chapter 2, research
outcomes exist related to the individual LVRT behaviour of DERs in compliance
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to different grid codes. However, the collective effect of LVRT behaviour of DERs
within a microgrid has not been investigated so far.
This chapter takes two approaches in order to investigate the LVRT behaviour of
a grid connected microgrid as a single entity. First approach is to improve dynamic
voltage support at the microgrid PCC by using a distribution static synchronous
compensator (DSTATCOM) at the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution
transformer. The second approach is to use the aggregated reactive power capa-
bility of DERs within a microgrid to provide voltage and reactive power support
to the external grid. During this approach, instead of individual DG capabilities,
DSTATCOMs are installed at the DG terminals, and no additional dynamic voltage
support (i.e. DSTATCOM) is considered at low voltage side of the microgrid distri-
bution transformer. This chapter is exclusively focussed on the technical assessment
of DSTATCOM for microgrids and its advantage for grid connected and islanded
modes of operation.
Section 7.2 describes the voltage control mode of a DSTATCOM and selection
of the parameters in order to improve dynamic voltage support. The impact of
DSTATCOM in a grid connected microgrid under different operating conditions
is investigated in Section 7.3. The microgrid is subjected to external and internal
faults, and various system parameters are analysed with and without the DSTAT-
COM operation. DSTATCOMs are installed at DG terminals and at the bus bar
with minimum reactive power margin of the microgrid, and the system behaviour is
analysed in Section 7.4.
Integration of multiple microgrids into the utility grid will allow the microgrids
to provide ancillary services to the utility during normal operation and will enable
emergency services to adjacent microgrids during a utility grid outage. Maintaining
the microgrids online will avoid sudden loss of active power while avoiding power
system collapse. Section 7.5 presents DSTATCOM operation in a multi-microgrid
system which is investigated for different faults.
Operation of single microgrids in islanded mode and operation of multiple micro-
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grids separated from external grid with DSTATCOMs are presented in Section. 7.6.
Section 7.7 presents a case study carried out to investigate grid connected microgrid
behaviour with DSTATCOM and induction motor loads followed by the chapter
summary in Section 7.8.
7.2 Distribution Static Synchronous Compensator (DSTAT-
COM)
DSTATCOM is a shunt reactive power compensating device which functions as a
controlled shunt reactive admittance and generates ac voltage, which in turn causes a
current injection into the system through a shunt transformer. In its most basic form,
the DSTATCOM configuration consists of a two-level voltage source inverter (VSI),
a dc energy storage device, a coupling transformer connected in shunt with the ac







Figure 7.1: General topology of a VSI based DSTATCOM [167]
The VSI converts the dc voltage across the storage device into three-phase ac
voltages. These voltages are synchronised with the ac system through the reactance
of the coupling transformer. Suitable adjustments of the phase and magnitude of
the DSTATCOM output voltage allow effective control of active and reactive power
exchange between the DSTATCOM and the ac system. The VSI connected in shunt
with the ac system provides a multi-functional topology which can be used for up
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to three quite distinct purposes: 1) voltage regulation and compensation of reactive
power, 2) correction of power factor, 3) elimination of current harmonics.
Fig. 7.2 illustrates the controller associated with the voltage control mode of the
DSTATCOM. In voltage control mode, the difference between the RMS voltage of
the terminal and its desired value is used to generate the required voltage magnitude
across the filter by exchanging reactive power with the ac network. The droop is
usually selected as 5 % to allow small terminal voltage variations while avoiding
oscillation [187]. The dc voltage is kept constant through a small active power
exchange arrangement with the ac network, which also compensates for the active































Figure 7.2: DSTATCOM voltage control mode
7.2.1 Design of DSTATCOM Parameters
Reference dc Link Voltage (Vdcref)
In order to achieve good tracking performance, voltage across the dc storage capac-
itor is selected to be 1.6Vm, where Vm is the maximum phase voltage [188].
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Storage Capacitance (Cdc)
Value of the dc capacitor is selected based on the ability to regulate voltage during
transients. During transients, the dc capacitor exchanges real power to maintain
the load power demand. Assuming the controller starts working after n cycles, nST
would be the maximum possible energy that the capacitor can exchange with the





dcref − V 2dc) = nST (7.1)
where, Vdc is the magnitude of the maximum allowed voltage deviation from Vdcref
during transients. Therefore, the dc link capacitor value is selected as follows:
Cdc =
2nST
V 2dcref − V 2dc
(7.2)
Interfacing Inductance (Lf)
The inductor is designed to provide good tracking performance at maximum switch-





where, 2h is the ripple in the current and fmax is the maximum switching frequency
achieved using a hysteresis current controller [189].
7.3 Grid Connected Microgrid in Different Operating Re-
gions with DSTATCOM
In this section, different case studies are carried out to investigate the impact of
having a DSTATCOM at the secondary side of the coupling transformer of a grid
connected microgrid. Fig. 7.3 illustrates the microgrid system developed for the case
studies where DG1 and DG2 represent DFIGs, while DG3 represents a SG based
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DG. Both DG1 and DG2 are operated in constant power factor mode while DG3 is
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Figure 7.4: Microgrid operating regions for grid connected mode
Fig. 7.4 illustrates the four different microgrid operating regions considered in
this section, where positive power values indicate power export from the microgrid.
Table 7.1 presents the active and reactive power flow from DGs, the external grid



























































































































































































































7.3.1 Microgrid Behaviour during an External Fault with DSTAT-
COM
For the microgrid considered in this study, a 3 MVA DSTATCOM is selected, and
the parameters calculated as explained in Section 7.2.1 are presented in Table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Parameters of the DSTATCOM
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Cdc 4629µF n 0.5
Vdcref 6 kV T 0.02 s
Lf 150 mH h 1 A
Vac 4.16 kV fmax 10 kHz
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R1 R2 R3 R4
Figure 7.5: Active and reactive power variations of the DSTATCOM in different
operating regions of the microgrid (fault duration for R1-538 ms, R2, R3 and R4 -
160 ms)
In order to investigate the impact of the DSTATCOM connected on low voltage
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side of the microgrid distribution transformer, a three-phase short-circuit fault was
applied to Bus bar 650 at t = 10 s and cleared after 160 ms to the microgrid. The
study is carried out on all four operating regions of the microgrid.
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650 632 646 633 675
Figure 7.6: Voltage variations at different bus bars in operating region R1 (a) without
DSTATCOM and (b) with DSTATCOM (fault duration - 538 ms)
Table 7.3: CCT of the microgrid for different operating regions





Fig. 7.5 (a) and Fig. 7.5 (b) illustrate the active and reactive power variations of
the DSTATCOM in the four different microgrid operating regions due to the fault.
The DSTATCOM injected reactive power into the network during the fault and after
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650 632 646 633 675
Figure 7.7: Voltage variations at different bus bars in operating region R2 (a) without
DSTATCOM and (b) with DSTATCOM (fault duration - 160 ms)





















650 632 646 633 675
Figure 7.8: Voltage variations at different bus bars in operating region R3 without
DSTATCOM (fault duration - 160 ms)
critical clearing time (CCT) of the three-phase short-circuit fault was determined
for each operating region of the microgrid with and without the DSTATCOM. The
CCT for the microgrid was determined based on the SG pole slip, and any grid code
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compliance or the action of protection devices were not taken into consideration. It
can be observed from Table 7.3 that the CCT of the microgrid with DSTATCOM is
longer compared to the microgrid without the DSTATCOM. Therefore, provision of
reactive power support from the DSTATCOM has enabled the microgrid to operate
over a longer period during a fault.





















650 632 646 633 675
Figure 7.9: Voltage variations at different bus bars in operating region R3 with
DSTATCOM (fault duration - 160 ms)
Fig. 7.6 (a) and Fig. 7.6 (b) illustrate the voltage variations of five of the bus
bars in the microgrid without and with the DSTATCOM for a fault duration of
538 ms. Comparing those figures, it can be observed that the post fault voltage has
improved considerably with the DSTATCOM. Furthermore, depth of the voltage
sag has decreased by 0.022 pu during the fault with the DSTATCOM for operating
region R1. Fig. 7.7 illustrates the variation of voltage for operating region R2, which
indicates approximately a 0.03 pu decrease in the voltage sag during the fault with
the DSTATCOM. Similarly, for operating regions R3 and R4, an improvement of
the depth of the voltage sag can be noted with the DSTATCOM, as observed from
Fig. 7.8 to Fig. 7.10 respectively.
Fig. 7.11 illustrates the reactive power variations of the distribution lines con-
nected to Bus bar 632 with the DSTATCOM. In operating region R1, reactive power
has flowed from the distribution transformer to the microgrid during steady state.
During the fault, it can be observed that the direction of the reactive power flow has
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Figure 7.10: Voltage variations at different bus bars in operating region R4
(a) without DSTATCOM and (b) with DSTATCOM (fault duration - 160 ms)
changed from the microgrid to the distribution transformer. With the DSTATCOM,
maximum reactive power variation of the microgrid during the fault has increased
by 0.8 MVAr. Furthermore, post fault transients are considerably less and system
reached the steady state faster with the DSTATCOM in the microgrid. Similar to
operating region R1, reactive power has been imported into the microgrid in operat-
ing region R2 at steady state. From Fig. 7.12, it can be observed that reactive power
contribution from the microgrid has increased during the fault due to the DSTAT-
COM operation as well as reduction in post fault transients. By examining Fig. 7.13
to Fig. 7.15 corresponding to the operation of regions R1 and R2 of the microgrid,
it can be identified that the reactive current contribution from the microgrid into
the external grid during the fault has increased due to the reactive power supplied
by the DSTATCOM.
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Figure 7.11: Reactive power flow variations in the distribution lines connected to
Bus bar 632 (R1) (a) without DSTATCOM operation and (b) with DSTATCOM
operation due to an external grid fault
Fig. 7.16 and Fig. 7.17 illustrate the variations of reactive power flow of the dis-
tribution lines connected to Bus bar 632 with the DSTATCOM in operating regions
R3 and R4 respectively, in which reactive power has been exported to the external
grid. Observing those figures, it can be identified that the maximum reactive power
flow from the microgrid into the distribution transformer has increased by 1.6 MVAr
with the DSTATCOM. Similarly, with the DSTATCOM, approximately 1.0 MVAr of
reactive power increase can be observed in operating region R4. With the DSTAT-
COM, less post fault transients can be observed in the microgrid. By examining
Fig. 7.18, Fig. 7.19, and Fig. 7.20 corresponding to the operating regions R3 and R4
of the microgrid, it can be identified that the reactive current contribution from the
microgrid into the external grid has increased due to the connection of the DSTAT-
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Figure 7.12: Reactive power flow variations in the distribution lines connected to
Bus bar 632 (R2) (a) without DSTATCOM operation and (b) with DSTATCOM
operation due to an external grid fault



























632~632−1 632~633 632~645 632~671
Figure 7.13: Reactive current flow in the distribution lines connected to Bus bar
632 (R1) without DSTATCOM operation due to an external grid fault
COM. Therefore, it is clear that a DSTATCOM can be used to provide additional
reactive power during faults in order to improve post fault voltage recovery of the
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Figure 7.14: Reactive current flow in the distribution lines connected to Bus bar
632 (R1) with DSTATCOM operation due to an external grid fault
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Figure 7.15: Reactive current flow in the distribution lines connected to Bus bar
632 (R2) (a) without DSTATCOM operation and (b) with DSTATCOM operation
due to an external grid fault
microgrid.
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Figure 7.16: Reactive power flow variations in the distribution lines connected to
Bus bar 632 (R3) due to an external grid fault
7.3.2 Microgrid Behaviour due to Internal Faults with DSTATCOM
In order to analyse the effect of DSTATCOM due to internal faults, different faults
were applied at three different bus bars in the microgrid when operating in region
R1. The DSTATCOM was kept connected to Bus bar 632. Three-phase short-
circuit faults were applied to Bus bars 611, 633 and 692 through different fault
impedances. Fig. 7.21 illustrates the magnitude of the minimum voltage measured
at the DSTATCOM terminal during three different faults. It can be observed that
during voltage sag, the minimum voltage has improved due to the DSTATCOM
operation. Fig. 7.22 illustrates the reactive power injected by the DSTATCOM into
the network during microgrid internal faults. Depending on the severity at the
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632~632−1 632~633 632~645 632~671
Figure 7.17: Reactive power flow variations in the distribution lines connected to
Bus bar 632 (R4) due to an external grid fault


























632~632−1 632~633 632~645 632~671
Figure 7.18: Reactive current flow in the distribution lines connected to Bus bar
632 (R3) without DSTATCOM operation due to an external grid fault
7.4 Impact of DSTATCOM Location in the Microgrid
7.4.1 DSTATCOM Connection at DG Terminals
In this section, the DSTATCOM on the secondary side of the distribution trans-
former was removed from the bus bar in the microgrid system introduced in Sec-
162
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Figure 7.19: Reactive current flow in the distribution lines connected to Bus bar
632 (R3) with DSTATCOM operation due to an external grid fault
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632~632−1 632~633 632~645 632~671
Figure 7.20: Reactive current flow in the distribution lines connected to the DSTAT-
COM (R4) (a) without DSTATCOM operation and (b) with DSTATCOM operation
due to an external grid fault
tion 7.3, and two DSTATCOMs were connected at the two terminals of DG1 and




























With DSTATCOM Without DSTATCOM
Figure 7.21: Magnitude of the voltage sag depth at Bus bar 632 for different internal
faults with and without DSTATCOM


























Figure 7.22: Reactive power output of the DSTATCOM for different internal faults
in the microgrid
erator capacity was maintained at 3 MVA, hence each DSTATCOM was rated at
1.5 MVA. DG3 was assumed to be disconnected in the microgrid and the different
operating conditions considered for this case study are presented in Table 7.4. A
three-phase short-circuit fault was applied at Bus bar 650 at t = 10 s and cleared
after 160 ms.
Fig. 7.23 and Fig. 7.24 illustrate the voltage variations of five bus bars in the
microgrid due to the fault. As a result of the fault, terminal voltages of both
DG1 and DG2 are zero, and the crowbar protection in both DG1 and DG2 were
activated at 10.013 s and deactivated at 10.080 s. However, with the DSTATCOM
operation, voltage profile of the microgrid has improved during the fault and the
164
Table 7.4: Power flow levels of the microgrid




Total load 1.923 1.042
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650 632 646 633 652
Figure 7.23: Voltage variations (a) without DSTATCOM and (b) with DSTATCOM
connected at Bus bar 632 (fault at Bus bar 650)
crowbar protection was not activated as illustrated in Fig. 7.23 (b), and has allowed
the DGs to supply power to the microgrid without any interruption. However, it
has a less positive effect on the voltage profile compared to the case of having the
DSTATCOM on low voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer.
Fig. 7.25 and Fig. 7.26 present the reactive power flow through the distribution
lines connected to Bus bar 632. By examining these figures, it can be observed that
having a DSTATCOM on the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution trans-
165



















650 632 646 633 652
Figure 7.24: Voltage variations with two DSTATCOMs at DG1 and DG2 termi-
nals (fault at Bus bar 650)
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632~632−1 632~633 632~645 632~671
Figure 7.25: Reactive power variations of the distribution lines connected to Bus
bar 632, (a) without DSTATCOM and (b) with DSTATCOM connected at Bus bar
632 (fault at Bus bar 650)
former would increase the reactive power flow towards the distribution transformer.
Furthermore, during the post fault transients, reactive power absorption from the
166
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Figure 7.26: Reactive power variations of the distribution lines connected to Bus
bar 632 with two DSTATCOMs at DG1 and DG2 terminals (fault at Bus bar 650)
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632~632−1 632~633 632~645 632~675
Figure 7.27: Reactive current flow of the distribution lines connected to Bus bar
632 (a) without DSTATCOM and (b) with DSTATCOM connected at Bus bar 632
(fault at Bus bar 650)
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microgrid was minimum when the DSTATCOM was installed on the low voltage
side of the microgrid distribution transformer.






























632~632−1 632−633 632−645 632−671
Figure 7.28: Reactive current flow of the distribution lines connected to Bus bar 632
with two DSTATCOMs at DG1 and DG2 terminals (fault at Bus bar 650)
As illustrated in Fig. 7.27, reactive current flow from the microgrid into the ex-
ternal grid has significantly increased due to the operation of the DSTATCOM.
Compared to the operation of DSTATCOMs at the DG terminals, a DSTATCOM
near the secondary side of the microgrid distribution transformer has better reac-
tive current contribution to the external grid during the fault. Furthermore, by
examining Fig. 7.27 and Fig. 7.28, it can be observed that the post fault reactive
current flow into the microgrid is high when the DSTATCOMs are connected at DG
terminals.
7.4.2 DSTATCOM Connection at the Bus bar with Minimum Reac-
tive Power Margin of the Microgrid
In this section, the DSTATCOM was connected at the bus bar with the minimum
reactive power margin of the microgrid in order to investigate the impact of DSTAT-
COM location on microgrid performance during faults. The same microgrid system
described in Section 7.4.1 was used for this case study, and for the purpose of com-
parison, rating of the DSTATCOM was selected to be 3 MVA. In order to find the bus








Figure 7.29: V-Q curve and reactive power margin























Figure 7.30: Reactive power margins of the bus bars in the microgrid
was used in this section. V-Q curves were used to determine the capability of a bus
bar to maintain voltage during normal and abnormal conditions [190]. Minimum
of the V-Q curve (where dQ/dV = 0) represents the voltage stability limit, where
the distance of the operating point at any particular loading to the minimum of
the curve gives an indication to the closeness of system collapse [191]. V-Q curves
were derived through a series of ac power flow solutions, and the reactive power
margin (Q margin) was measured as the distance between the reactive power level
of the V-Q curve at dQ/dV = 0 and the voltage axis as illustrated in Fig. 7.29. A
positive reactive power margin indicates a deficit of reactive power at the particular
bus bar whereas, a negative reactive power margin indicates the amount of reactive
169
power the bus bar can supply to the system without being unstable.
Fig. 7.30 illustrates the reactive power margins of the bus bars in the microgrid,
and Bus bar 652 was identified as the bus bar the minimum reactive power margin.



















650 632 646 633 652
Figure 7.31: Voltage variations with a DSTATCOM at the bus bar with minimum
Q-margin (fault at Bus bar 650)
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Figure 7.32: Reactive power variations of the distribution lines connected to Bus
bar 632 with DSTATCOM connected at the bus bar with minimum Q-margin (fault
at Bus bar 650)
The microgrid was subjected to the same three-phase short-circuit fault consid-
ered in Section 7.4.1, and Fig. 7.31 presents the voltage variations of the bus bars
due to the fault. As expected, it can be observed that the voltage profile of the
bus bar connected to the DSTATCOM has improved. Comparing Fig. 7.25 (b)
and Fig. 7.27 (b) with Fig. 7.32 and Fig. 7.33, it can be observed that installing a
DSTATCOM near the distribution transformer of the microgrid has provided better
170
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Figure 7.33: Reactive current flow variations of the distribution lines connected to
Bus bar 632 with a DSTATCOM connected at the bus with minimum Q-margin
(fault at Bus bar 650)
reactive power performance when the microgrid was subjected to faults. When the
DSTATCOM was not installed on the low voltage side of the microgrid distribu-
tion transformer, the microgrid was unable to utilise the maximum capability of the
DSTATCOM to provide support to the external grid.
Fig. 7.34 (a) and Fig. 7.34 (b) illustrate the reactive power output variations of
DG1 and DG2 for different DSTATCOM locations. It can be observed that instal-
lation of a DSTATCOM in the microgrid has allowed the DGs to provide reactive
power into the microgrid continuously without being interrupted by the activation
of crowbar protection as explained in Section 7.4.1. Fig. 7.34 (c) illustrates the to-
tal reactive power contribution from the DSTATCOMs installed in the microgrid.
Reactive power output from the two DSTATCOMs installed at the DG terminals
were added together for comparison (as both DSTATCOMs were rated at 1.5 MVA).
Analysing the post fault behaviour, it can be observed that when the DSTATCOMs
are installed on the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer and
at the DG terminals, they provide better reactive power contribution compared to
the DSTATCOM at the bus bar with the minimum reactive power margin. Fig. 7.35
summarises the minimum voltage levels experienced by the bus bars in the microgrid
during the fault with and without DSTATCOM operation. From a careful analysis,
it can be concluded that having the DSTATCOM installed on the low voltage side
171
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At Bus−632 At DG1 terminal At DG2 terminal At Bus−652
Figure 7.34: Variation of reactive power contribution of (a) DG1, (b) DG2, and
(c) DSTATCOM with different DSTATCOM locations (fault at Bus bar 650)
of the microgrid distribution transformer has better impact on all the bus bars of
the microgrid compared to the DSTATCOM installed at other locations studied.
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Without DSTATCOM At Bus 632 At DG terminals At Bus 652 









4.16 kV 4.16 kV
Figure 7.36: Multi-microgrid system


























Without DSTATCOM With DSTATCOM
Figure 7.37: Reactive power exchange with the external grid with and without
DSTATCOM in each microgrid (fault at Bus bar 650)
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Table 7.5: Operating conditions of the microgrids
MG1 MG2 MG3
P (MW) Q (MVAr) P (MW) Q (MVAr) P (MW) Q (MVAr)
MG output 3.688 -1.977 0.445 0.381 3.688 -1.976
DG1 1.200 0 0 0 1.200 0
DG2 1.200 0 0.800 0.600 1.200 0
DG3 4.000 -0.123 3.000 1.962 4.000 -0.123
Total load 2.564 1.967 3.275 2.098 2.565 1.968
7.5 DSTATCOM Operation in a Multi-Microgrid System
In this section, operation of a DSTATCOM in a multi-microgrid system which is
connected to the utility was analysed. Fig. 7.36 illustrates the multi-microgrid sys-
tem considered for this study, which consists of three microgrids radially connected
to the 115 kV external grid. Case studies were carried out on the microgrid system
developed in Section 7.3. Table. 7.5 presents the operating conditions of each micro-
grid system where MG 1 and MG 3 operated in region R1, while MG 2 operated in
region R4.





























Without DSTATCOM With DSTATCOM
Figure 7.38: Reactive current variation of the external grid due to the fault at Bus
bar 650 with and without DSTATCOM
A three-phase short-circuit fault was applied at Bus bar 650 at t = 10 s for
150 ms, and the multi-microgrid system behaviour was analysed with and without
the DSTATCOM operation. 3 MVA DSTATCOMs were connected to the low volt-
age side of the microgrid distribution transformers of all three microgrids. Fig. 7.37
illustrates the reactive power exchange with the external grid at Bus bar 650 during
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MG1−632 MG2−632 MG3−632 650
Figure 7.39: Voltage variations of the microgrid bus bars (a) without DSTATCOM
and (b) with DSTATCOM (fault at Bus bar 650)
the fault. Prior to the fault, external grid has provided reactive power to the micro-
grids and after the fault clearance, reactive power absorbed by the microgrid system
has considerably reduced with the operation of DSTATCOMs. Furthermore, the
multi-microgrid system was able to provide reactive power to the external grid soon
after fault clearance, and the system stabilised faster with the DSTATCOM opera-
tion. From Fig. 7.38, it can be identified that for the particular operating condition,
the multi-microgrid system was able to provide reactive current into the external
grid at the instance of fault clearance and after the fault with DSTATCOMs.
Fig. 7.39 (a) and Fig. 7.39 (b) illustrate the voltage variations of the bus bars con-
nected to the DSTATCOM in each microgrid, and the bus bar connected to the ex-
ternal grid (Bus bar 650). It can be observed that with the DSTATCOM, voltage sag
at the bus bars have decreased during the fault and the post fault voltage levels have
175







































































Figure 7.40: Reactive power exchange at the microgrid PCC (a) with and (b) without
DSTATCOM (fault at Bus bar 650)
recovered faster. Reactive power exchange through the distribution transformers of
each microgrid PCC with and without DSTATCOM are illustrated in Fig. 7.40 (a)
and Fig. 7.40 (b) respectively. It can be observed that maximum reactive power im-
port of microgrids after fault clearance transients has reduced considerably with the
DSTATCOM. As an example, in MG 1 and MG 3, maximum reactive power import
during post fault period has reduced from 4.9 MVAr to 3.118 MVAr. Furthermore,
post fault maximum reactive power supply of microgrids has increased. As an ex-
ample, after the fault clearance, reactive power output from MG 2 has increased
considerably from 0.261 MVAr to 2.291 MVAr with the DSTATCOM operation.
As the next scenario, an internal three-phase short-circuit fault was applied at
Bus bar 611 at t = 10 s for 150 ms in MG 2 and MG 3 separately. Depth of the
sag voltage has improved at the DSTATCOM terminal due to the DSTATCOM
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operation at each microgrid as presented in Fig. 7.41. Moreover, the DSTATCOM
response to faults occurring outside the microgrid depend on the voltage reduction
along the feeder. Fig. 7.42 (a) and Fig. 7.42 (b) illustrate the reactive power output
variations of the DSTATCOM of each microgrid due to the internal faults at MG 2
and MG 3 respectively.
























Figure 7.41: Sag voltage reduction at the DSTATCOM terminal in each microgrid
and Bus bar 650 subjected to internal faults at different locations
7.6 Islanded Microgrid Operation with DSTATCOM
7.6.1 Single Microgrid System
This section investigates the microgrid performance with DSTATCOMs during is-
landed mode of operation. The microgrid was disconnected from the external grid by
opening the circuit breaker from the secondary side of the distribution transformer.
In this scenario, only DG1 and DG3 were supplying power to the local loads, and
the steady state active and reactivate power of the islanded microgrid are presented
in Table 7.6. A three-phase short-circuit fault was applied to Bus bar 645 at t = 10 s
and cleared after 150 ms. Behaviour of the microgrid with DSTATCOM operation
was investigated by installing 1.5 MVA DSTATCOMs at different locations.
Fig. 7.43 (a) - Fig. 7.43 (c) illustrate the voltage variations of bus bars without
DSTATCOM operation, with DSTATCOM installed at DG1 terminal, and with
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Figure 7.42: Reactive power output variations of the DSTATCOM of each microgrid
due to the internal fault (a) at MG 2, and (b) at MG 3
DSTATCOM installed at Bus bar 632. From Section 7.4, it was identified that having
the DSTATCOM near low voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer
would benefit both the external grid and the microgrid system in grid connected
operation. Hence, Bus bar 632 was selected for this study assuming the possibility
of the microgrid transferring from grid connected to islanded mode while having the
DSTATCOM installed adjacent to the distribution transformer.
Analysing Fig. 7.43 (a) with Fig. 7.43 (b) and Fig. 7.43 (c), it can be observed
that the post fault voltage recovery of the microgrid system has improved with the
Table 7.6: Active and reactive power values of the islanded microgrid system
P (MW) Q (MVAr)
DG1 0.900 0.0
DG3 3.520 2.615
Total load 4.330 2.538
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Figure 7.43: Voltage variations due to the internal fault (a) without DSTATCOM,
(b) with DSTATCOM at DG1 terminal, (c) with DSTATCOM at Bus bar 632 during
islanded mode
DSTATCOM operation. Fig. 7.44 presents a comparison of the voltage at Bus bar
634 with and without DSTATCOM operation. Reactive power variations and reac-
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Without DSTATCOM At DG1 Terminal At Bus−633
Figure 7.44: Voltage variations due to the internal fault at Bus bar 634 during
islanded mode
in Fig. 7.45 and Fig. 7.46 respectively. On both occations, DSTATCOM supply the
full reactive power support after fault clearance.






















At DG1 Terminal At Bus−632
Figure 7.45: Reactive power variations of the DSTATCOMs due to the fault at Bus
bar 645 during islanded mode
7.6.2 Multi-Microgrid System
In this section, operation of a DSTATCOM in a multi-microgrid system which is
islanded from the external grid is analysed. The multi-microgrid system illustrated
in Fig. 7.36 is used for the analysis without the external grid connection. Operating
conditions of the DGs of the microgrids and the loading conditions are presented
in Table. 7.7, where MG 1 operated in region R3, MG 2 and MG 3 operate in region
180































At DG1 Terminal At Bus−632
Figure 7.46: Reactive current contribution from DSTATCOM into the microgrid
during islanded mode
R1. MG 1 consists of static loads, whereas MG 2 consists of 50 % induction motor
loads and MG 3 consists of 30 % of induction motor loads.
Table 7.7: Operating conditions of the multi-microgrid system
MG1 MG2 MG3
P (MW) Q (MVAr) P (MW) Q (MVAr) P (MW) Q (MVAr)
MG output -1.028 0.860 0.501 -0.579 0.527 -0.282
DG1 0.600 0 0 0 0 0
DG2 0 0 1.000 0.600 0 0
DG3 2.972 3.521 4.000 2.171 3.500 1.455
Total load 4.436 2.480 4.344 2.584 2.853 1.600



















Figure 7.47: Voltage variations at Bus bar 634 due to a fault at Bus bar 650 of
MG 1: - - without DSTATCOM, - with DSTATCOM
A three-phase short-circuit fault was applied to Bus bar 650 at t = 10 s and
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Figure 7.48: Reactive current variations through the distribution transformers of
the microgrids due to the fault at Bus bar 650 of MG 1: - - without DSTATCOM,
- with DSTATCOM
cleared after 160 ms. DSTATCOMs were considered to be connected on the low
voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer in MG 1 and MG 2 each having
a 3 MVA rated capacity. Fig. 7.47 illustrates the voltage variations of Bus bar 643 of
each microgrid system due to the fault. It can be observed that the post fault voltage
recovery has improved with the presence of the DSTATCOMs in the multi-microgrid
system. Furthermore, reactive current contribution from each microgrid into the
fault has increased with the DSTATCOM operation as illustrated in Fig. 7.48.
For further analysis, another three-phase short-circuit fault was applied at the
terminal of an induction motor load in MG 2 (connected to Bus bar 652 in MG 2) at
t = 10 s and cleared after 160 ms. Fig. 7.49 (a) illustrates the voltage variations of the
bus bars at the high voltage side of the distribution transformer in each microgrid.
Fig. 7.49 (b) presents voltage variations of Bus bar 652 of each microgrid system due
to the fault. From both figures, it can be identified that the DSTATCOM operation
has improved the voltage profile of the microgrids. Fig. 7.50 illustrates the reactive
current variations through the distribution transformers of the microgrids due to a
fault at Bus bar 652 in MG 2. As a result of the DSTATCOM operation, reactive
current absorbed by MG 2 due to the internal fault has decreased, and reactive









































Figure 7.49: Voltage variations of (a) Bus bar 650, and (b) Bus bar 652 in each
microgrid due to the fault at Bus bar 652 of MG 2: - - without DSTATCOM, - with
DSTATCOM
MG 2 has reduced the reactive current flowing out of MG 3 which does not have a
DSTATCOM. Hence, by examining all the results, it is clear that the operation of
DSTATCOM in islanded microgrid systems improve the system bahaviour caused
by faults.
7.7 Impact of Induction Motor Loads and DSTATCOM
In this section, a case study was carried out to investigate grid connected microgrid
behaviour with DSTATCOM and induction motor loads. The microgrid system
described in Section 7.4.1 was considered for the study and DG3 was assumed to be
disconnected resulting the microgrid to operate in region R2. Steady state active
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Figure 7.50: Reactive current variations through the distribution transformers of
the microgrids due to the fault at Bus bar 652 of MG 2: - - without DSTATCOM,
- with DSTATCOM
and reactive power levels considered for this case study are presented in Table 7.8
and a 3 MVA DSTATCOM is connected at Bus bar 632.
Table 7.8: Active and reactive power values in the microgrid
P (MW) Q (MVAr)
DG1 0.500 0.0
DG2 0.900 0.0
Total load 2.818 1.582
Fig. 7.51 illustrates the voltage variation of bus bars in the microgrid due to a
three-phase short-circuit fault applied at Bus bar 650 for 160 ms. Fig. 7.51 (a) corre-
sponds to the scenario with only static load models, whereas in Fig. 7.51 (b), 40 % of
the total microgrid load was replaced with induction motor models. When loads are
represented by static loads, the post fault voltage of the microgrid recovered quickly
to the pre-fault value with the DSTATCOM. However, even with the DSTATCOM,
the voltage has decreased during the fault with induction motor load models, due
to induction motor reactive power requirement. Furthermore, post-fault voltage has
taken more time to reach the pre-fault voltage profile of the microgrid with induction
motor models.
Similarly, a three-phase short-circuit fault was applied inside the microgrid at
Bus bar 652 at t = 10 s, and cleared after 150 ms. Fig. 7.52 (a) and Fig. 7.52 (b)
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Figure 7.51: Voltage variations of bus bars due to the fault at Bus bar 650 with
DSTATCOM for (a) only static loads, and (b) with induction motor loads
illustrate the voltage profile with only static loads and with 40 % induction motor
load respectively. Due to the reactive power requirement of the induction motor
loads, post-fault voltage recovery of the microgrid can be seen to be slow compared
to the microgrid with only static loads even in the presence of DSTATCOM.
Fig. 7.53 (a) and Fig. 7.53 (b) illustrate the reactive power output of the DSTAT-
COM at Bus bar 632 for the faults at Bus bar 650 and Bus bar 652 respectively. By
examining both figures, it can be observed that the DSTATCOM has supplied more
reactive power to the system after fault clearance when the microgrid consisted of
induction load models. During the fault, amount of reactive power supplied by the
DSTATCOM depends on the DSTATCOM terminal voltage.
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650 632 646 634 652
Figure 7.52: Voltage variations at bus bars due to the fault at Bus bar 652 with
DSTATCOM for (a) only static loads, and (b) with induction motor loads
7.8 Summary
This chapter presented detailed case studies carried out to investigate DSTATCOM
operation in microgrids and the ability to support both microgrid and the external
grid during faults. Microgrids operating in four different regions (four quadrants)
were subjected to external and internal faults with and without DSTATCOM and
the microgrid behaviour was analysed. The reactive power contribution from the
microgrid increased during faults due to the DSTATCOM operation and post fault
transients have reduced.
Impact of the DSTATCOM location in the microgrid was also analysed by in-
stalling the DSTATCOM on the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution trans-
former, at DG terminals and at the bus bar with minimum reactive power margin
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Figure 7.53: Reactive power output of the DSTATCOM for the fault at (a) Bus bar
650, and (b) Bus bar 652
of the microgrid. Variations of the microgrid system parameters during the fault
and after fault clearance were analysed to identify the most appropriate location of
DfSTATCOM.
Furthermore, DSTATCOMs were installed in a multi-microgrid system and the
system was subjected to different faults. Response of DSTATCOMs in single and
multi-microgrid systems during islanded operation were also analysed. Installing
DSTATCOM on low voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer provides
better performance in both grid connected and islanded modes. During grid con-
nected mode, DSTATCOM will provide better voltage and reactive power support
to the external grid as well as improve microgrid voltage profile. Having the DSTAT-
COM on the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer will be an
advantage and will improve the microgrid overall voltage profile, if the microgrid
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transfer from grid connected to islanded mode of operation. DSTATCOM operation
would reduce the reactive power demand from the external grid arising during faults
from microgrids having induction motor loads.
Similar to a DG with reactive power capability, DSTATCOM can be used as a
mechanism to provide reactive power support from microgrid to the external grid
during low voltage ride through events. However, depending on the capacity of the
microgrid, required capacity of the DSTATCOM would change. Thus, it is important
to carry out a financial analysis when planning to install DSTATCOM in microgrids.
Furthermore, future work would also involve in analysing the placement and sizing
of DSTATCOM in microgrid environment under different operating conditions.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Summary and Conclusions
Increasing penetration level of DERs have transformed distribution networks from
passive to active networks and introduced the concept of microgrids. Through a
comprehensive literature review carried out in this thesis, some key issues and re-
search gaps were identified related to microgrid modelling and operation. While
embarking on the research gaps identified on microgrids, this thesis has examined
a number of issues related to the modelling of microgrids, and has investigated
different aspects of their operation.
In the first phase of this thesis, the dynamic characteristics associated with mi-
crogrids comprising inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs were investigated.
Preliminary studies were carried out on a simulation microgrid model developed
comprising a PV system, a DFIG based wind power plant, a mini hydro power
plant, and loads. The importance of understanding the dynamic behaviour of mi-
crogrids was highlighted through a comparative analysis carried out on the hybrid
microgrid. This study revealed that the dynamic characteristics of the microgrid
are significantly influenced by the individual characteristics of DERs and their con-
trol systems. The study examined the influence of the variations in active power
dispatch levels and generator relative sizing on the dynamic characteristics of the
microgrid.
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It was clearly evident that the DERs with a directly coupled rotor to the net-
work have a signiffcant influence on the post fault oscillations in the microgrid as
the inertial response of inverter interfaced DER is either unavailable (e.g. PV sys-
tem) or decoupled from the network (e.g. DFIG). Microgrids with smaller system
rotational inertia have a larger frequency deviation for a given mismatch between
load and power generation. Depending on the speed, accuracy and artificial damp-
ing provided by the controllers, the inverter interfaced DERs would also have a
substantial impact on the microgrid stability. The fast controllers would allow the
inverter interfaced DERs to respond to disturbances quickly and reach steady-state
after fault clearance. Furthermore, it has been shown that the ROCOF increased
with the increasing penetration of inverter-interfaced DERs. It has been noted that
during grid connected mode, features of the external grid also have an impact on
the microgrid behaviour. It was highlighted that the external grid SCC plays an
important role in maintaining an acceptable microgrid voltage profile. Moreover,
grid connected microgrids were able to recover faster due to faults when compared
to islanded microgrids.
Distribution networks can no longer be represented merely by a static load at
the PCC. In particular, dynamics of microgrids during grid connected mode must be
taken into account in order to accurately characterise the stability of the network.
Unlike traditional SGs and their auxiliary components, effects of grid connected
microgrid dynamics on large power systems have yet to be completely characterised.
Thus, the second phase of this thesis was focused on aggregated modelling of grid
connected microgrids comprising both inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs.
For stability analysis, the common practice is to separate the power system into
a study area of interest and external areas. In general, the study area is represented
in a detailed manner while external areas are represented by dynamic equivalents.
Thus, the microgrids in the external areas can be represented by linearised single
dynamic devices while retaining the important dynamics. It was identified that the
basic modal method had not been previously applied to grid connected microgrids
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comprising both inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs as a model equivalencing
methodology. Thus, the thesis investigated the applicability of modal analysis as
a tool for model equivalencing of grid connected microgrids having inverter and
non-inverter interfaced DERs.
Detailed models of an inverter interfaced DERs with power controllers, non-
inverter interfaced DERs with governor and excitation controllers, induction motor
load and network were developed as a basis for the studies. A new index was defined
for identifying the dominant modes which needed to be retained in the reduced or-
der equivalent of the microgrid. Model equivalencing methodology was applied to
a five-bus microgrid system comprising two DERs and two types of loads. Several
case studies were carried out under different operating conditions of the microgrid
system. Furthermore, scalability of the proposed microgrid model equivalencing
approach was demonstrated using a larger microgrid model based on the IEEE-13
node distribution test feeder and a multi-microgrid system. It was observed that
the responses of the microgrid system states and the microgrid current outputs ob-
tained from the full order model and reduced order equivalent model were in good
agreement. Thus, the proposed dynamic model equivalent of the grid connected
microgrid based on basic modal method has captured the important dynamics of
the full order microgrid systems. However, a limitation of the modal method exists
due to the linearisation of the microgrid system. Thus, this dynamic equivalencing
method can be used for system studies when grid connected microgrids are not di-
rectly subjected to large internal disturbances or when the investigated disturbances
are not placed too close to the boundary of the microgrid equivalent model.
The process of deriving the dynamic equivalent models of grid connected mi-
crogrids can be automated in power system simulation software packages and can
be replaced with a current source having the nominal output current with nominal
voltage at the microgrid PCC. However, one advantage of this method over the other
model training methods is that, once a dynamic equivalent has been obtained for
a grid connected microgrid, numerous faults can be analysed in the study system
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using the same equivalent. However, as above, the faults cannot be placed too close
to the boundary of the microgrid equivalent model.
Unlike in a single generator unit with its own machine limitations, active and
reactive power transfer limits of a grid connected microgrid depend on many factors
including different and multiple machine capability limits, local load demands, and
distribution line capacities. By conducting a thorough literature survey, it was
identified that no research knowledge existed related to identifying power transfer
capability limits of grid connected microgrids. Absence of such knowledge was the
primary drive for developing a systematic approach for deriving a capability diagram
for a grid connected microgrid in the third phase of this thesis.
In order to derive the capability diagram, a non-linear optimisation model was
developed considering individual machine limitations, local load demands, distribu-
tion line capacities, transformer capacities and network voltage limitations. Using
the optimisation model, simplified capability diagrams were obtained for two grid
connected microgrid systems. Both capability diagrams represented the active and
reactive power exchange capability of the microgrids at the PCC. From the results,
it was identified that considering simplified DG machine capability limitations would
yield inaccurate microgrid power exchange capability with the external grid. Hence,
incorporation of realistic DG machine limitations into the optimisation model is
essential in order to derive an accurate microgrid active and reactive power capa-
bility diagram. Impact of different voltage regulation systems was analysed and it
was noted that an increase in the range of acceptable voltage variation at the buses
within the microgrid is favourable for power export from the microgrid. Further-
more, for the same local loading conditions, power import and export capability
of the microgrid can be increased by allowing the voltage at the PCC to be var-
ied within an acceptable limit, rather than fixing at a particular voltage level. The
shape and size of the capability diagram vary with microgrid generation and loading
conditions, as different constraints/limits are met in the optimisation model at each
power flow. Impact of individual distributed generator outages on the capability
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diagram was also demonstrated using two microgrid systems.
It was noted that charging and discharging pattern of individual PHEVs in mi-
crogrids has a negligible impact on the capability diagram as their size is comparably
small compared to the DERs. However, the effect of charging and discharging of
a fleet of PHEVs can be represented as simple loads or generators in the optimi-
sation model. Applicability of capability diagrams as a tool in the energy market
operation was also described. Electricity costs corresponding to all the points of the
microgrid capability diagram were derived based on both active and reactive power
markets in separate study cases. It was demonstrated that such capability diagrams
with economic aspects can be utilisded by the MCC or DNSPs to harness maximum
possible power from the microgrids.
In the fourth phase, this thesis investigated the LVRT capability of grid con-
nected microgrids as an ancillary service provider to the utility grid. Two approaches
were followed to investigate the LVRT capability of a microgrid as a single entity. In
the first approach, dynamic voltage support at the microgrid PCC was improved by
using a DSTATCOM at the low voltage side of the distribution transformer of the
microgrid. Faults were created at the external grid and the active and reactive power
responses from the microgrid PCC were examined. It was observed that irrespective
of the active and reactive power flow direction at the microgrid PCC, the microgrid
with the DSTATCOM installed provided additional reactive power during and after
the fault clearance. Furthermore, the CCT of the microgrid has improved with the
operation of DSTATCOM. The collective effect of the reactive power capabilities of
the distributed generators in the microgrid was used to provide voltage and reactive
power support to the external grid in the second approach. Instead of the inbuilt
LVRT capability of DGs, DSTATCOMs were installed at the terminal of the DGs.
Improved DG LVRT capability may also achieve similar results.
Furthermore, DSTATCOMs were installed in a multi-microgrid system and the
system was subjected to different faults. Response of DSTATCOMs single and
multi-microgrid systems in islanded operation were also analysed. It was noted
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that by installing a DSTATCOM at low voltage side of the microgrid distribution
transformer would provide better performance in both grid connected and islanded
modes. During grid connected mode, DSTATCOM would provide better voltage
and reactive power support to the external grid as well as improve microgrid voltage
profile. Having the DSTATCOM on the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution
transformer would improve microgrid overall voltage profile if the microgrid transfer
from grid connected to islanded mode of operation. The DSTATCOM would reduce
the reactive power demand from the external grid arising during faults in microgrids
with induction motor loads. Similar to a DG with LVRT capability, DSTATCOM
can be used as a mechanism to provide reactive power support from microgrid to the
external grid during faults. However, depending on the capacity of the microgrid,
required capacity of the DSTATCOM would change. Thus, it is important to carry
out a financial study when planning to install DSTATCOMs within microgrids.
From a careful analysis, it was concluded that having the DSTATCOM installed
on the low voltage side of the microgrid distribution transformer has better impact
on all the buses of the microgrid compared to the DSTATCOM installed at other
locations studied. When the DSTATCOM is not installed on the low voltage side
of the microgrid distribution transformer, the microgrid is unable to utilise the
maximum capability of the DSTATCOM to provide support to the external grid.
During the post fault transients, reactive power absorption from the microgrid is
minimum when the DSTATCOM is installed on the low voltage side of the microgrid
distribution transformer.
8.2 Recommendations for Future Work
In the future, when microgrids become more commonplace with higher penetration
of DERs, the stability and security of the utility grid will be affected significantly.
Thus, microgrids need to be designed properly to take care of their dynamic impact
on the utility grid such that the overall stability and reliability of the whole system
is maintained or significantly improved.
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As the dynamic response of inverter interfaced DERs depends on the applied
control starategy, future work would be required to study the microgrid behaviour
incorporating various control algorithms in different types of DERs. Furthermore,
single phase elements (e.g. PV systems and loads) need to be considered with three-
phase elements in microgrids, and should conduct time domain simulations using
DIgSILENT PowerFactory in order to study the dynamics.
The grid connected microgrid model equivalencing methodology presented in
this thesis can be applied for microgrids with any operating mode with any type of
control algorithms as long as the control algorithms do not change for the considered
time frame. For the time frame of interest, dynamics of the dc side of the inverter
interfaced DERs were considered negligible. Once the dc side dynamics are included
in the state-space model using ODEs, any change in dc side dynamics would result
in a change in the initial values of the microgrid model. Future work will be carried
out to investigate the impact of the variation of dc side dynamics on the full order
microgrid model and the reduced order microgrid model. Furthermore, future work
will include experimental verification of the microgrid equivalencing methodology
proposed in this thesis including both inverter and non-inverter interfaced DERs
and different types of loads. Depending on the capabilities and requirements of
different simulation packages, dynamic equivalents of microgrids can be implemented
as controlled current sources with nominal output current from the microgrid as
suggested in Chapter 5 of this thesis. This would allow the grid connected microgrid
systems to be implemented in simulation packages with reduced size and complexity.
The methodology of deriving capability diagrams of grid connected microgrid
systems as presented in Chapter 6 can be derived in real time, provided proper
communication media exists between the generators, load centres and the MCC.
Furthermore, the proposed methodology and the mathematical model can incor-
porate other optimisation algorithms for developing capability diagrams. Thus, a
comparative analysis can be carried out using different optimisations algorithms on
microgrid capability diagrams.
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Operation of microgrids in the energy market can be more complex when de-
mand side bidding is considered. The MCC has to optimise the operation of the
microgrid by considering the bids from both DGs and loads. If consumers are willing
to shed loads, the MCC will be required to pay a curtailment fee which will con-
tribute to the microgrid operating costs. As the work in this thesis focuses on the
grid connected mode of operation of microgrids, future work will include business
models for microgrids different to the two business models presented in Chapter 6.
A more detailed analysis with different market models and the impact on microgrid
power import and export capability diagram is identified as future work arising from
Chapter 6.
This thesis only investigates the technical assessment of DSTATCOM for mi-
crogrids and its advantage for grid connected and islanded modes of operation. As
future work, coordination of other voltage control devices operating within the dis-
tribution system such as capacitor banks, transformer tapping etc. will be taken
into consideration. With LVRT capability, the DSTATCOM can be used as a mech-
anism to provide reactive power support from microgrid to the external grid during
faults. However, depending on the capacity of the microgrid, required capacity of
the DSTATCOM would change. Thus, it is important to carry out a financial study
when planning to install the DSTATCOM in microgrids. Future work would also
be required for analysing the placement and sizing of the DSTATCOM in microgrid
environment under different operating conditions. Furthermore, a more detailed
economic analysis will be carried out in order to determine if it is cheaper for hav-
ing distributed LVRT performance expectation from all microgrid components or a
simpler DSTATCOM solutionfor the entire microgrid.
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Network Parameters of the
Microgrid Systems
Network parameters of the microgrid system in Chapter 3












Details of the SG, IM and the Network parameters of microgrid system
in Chapter 5
• Line lengths and impedances of the microgrid system in Chapter 5 are similar
to the values in Chapter 3.
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Table A.2: Parameters of the SGs
Parameter 5 MVA,13.8 kV 1.5 MVA,13.8 kV
Xd 1.700 pu 0.990 pu
X
′
d 0.245 pu 0.157 pu
X”d 0.185 pu 0.111 pu
Xq 1.640 pu 0.570 pu
X”q 0.295 pu 0.130 pu
H 2.700 s 1.500 s
R 0.0011 pu 0.0001 pu
T
′
do 5.900 s 2.730 s
T ”do 0.003 s 0.045 s
T ”qo 0.075 s 0.068 s
























Table A.6: Microgrid static load demands













Constraints of the Optimisation
Model
Line capacities, transformer ratings and generator ratings incorporated
into the optimisation model in Chapter 6
• Non-linear and linear inequality constraints of the 5 MVA SG (10 MVA, 13.8 kV
base)
0 ≤ P ≤ 0.4
−0.3 ≤ Q ≤ 0.3
P 2 +Q2 ≤ 0.25
P − 2.81Q ≤ 0.815
• Non-linear and linear inequality constraints of the 1.5 MVA DFIG (10 MVA,
13.8 kV base)
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0 ≤ P ≤ 0.14













• Non-linear and linear inequality constraints of the network
0.95 ≤ V ≤ 1.05
0 ≤ I ≤ 1
Network parameters of the microgrid system in Chapter 6












Table B.2: Microgrid parameters (50 Hz)
O/H Line parameters (0.3+j0.3) Ω/km
Coupling Transformer 10 MVA, 115 kV/4.16 kV
Capacitor bank C 634 0.5 MVAr
External grid short circuit capacity 1000 MVA
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